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INTRODUCTION

Public administration has a direct influence on the overall quality of life of the community.
It is concerned with that part of the government which is action-oriented. Public
administrators are looked upon as people who design important public policies aimed
at the betterment of the cities through planning, development and management. Simply
put, public administrators help to improve the future of the community in general. A
study of public administration would require focus on many issues including citizen
participation, local autonomy, public administration strategies, innovative governance,
public service, resolution of conflicts, demographic imbalances/transitions and
healthcare.

This book, Administrative Theory: Principles and Approaches, has been written
in the self-instructional mode or the SIM format wherein each Unit begins with an
Introduction to the topic, followed by an outline of the Unit Objectives. The detailed
content is then presented in a simple and organized manner, interspersed with Check
Your Progress questions to test the student’s understanding of the topics covered. A
Summary along with a list of Key Terms and a set of Questions and Exercises is
provided at the end of each Unit for effective recapitulation. Various import export
documents and forms have been added in an appendix at the end of this book to
acquaint the readers with the actual export documentation process.
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UNIT-1 INTRODUCTION TO PUBLIC
ADMINISTRATION

Structure
1.0 Introduction
1.1 Unit Objectives
1.2 Nature, Scope and Approaches to the study of Public Administration

1.2.1 Simon’s Models
1.2.2 Systems Approach
1.2.3 Systems Approach in Public Administration

1.3 Public and Private Administration
1.3.1 Similarities and Differences between Public and Private Administration

1.4 Role of Public Administration in Developed and Developing countries
1.4.1 Generation of Socio-Economic Development Incompetence of bureaucracy
1.4.2 Public Administration in Developed Societies

1.5 Summary
1.6 Key Terms
1.7 Answers to ‘Check your Progress’
1.8 Questions and Exercises
1.9 Further Reading

1.0 INTRODUCTION
Public administration is a subject that deals with the implementation of governmental
policies. It can be studied both as a disciplinary science and an applied science. Its
various phases of growth and development stretch to the limits of new public
administration, which inadvertently acts as a tool for the understanding of new public
management in a globalized era.

Public administration has become all the more important due to the increasing
complexity of modern life. The intervention by the state is required in the day-to-day
activities of the citizens. Today virtually all aspects of a citizen’s life come into contact
with some government agency or the other. The need for high degree of specialization
in industrial products has made it necessary for the people to live in bigger cities. The
means of production have become rather complex requiring greater organizational
efforts. The number of socio-economic activities has increased manifold making it
impossible to manage them privately or even by village or city communities. This is
why the intervention of the government has become essential to provide the required
infrastructural facilities for organizing production and for facilitating community living.
For example, for transporting raw materials to the manufacturing enterprises as well
as facilitating the distribution of the goods produced, it has become necessary to build
roads and railways. Not only that, such facilities are also necessary for meeting the
modern day compulsion of human beings to move over long distances. Likewise,
telephones, microwave transmissions, satellite communication and other communication
facilities need to be provided to meet new information technology (IT) requirements
of the people. All these need heavy investments which cannot be made by individuals
and local governing bodies. Only the national government can afford such investments.
Hence, there has been remarkable increase in the interaction between the citizens
and the government.
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1.1 UNIT OBJECTIVES
After going through this unit, you will be able to:

• Discuss the nature, scope and approaches to public administration
• Distinguish between public and private administration
• Explain the role of public administration in developed and developing countries

1.2 NATURE, SCOPE AND APPROACHES TO THE STUDY OF
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Public administration, as a field of systematic study, cannot claim a very long history,
but public administration as an activity, can be traced to the earliest periods of human
history when people began to live in organized societies. However, the administration
of the earlier times differed considerably in its perceptions and goals when compared
to the state administration in the modern times. It was seemingly more authoritarian,
more patriarchal and more elitist in character. Its compulsory functions included merely
maintenance of law and order and collection of revenue. Other functions, if any, were
either optional or incidental.

The rise of modern welfare states in the early nineteenth century reasonably
multiplied the functions of the state, thereby replacing the old, patriarchal and hereditary
state by a public bureaucracy. Henceforth, public administration came to co-exist with
every political system as the action part of the government for the fulfilment of the
objectives set by the political decision-makers. Since, the time of recorded history, the
functioning of the machineries of government has attracted the attention of scholars
and observers. The Ramayana, the Mahabharata and even Kautilya’s Arthshastra
contain many insightful observations about the organization and working of government.
With regard to western political thought Aristotle’s Politics and Machiavelli’s The
Prince are important treatises of both political and administrative ideas and debates.

Gerald Caiden once remarked, ‘No one has yet produced a simple definition of
public administration that is fully acceptable to both the practitioners and scholars. We
do not require a precise meaning of the public administration, of which, an exact
definition of its central core and an acute identification of sharp boundaries vis-à-vis
other subject matters to comprehend its existence and to single out its subject matter
or independent scrutiny. Even Dwight Waldo had said, ‘The immediate effect of all
one-sentence or one-paragraph definitions of public administration is mental paralysis
rather than enlightenment and stimulation. This is because a serious definition of the
term—inevitably, contains several abstract words or phrases. In short compass, these
abstract words and phrases can be explained only by the other abstract words and
phrases, and in the process the reality and importance of it, becomes fogged and lost.’
Public administration, on the one hand, is an organized activity on the part of a group
of people, having been authorized on behalf of the ultimate sovereign, and the voters,
to administer and exercise direct control over their life activities. On the other hand, it
is a subject matter of study, teaching and research in colleges and universities. As an
academic endeavour, it concerns the pursuit of understanding relating to the real and
proper structure and functioning of government organizations and behaviour of
organizational participants. The study of public administration is the study of most
effective ways of organizing the executive branch of a government, its institutions and
procedures. It is mainly concerned with the means for implementing political values. It
is the coordination of individual and group efforts to carry out public policy.

Underlying the semantic difficulties of defining public administration, is the
fact that the boundaries of the field of administration never have been precisely
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delimited and have become increasingly indeterminate, as both practitioners and
scholars have considerably broadened their concept of what public administration
covers. This broadening is largely the result of the great expansion in governmental
activities caused by new societal problems. Public administration, thus, is basically
the administrative side of government as opposed to the legislative and judicial
sides. Lepawsky, defined thus, public administration from the point of view of
certain aspects; which are as follows:

• To recognize certain established practices and techniques as a part of the
administration

• To understand the significance of the administrative techniques
J.M. Pfiffner said that, administration is the organization and direction of human

and material resources to achieve desired ends. For John A.Vieg, it is determined
action taken in pursuit of conscious purpose. According to  L.D. White, it is the direction,
coordination and control of many persons to achieve some purpose or objective.
Summing up all the available definitions, public administration is:

• Formulation and implementation of public policies
• The executive branch of the government
• The organizational structure and machinery of administration
• The administrative processes
• The bureaucracy and its activities
• The coordination of group activity
• The interaction between the organization and their environment

Public administration today is:
• The essential part of any society
• The dominant factor of life
• Capable of performing everywhere
• Having continually increasing functions
• Possessive of more positive contents like health, education, recreation, social

security, etc.,
• Catalyst of change and development

1.2.1 Simon’s Models
One of the first critics to challenge the redefinition of public administration as the
study of public policy was Herbert Simon, who warned that it would range as wide as
governmental problems and would eventually swallow political science and possibly
other social sciences as well. Eventually it would become applied social science. He
preferred to see scholars concentrate less on public policy and more on the behaviour
of those who made decisions in the public arena and the processes by which they
defined public policy. Administrative theory should, be concerned with the processes
of decision as well as with the process of action. A general theory of administration
would, include principles of organization that will insure correct decision making just
as it must include principles that will insure effective action. Decision making was the
heart of administration; it pervaded the entire administrative process as much as the
art of getting things done.

In Administrative Behaviour, Simon noted that decisions were made at every
level within an organization. They contained varying degrees of factual (administrative,
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pertaining to means) and value (policy, pertaining to objectives) judgements.
Differentiation was difficult because most value judgements also involved factual
questions. Further, sanctions were needed to ensure that experts deciding factual
questions followed democratically formulated value judgements. He proposed that,
ideally, the factual and ethical elements should be separated as far as possible and
allocated between politicians and administrators according to their relative importance
and the degree to which the ethical issues were controversial. In so far as decisions
led to the selection of final (organizational) goals, they were value judgements, and
where they implemented such goals, they were factual judgements.

Where representatives made factual judgements (semi-scientific, quasi-judicial,
quasi-business), they should be supplied with information and advice. Where
administrators made value judgements (social policy, politics), they should be responsive
to community values and answerable for their decisions, In practice, representatives
often requested administrators to make decisions with a high policy content for them;
administrators, in deciding questions with a high political content, followed their own
values. In short, fact and value could not be separated institutionally, and individuals
could not separate completely factual and value components in a decision.

Simon’s point of departure was his emphasis on correct decisions, as well as
right ways of doing things; the one could not be divorced from the other. Efficient
decision making was not the ruthless pursuit of mechanical efficiency in means, but
that choice of alternatives that produced the best results for the given application of
resources. It was a relationship between the ends desired and the means used to
achieve the desired ends. The ideal was unattainable perfect rationality, by which all
objectives would be defined and arranged according to priority, all possible alternative
strategies would be listed together with their consequences, and comparative evaluation
taken of the strategies and their consequences, so that the maximum results would be
forthcoming for the resources employed. In practice, however, complete information
was unobtainable, man was not an exclusively rational being and both the objectives
and the consequences in public policy were not susceptible to quantitative measurement
or even approximate evaluations.

In addition to objective rationality, there was also subjective, personal rationality.
Empirical studies would reveal how people actually made decisions and what most
influenced them, but Simon believed that his preliminary research had revealed the
possibility of measuring and evaluating efficient decision making and the need to define,
quantify and measure administrative choice.

In collaboration with D.W. Smithburg and V.A. Thompson, Simon produced the
first behaviourists textbook in public administration, designed to show how American
public administration worked through a realistic, behavioural description of the processes
of administration. It concentrated more on the informal side of public administration,
introducing and applying concepts in sociology and psychology to public administration.
Although it was not specifically designed around a decision-making approach, it repeated
much of the argument of Administrative behaviour and went much further in
challenging the notion that the ideal in public administration was rationality in pursuit of
mechanical efficiency. But as more empirical evidence about how decisions were
actually made began to accumulate, Simon dropped the notion of optimal rational
choice altogether and opted for bounded rationality and a satisfying model of decision
making; that is, people accept what is good enough or satisfying to them and do not
search for all possible alternatives. Their expectations limit their search, and they
adopt the most satisfying perceived alternative. In Models of Man, he predicted
mathematical models of programme feasibility within bounded rationality, once time
limits, value systems and factually available alternatives were known.
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These seminal ideas were further developed by Simon in a series of lectures
given in 1960 and published in The New Science of Management Decision. The
decision making process was again broken into intelligence (searching the environment
for conditions calling for decision), design (inventing, developing, and analyzing possible
courses of action) and choice (selecting a course of action), execution being
indistinguishable from making more detailed policy. The skills of each were learnable
and trainable, providing that a distinction was made between personal and organizational
decision making. Decisions occurred along a continuum between programmed decisions
that were repetitive and routine, and for which a definite routine had been worked out
so that they were not treated a new every time, and non-programmed decisions that
were novel, unstructured, and consequential, for which there was no cut and dried
method for handling the problem because it has not arisen before, or because its
precise nature and structure are elusive or complex, or because it is so important that
it deserved a custom—a non tailored treatment.

By 1960, Simon had identified three major models of decision-making, namely:
• A non-programmed decision making based on instinct, judgement, intuition

and other extra-rational factors
• Pure-rationality optimal
• Decision making, satistying decision making

In the 1960s, Simon added the maze model of decision making; problem solvers
follow different sets of paths, some of which lead to a payoff solution, others merely to
additional sets of paths.

Simon’s critics mainly contend that although the decision-making process is an
important variable in the organizational situation, it alone is not enough to explain the
totality of the organizational picture. To them, decision making is a process involving
emotional as well as rational dimensions. Simon’s study of decision making incorporates
and makes use of the logical positivists’ distinction between fact and value. This approach
has been attacked:

• As reviving in a new guise the discredited politics; administration dichotomy
• As harmful in its effects on decision makers
• As irrelevant to Simon’s main thesis

Simon’s concept of efficiency also is subject to frequent criticism. Some criticize
the term equating it with economy. Others object to the use of the term on the grounds
that it leads to mechanical concept of administration and to an inconsistent relationship
between means and ends. Efficiency is not, and cannot be, the only goal of
administration, because there is a whole range of other major categories of organizational
purposes, such as, satisfaction of various interests, the production of goods, food services,
mobilizing resources, conforming with certain organized codes, using the most rational
techniques, etc., Anyone of these objectives, roughly or in combination, may under
certain circumstances be more important than efficiency in an organization.

Simon’s concept of rationality has also been criticized. For example, Argyris feels
that Simon, by insisting on rationality, has not recognized the role of intuition, tradition
and faith in decision making. It uses satisfying to rationalize incompetence. In spite of
all the above imperfections, however, Simon’s contribution has been rated as a major
breakthrough in the evolution of administrative theory.
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1.2.2 Systems Approach
The system approach is a sub-approach of the behavioural approach.

One of the most significant landmarks in the evolution of organization theory is
the development of general systems concept for organizational analysis. The origin of
general systems is traced to the thinking of the biologist  Von Bertalanffy, in the 1920s.
But it was only due to the quest of a number of post World War II scholars for a body
of concepts lending unity to studies, undertaken in various disciplines, that the concept
of system was developed. In short, general systems theory originated in a movement
aimed at the unification of science and scientific analysis. According to this approach
in organizational analysis, an organization can be considered a social system to be
studied in its totality. In other words, a system is a collection of interrelated parts
which receives inputs, acts upon them in an organised or planned manner and thereby
produces certain outputs.

There is a growing trend to place all types of organizations within the broad
framework of general systems theory. A system is seen as an assembly of interdependent
parts (sub-systems) who interact among themselves. Interdependence implies that a
change in one part influences other parts, ultimately affecting the entire system.
Individuals are viewed as the basic unit of organizational systems. All human
organizations are open sub-systems engaged in transactions within the larger social
system, that is, society. All sub-systems receive inputs in the form of human and
material resources from the larger system, while giving out outputs in the form of
products, services or rewards to its members as well as to the larger system. Other
features of organizational sub-systems are; they are adaptive; they affect the larger
system as well as are affected by it; they are dynamic in the sense that they undergo
continuous change as a result of interaction with other sub-systems within the larger
social system.

The chief contribution to systems analysis in organizational theory is Herbert
Simon, Simon views the organization as a total system, a composite of all the sub-
systems which serve to produce the desired output. His basic assumption is that the
elements of organizational structure and function emanate from the characteristics of
human problem-solving processes and rational choice. Therefore, the organization is
viewed as a system comprising individuals making choices and behaving on the basis
of their reactions to their needs and environment.

The chief value of the systems approach found in the systematic search for
significant interactions while evaluating policies or actions of any organization. What
systems analysts are set to achieve is to predict the system’s movements by interpreting
the relationships between its parts. The systems approach is particularly relevant to
the study of large public organizations operating in larger social, political and economic
environments.

Charles W. Churchman draws attention to five basic considerations in relation to
the systems approach to management:

• The total objectives of the system and the measures of system’s performance
• The system’s environment acting as a constraint
• The system’s resources that are put to use in performance
• The system’s components and its goals and activities
• The management of the system (the regulating and decision-making aspect)

The organization has been conceived by many administrative thinkers as a socio-
technical system comprising both the social and technical variables. It is not merely an
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assembly of buildings, money, machines and processes. The system consists in the
organization of people around various technologies, whose motivation, behaviour and
relationships determine both the quality and quantity of its inputs and outputs.

1.2.3 Systems Approach in Public Administration
Webster defines a system as, a set or arrangement of things so related or connected
as to form a unity or organic whole. A system is thus a unified whole having a number
of interdependent parts or sub-systems and it has identifiable boundaries that distinguish
it from its surrounding environment in which it is embedded, and with which it interacts.
Systems are often characterized as closed or open. Biological and social systems are
open systems in the sense that they are in constant interaction with their environment.
By contrast, physical and mechanical systems are closed in relation to their environment.

The concept of boundary is important in understanding the domain of a system.
Physical and mechanical systems have easily identifiable boundaries. But the boundaries
of social organizations have to be understood from their activities and functions in real
life situations. Closed systems have the general tendency toward entropy and
disorganization; open systems, on the other hand, have the tendency to develop
through greater internal differentiation and move toward higher levels of organization.
Most social systems fall in this latter category. They grow through internal elaboration
of their organizations and tend to develop more and more specializations leading to
increasing organizational complexity.

The systems approach treats an organization as an example of a system, i.e., a
set of interdependent parts forming a whole with the objective of fulfilling some definable
function. A business organization is essentially regarded as a decision-making system,
and the organization is treated as being built up from an analysis of information
requirements and communications networks. It thus, treats the process of decision-
making as basic to the determination of objectives and policies.

The methodology of the systems approach thus consists of the following steps:
• Specifying objectives
• Establishing sub-systems (main decision areas)
• Analyzing these decision areas and their information needs
• Designing the communication channels to facilitate information flow within

the organization
Grouping decision areas to minimise communication problems. In practice, the

approach illustrates the importance of organization of information, the advantages of
project rather than functional division and the need to centrally concentrate the
information network.

The contemporary approach to the theory of organizations is to abandon the idea
of treating organizations as mere passive instruments operating in response to external
pressures. Organizations are regarded as semi-autonomous systems which develop
their own internal goals, e.g., Simon refers to their performance objectives and
conservation objectives, latter relating to the organization’s desire to survive.

Argyris defines, an organization as an organic inter-relation of parts which
has essentially their activities, namely:

• Achieving particular objectives
• Maintaining itself internally
• Adapting to the internal environment
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The systems approach is particularly relevant to the study of complex public
organizations that have elaborate structures and that are embedded in larger social,
political and economic environments. According to the open system perspective, an
organization survives and grows by drawing inputs from the environment which are
processed internally to produce its output. It is through this input-conversion-output
processes that an organization lives and develops. The systems thinking helps us to
have a total view of the organization including its different parts and their
interrelationships.

The systems view of organization was latent in the writings of  Mary Parker
Follett and Chester Barnard. Herbert Simon’s decision-making scheme follows the
systems approach which was further elaborated by him and his associates later. Philip
Selznick has used the systems framework in his studies of governmental and other
complex organizations. To quote Selznick:

“Cooperative systems are constituted of individuals interacting as wholes in
relation to a formal system of coordination. The concrete structure is therefore a
resultant of the reciprocal influences of the formal and informal aspects of
organization. Furthermore, this structure is itself a totality, an adaptive organism
reacting to influences upon it from an external environment.”

The Tavistock Institute of Human Relations in England has produced a number
of researches based on systems framework. The organization has been conceived as
a socio-technical system comprising both the social and technical variables. As Miller
and Rice put it:

“Any enterprise may be seen as an open system which has characteristics in
common with a biological organism. An open system can only exist by exchanging
materials with its environment. It imports materials, transforms them by means of
conversion processes, consumes some of the products of conversion for internal
maintenance, and exports the rest. Directly or indirectly, it exchanges its outputs
for further intakes, including further resources to maintain itself. These import-con
version-export processes are the work the enterprise has to do if it is to live.”

The systems approach is now being widely used in organizational analysis. It has
proved to be a very useful tool for the conceptualization of the organization and its
internal and external relationships. Also, it has facilitated the contingency or situational
view of organizations which marks a radical departure from the traditional approach
that emphasized generally the,  one best way of structuring organizations. Under the
influence of systems theory, the current view in organizational analysis is that the
structure can vary from situation to situation depending on such factors at their
environmental conditions and technology.

1.3 PUBLIC AND PRIVATE ADMINISTRATION
The term public administration appears to suggest that there must be non-public or
private administration also. Some thinkers believe that all the administration is one and
there is no difference between public or private administration. There is difference of
opinion regarding the relationship between public and private administration. There
are some thinkers who consider that there is no difference between the two and that
the administrative activities and techniques are similar in all the organizations, whether
they be private or public. Urwick, Mary Parker Follet and Henri Fayol subscribe to
this view. According to H. Fayol, ‘we are no longer confronted with several
administrative sciences but with one which can be applied equally well to public and
private affairs.’

Check Your Progress

1. What is the nature of
public administration in
today's world?

2. What is the basic unit
of an organizational
system and how?

3. What is the basic
difference between
open and closed
systems?
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1.3.1 Similarities and Differences between Public and Private
Administration

Various thinkers suggest various points of similarities between the two. First, many
skills, techniques and procedures adopted in private and public administration are the
same, e.g., accounting, office procedure and management, etc. This view holds true
because of the fact that there is an occasional inter-change of personnel between the
two. It would not have been possible, had there been difference in the working of the
private and public administrative organizations.

The public and private administration show a number of similarities in practice.
We usually say that all those activities which are performed by the governmental
agencies or public agencies from part of public administration while those performed
by the private agencies are called private administration. There are, however, many
activities which are performed both by private and public agencies. For example,
business activities were mainly performed by private organizations. But, the Government
has taken upon itself many economic and business activities, which hitherto were the
preserves of private administration.

This has given rise to a new form of organization, namely, a public corporation,
which is very much different from the usual departmental form of the organization
prevalent in the Government. This form of organization has become necessary to
provide the public administration sufficient flexibility necessary for running business
enterprises in developing countries like India. The public sector has come to occupy a
very important position in the economic organization of the country. The role of public
corporations has, therefore, gone up tremendously, giving rise to the phenomenon of
adopting the business practices of private organizations in the Government. It has also
been increasingly realized that there are many skills, techniques and procedures, which
are common to both public and private administration. For example, accounting, statistics,
office management, office procedures, purchases, disposals and stocking and many
other activities are common to both public and private administration.

There are four basic elements of similarity between the public and private
administration, which are as follows:

1. The cooperative element: Public administration is a cooperative group
effort in a public or private setting. In every human organization, be it private
or public, the key to successful operations is the effective utilization of human
and physical resources. Though the purposes or goals of these organizations
may vary but the common factor is the element of cooperation which is
present in both.

2. The large size of organizations: In all the organizations where the number
of employees is substantially high, the bureaucratic element is present. As it
would be difficult for one person to look after all the employees, the
intermediate levels of supervisions are required. In other words various
levels of hierarchy evolve and the organization grows in complexity. Thus,
bureaucracy is another major element of similarity between the two.

3. Scientific analysis: Scientific analysis involves breaking down each task
into its component parts, studying the movement of the workers, the use
made of materials and equipment, experimenting with different work methods
and procedures and finally adopting those which proved most efficient. This
scientific technique is increasingly used in both public as well as private
administration.
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4. The human relations approach: The human relations approach is the
main focus of similarity between the two.

Though there are certain points of similarity between the public and private
administration yet no private organization can ever be exactly same as a public one.
The following are some points of differences between the two types of administration:

• Political direction: The primary distinction between public and private
administration lies in the fact that unlike public administration, private
administration is not subjected to political direction, save in times of the gravest
emergency. The ends it pursues are of its own device. Its objectives generally
do not depend upon political decisions. But the administrator under public
administration has to carry on the orders which he gets from the political
executive with little option of his own.

• Profit motive: Public administration is conducted with the motive of service
while the motive of private administration is profit-making. If the establishment
of a textile mill brings more profit to the capitalist than the establishment of a
sugar mill, the former will be preferred by him, however urgent the need of the
latter may be. If private administration is useful to the public, its service to it is
a by-product of profit-making. In public administration some functions are
performed by the state, which are entirely money-consuming functions, for
instance, running of a government school or hospital.

• Service and cost: In the matter of public administration only such amount of
money is raised by taxation which is necessary for the rendering of the service.
In other words, there is an intimate relationship between the service rendered
and the cost of service charged from the public. A government budget is generally
a deficit budget, i.e., expenditure exceeding the income. In private administration,
income often exceeds expenditure because there is usually an attempt made to
extract as much money as possible through the sale of products or services.

• Nature of functions: Public administration is more comprehensive than private
administration. It deals with the various types of needs of people, for example,
in most countries, it maintains railways to facilitate movement of goods and
passengers, provides posts and telegraphs to facilitate communication, maintain
hospitals and dispensaries to protect public health. In a socialistic state the
scope of state activity is still greater since its aim is to achieve greatest happiness
of the greatest number. Private administration does not usually cover the
economic needs of life. Public administration carries out functions, which are
vital for the very existence of the people, for instance, defence of the country
and maintenance of law and order. Private administration is concerned with
less vital functions, e.g., manufacture of cloth, supply of sugar, etc., Besides,
public administration monopolizes some of the services. For example, in India,
it alone runs railways, manages posts and telegraphs and maintains an army.
No private individual can undertake any of these functions. In private
administration, more than one organization undertakes the same activity, e.g.,
supply of cloth, plying taxis for hire, etc.

• Public responsibility: Public administration has a responsibility to the public.
In the words of P.H. Appleby, ‘Government administration differs from all other
administrative work by virtue of its public nature, the way in which it is subject
to public scrutiny and outcry.’ On the other hand, private administration is only
responsible about the people indirectly and generally it secures its own ends
and not the welfare of its people.
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• Uniform treatment: Public administration should be consistent in procedure
and uniform in dealings with the public. An official cannot show favour to some
people and disfavour to others. A private administration, on the other hand need
not worry about the uniformity in treatment. A shopkeeper selling cloth may
give cloth on credit, but a clerk in a post office will not sell stamps on credit.

• Public relation: The public and private administration also differs on the principle
of public relations. In the business world it is employed to win customers, by
window displaying free samples, design and colour of labels.

• Efficiency: It is felt that private administration is superior in efficiency to public
administration. The glamour for ‘a businessman’s government’ or
‘Commercialization of the whole machinery of government’ or privatization of
the octroi, electricity production and distribution, etc., shows that the people
regard private administration more efficient which enjoys certain advantages,
e.g., differential wage payment as incentive to increase production and to attract
staff of superior ability from rival firms, etc., over public administration which is
marked by red tapism, extravagance, corruption and inefficiency. In a private
administration the incentive of more profits impels the individual to devote himself
wholeheartedly in his business. But it does not mean that private administration
is always efficient, or public administration is always inefficient. If the incentive
of cash profits is lacking in public administration then the incentive and desire to
make one’s own administration successful and win public approval is present
there and with this incentive the administrators devote themselves wholeheartedly
to achieve the efficiency of the office.

• Organization: Though the principle of ‘organization’ is relevant to both public
and private administration, yet it has greater social consequences in the sphere
of the former than in the realm of the latter because a defect in the organization
in public administration will do more harm to the public than a lacuna in private
administration. Huxley writes, ‘The state lives in a glass house, we see what it
tries to do, and all its failures, partial or total, are made the most of. But private
enterprise is sheltered under opaque bricks and mortar.’

• Monopolistic: In the field of public administration, there is generally a monopoly
of government and it does not allow private parties to compete with it. For
example, in most countries no person or body of persons can establish post and
telegraph, railway, or coin currency for these are the exclusive fields of the
government. This is not so in private administration wherein there are several
organizations competing with each other to supply the same commodity or to
meet the same need. Of course, in certain cases, even private concerns may
have a monopoly.

• Officials remain incognito: In the public administration even the most senior
officials remain incognito and their identity is not disclosed. This is so because
whatever they do, they do in the name of the government and not in their own
name. On the contrary, a private administration entrepreneur does things on his
own behalf and is well-known in the business circles. In many cases, business
concerns are even named after the names of their proprietors.

• Psychological difference: There is also a psychological difference between
private and public administration. In the USA, during World War II, the coal
mines were placed under governmental control and although no appreciable
changes in the administration of the coal mines were made, there came about a
change in the psychology of the workers for now they well knew the dangerous
consequences of strikes, etc.
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According to Simon, the distinction between public and private administration
relates mainly to three points, which are as follows:
• Public administration is bureaucratic whereas private administration is

business like.
• Public administration is political whereas private administration is non-political.
• Public administration is characterized by red tape whereas private

administration is free from it.

1.4 ROLE OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION IN DEVELOPED AND
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

Burke rightly remarked, ‘Without proper management, your commonwealth is no
better than a scheme on paper and not a living, active, effective constitution.
Administration is there under all situations. There would be no existence without
administration.’
Dimock says, ‘It does not take much thought to realize that popular government can
only be made competent enough through proper administration to survive the
complexities and confusion of a technological civilization.’
Paul Pegeon observes, ‘Public administration ensures the continuance of the existing
order which with a minimum of effort and risk. Its fundamental aim is to carry on
rather than to venture along new and untried paths. Administrators are, therefore, the
stabilizers of society and guardians of tradition.’
A.D. Gorewala remarks, ‘In a democracy there can be no successful planning without
a clear, efficient and impartial administration.’
Riggs interprets development in terms of differentiation of structures. According to
him, ‘The phenomenon of development involves a gradual separation of institutionally
distinct spheres, the differentiation of separate structure for the wide variety of functions
that must be performed in any society.’

According to Ira Sharkansky, development exists in societies:
(i) that have relatively equal distributions of benefits
(ii) that utilize modern technology
(iii) that assign rewards according to personal achievement and not according

to family, caste or tribal background
(iv) that use specialists in economic and governmental roles, instead of

generalists who must provide leadership in a full range of activities
(v) that have governmental units that can adjust to social or economic change

and acquire new capabilities to meet new demands
Let us now examine separately the role of public administration in developing

and developed countries.
Developing countries are characterized by low per capita Gross National Product

(GNP), widespread poverty, scarcity of capital, rapid population growth and high
dependency-burdens, low levels of productivity, technological backwardness, greater
income inequalities, wide gap between urban and rural development, a negative balance
of trade and a non-or semi-industrial agrarian economy.

Developing countries (with per capita income of $580 and below) constitute 57
per cent of the world’s population accounting for only 5 per cent of the total world
GNP. In comparison, the developed economies with per capita income of 18-330
constitute 16 per cent of the world population and account for 73 per cent of the world

Check Your Progress

4. State any one
difference between
public and private
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GNP. Such a situation is politically unstable, morally untenable and psychologically
unsound.

According to Prof. Jacob Viner, ‘A developing country is one which has good
potential prospects for using more capital, or more labour, or more available natural
resources, or all of these, to support its present population on a higher level of living.’
Gummar Myrdal has termed developing countries as ‘soft states’. Coupled with the
greater possibility of economic progress, developing countries are run through traditional
administration, based on outdated processes and procedures, corrupt practices and ill-
equipped politico-administrative leadership.

Henderson and Dwivedi in their brilliant article, ‘Administered Development’:
The Fifth Decade – 1990’s, have warned the developing countries of poor performance
if they do not improve their administrative system. To quote them: ‘The emergent
administrative system tended to be imitative and ritualistic. General practices, styles
and structures of administration unrelated to local traditions, needs and realities
succeeded in reproducing the symbolism, but not the substance of a British, French or
American bureaucracy.’ Administrative reforms when and if attempted, tended to
have the long-run consequence of strengthening the old framework. The developing
nations have a vital stake in orderly functioning of their administrative systems. The
time has come for them to opt for accelerated development so as to catch the progress
thwarted by their creation of a thicket of rules regulations/permits, and the like, in the
past. The 21st century will test their capability if they are able to mobilize their financial
and human resources. They can ill-afford another decade of stagnation or arrest of
growth; and further, they should know that the economic prosperity is not the monopoly
of the West alone; anyone can aspire and achieve that but not by remaining a passerby.’
The role of public administration in developing countries can be summed up as under
‘Development of Social Cohesion through Social Values.’

Developing countries are entrenched in heterogeneity based on caste, religion,
area, etc. For example, in India, even after more than five decades of independence,
we still find the existence of explicit manifestations of hostile heterogeneity, which is
detrimental to development. Huge resources are wasted in solving unproductive,
problems. Public administration should generate social change to inject modernization.
To quote Jawaharlal Nehru, ‘Political integration has already taken place to some
extent but what I am after is something much deeper than that, viz., an emotional
integration of the Indian people so that we might be welded into one, and made into
one strong national unit, maintaining at the same time all our wonderful diversity.’

Sardar Patel rightly said, ‘What we have is not Swaraj but only freedom from
foreign rule. The people have still to win internal Swaraj, abolish distinctions of caste
and creed, banish unsociability, improve the lot of hungry masses, and live as one joint
family-in short, to create a new way of life and bring about a change of heart and a
change of outlook.’

Public administration in developing countries, through impartial and honest
administration, needs to create social cohesion such that social upheavals may not
germinate. The calamities resulting from social upheavals like Ayodhya issue may be
more serious for the country than the World Wars.

1.4.1 Generation of Socio-Economic Development
The widespread poverty and the depressed standards of living of such large number
of people pose a very serious threat to peace as well as socio-economic development.
The reasons for poverty and misery, in developing countries are not essentially due to
the lack of potentialities or resources, human or material, but owing to under-utilization
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of these resources. Today, developing countries are not utilizing more than 15 per cent
of the potential capacity of their human resources due to inadequate expertize and
deficient system of public administration. Suitable schemes and programmes need to
be devised and implemented through enhanced participation of people for achieving
desirable results.

• Creating conditions for the absorption of Science and Technology
During the last few decades, phenomenal changes have taken place at a fast rate in
the field of science and technology as well as in external environment. These changes
have had their impact on public administration also, which, today, has to shoulder
multifarious tasks designed to fulfill the rising aspirations of the people. In the words
of Prof. Waldo, public administration is ‘a part of the cultural complex, and it not only
is acted upon, it acts.’ It is a great creative force. The technological scene seems to be
exploding and the result, instead of the desired improvement in productivity, seems to
be confusion. Thus, they are too often not prepared for the overwhelming managerial
problems involved in the implementation of these newly invented technologies. There
is an urgent need to re-orient (improve) the systems of public administration to cope
with fleeting changes in technology and social behaviour so as to maximize opportunities
for raising productivity and eventually the standards of living of the people.

• Improving administrative system-good Governance
Ideals of the welfare state-progress, prosperity and protection to the common man
can be secured only through impartial, honest and efficient administration. In the words
of Prof. Charles Beard, ‘the future of civilzed government, and even I think of civilization
itself, rests upon our ability to develop a science, a philosophy and practice of
administration competent to discharge the functions of civilized society.’ Thus, there is
a need that public administration must be modernized, i.e., recreated, renewed and
revitalized to produce the pre-designed changes and output necessary to provide goods
and services to the people at minimum cost. This needs a different trend and magnitude
of administration, culture and capability.

• Improving administrative capability and capacity
The administrative capability of a government and the manner in which the development
programmes are likely to be carried out are intimately related. On the other hand,
administrative inadequacies in a national government have a retarding influence on
economic and social development. These deficiencies prevent the vast flood of money,
talent and material from achieving their objectives.

• Enlisting the support of the people
Public administration in developing countries has not been able to involve the people in
the process of development in spite of the creation of many institutions like the
Panchayati Raj system and thus these countries are not utilizing the unlimited potential
power in them. All the plans and programmes are based on the premise that people’s
support would be forthcoming, but in practice, administration makes no realistic effort
towards this end. Hiroshi Nakajima, Director General of World Health Organization,
has rightly said that we must learn to harness the energy, wisdom and will of the
people we serve. Thus, the significance of people’s participation in public administration
in developing countries is tremendous, as it is the main instrument of development.
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• Strengthening of the law and order machinery to ensure safety of the 
people

Economic development in the developing countries is not possible without ensuring a
good law and order system in which people feel safe and free. Law and order in the
developing countries is still considered primitive and abused by the party in power.
People have lost their faith in the impartiality and true role of law and order machinery.
Developing countries must ensure a good law and order machinery, which can create
conditions for development and modernization.

• Removal of corruption
Corruption in developing countries has become cancerous. Even at levels of higher
authority, cases of corrupt practices involving huge amounts are reported daily. Most
of the activities are carried out not on merit but other considerations. It is high time
that corrupt practices are eliminated so that all do their work sincerely, honestly and
with dedication.

• Incompetence of bureaucracy
Ferrel Heady identified the major characteristics of national bureaucracies in the
developing countries. These are:

(i) The basic pattern of administration is imitative rather than indigenous;
(ii) The bureaucracies are deficient in skilled manpower necessary for

developmental programmes;
(iii) These bureaucracies emphasize orientations that are other than production-

oriented, i.e. they work for the realization of goals other than the achievement
of programme objectives;

(iv) Widespread discrepancy between form and reality; and
(v) Operational autonomy.

These features combine and militate against bureaucratic legitimacy, efficiency
and political responsiveness. Such bureaucracies tend to be very hierarchical and
dominated by a group, which is culturally and socially unrepresentative of the population
at large.

1.4.2 Public Administration in Developed Societies
Public administration is equally important, rather more important, in developed countries
as well. Public administration in developed countries has to ensure the maintenance of
development as well as accelerate development from their point of view.

• Features of Developed Societies
Developed countries are facing new challenges like environmental pollution, economic
strains visible through unemployment and low growth rates, growing violence, less
capacity to provide technical assistance as compared to the demand from developing
countries, adjustment of the administrative system with fast changes in science and
technology, maintenance of good relationship among the nations of the developed
world, preservation of their hold on developing world, and so on. All these challenges
require a system of public administration, which is engaged constantly to take care of
the existing, potential and future problems as well as concentrate on keeping itself fit
and fine.
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Ferrel Heady outlines the following characteristics of bureaucracy in these
countries:

(i) The public service providing state is large-scale, complex and instrumental,
i.e., its mission is understood to be that of carrying out the policies of
political decision-making.

(ii) The bureaucracy exhibits a sense of professionalization in the sense of
identification with the public service as a profession, and in the sense of
belonging to a narrow field of professional or technical specialization within
the service.

(iii) The bureaucracy is highly specialized and reflects in its ranks most of the
professional and occupational categories found in the society.

(iv) The role of bureaucracy in the political process is fairly clear and the line
of demarcation between the bureaucracy and other political institutions is
generally well defined. This is due to the fact that the political system as
a whole is relatively stable and mature and the bureaucracy is therefore
completely developed.

(v) The bureaucracy is subjected to effective policy control by other functionally
specific political institutions.

• Role of Public Administration in Developed Societies
Public administration in developed societies has the following important roles to play.
President Roosevelt has rightly said that poverty anywhere is a danger to prosperity.
So, the developed world should help the developing countries. William Jefferson Clinton
in his statement in The Tribune, 14, January 2002 rightly observes that, ‘the great
question of this new century is whether the age of interdependence is going to be good
or bad for humanity. The answer depends upon whether we in the wealthy nations
spread the benefits and reduce the burdens of the modern world, whether the poor
nations enact the changes necessary to make progress possible, and whether we all
can develop a level of consciousness high enough to understand our obligation and
responsibilities to each other. We cannot make it if the poor of the world are led by
people like Osama Bin Laden who believe they can find their redemption in our
destruction. And we cannot make it if the wealthy are led by those who cater to short-
sighted selfishness and advance the illusion that we can forever claim for ourselves
what we deny to others. We are all going to have to change. It thus seems fundamental
to me, that we cannot have a global trading system without a global economic policy,
a global health care policy, a global education policy, a global environment policy and a
global security policy.’

In effect, we have to create more opportunity for those left behind through
development thus reducing the pool of potential terrorists by increasing the number of
potential partners. To make new partners, the wealthy world has to accept its obligation
to promote more economic opportunity and help reduce poverty.

• Regulating the Private Sector to Promote Accelerated Development
Public Administration in advanced countries has to develop the administrative machinery
to regulate the development being taken up through private sector, so that it may fall in
line with the total development and benefit the citizens. We generally hear about market
economy model of development in advanced countries but it is absurd to think that it is
totally free of control. In USA, there are well established inter-state regulatory
commissions.
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Public administration exercises this regulatory role to such an extent that private
sector cannot deviate from the policies of the Government. In developed countries,
public administration through ‘management by exception’ gets better results through
the regulation of the private sector than entering the field directly. In this way, the
private sector is held in high esteem by the citizens in the context of services provided
by it. We should make use of such practices in India also.

• Refinements of the Instruments of Public Administration to Promote
Efficient Services

People in developed countries are highly sensitive about their rights. Being educated,
they expert pressure on the government machinery to get their due status. Public
administration has to refine its procedures and methods to provide best services to the
people and remove all irritants. People in these countries are treated as human beings
and not like beasts, as is the case in developing countries.

Public administration has to make the administrative system citizen-oriented. Since
the demands of the citizens are likely to increase, therefore, public administration in
developed countries has to keep its administrative apparatus, frictionless and efficient.

• Maintenance of Reputation, Image and Goodwill of the Country
Public administration in developed countries is keen to maintain its reputation, image
and goodwill, so that people from developing countries can be attracted for political,
economic and social relations. It has been seen that persons from developing countries
in high offices and wealthy strata would prefer to get treatment in foreign health
institutes, even if that very facility is available in the country. Similarly, people from
developing countries would prefer to get education in foreign educational institutions
because of their higher standard of education and methods of educational administration.

• Continuous Efforts for Administrative Improvements and Reforms
Public Administration in developed countries is keen to keep its machinery well
lubricated. In some of these countries, it is statutory to get the administrative system
analyzed after a period of every three years. The result of all this is that their
administrative system is well designed and result-oriented. They have rather followed
the definition given by Jawaharlal Nehru, the later Prime Minister of India,
‘Administration is meant to achieve something and not to exist in some kind of ivory
tower following certain rules of procedure and looking Narcissus like – the test of
administration is the welfare of the people.’

• Highly specialized agencies to discharge complicated and complex
functions

Public Administration is keen to deal with the tasks of development. Take the case of
any field of development – health, education, industry, etc., and we would find the
latest technology being put to use and prompt change in administrative system installed
to suit scientific and technological developments.

• Public administration through environmental management
Environmental problems, a by-product of development, are causing anxiety and worry
to the developed world. The UN Secretary-General’s report on problems of
environment strikes a pessimistic note. To quote: ‘If current trends continue, the future
of life on earth could be endangered and, thus, it is urgent to focus world attention on
these problems which threaten humanity in an environment that permits the highest
realization of human values.’ Public administration in developed countries needs to
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attend to this problem on priority basis. Environment needs no passport. Hence, public
administration has not only to keep a watch on its immediate environment but also on
the totality of environment, based on good management information system.

Hence, public administration in developed countries needs to help the developing
world so that environmental problems in these countries may not affect the quality of
life in the developed world.

• Public administration to check crime
Public administration needs to devise ways and means to control increasing violence
and social problems like rape, drug addiction, AIDS, etc. Public administration in the
developed world is facing the problem of increasing violence born out of affluence.
Public administration needs to face these problems through new approaches to law
and order and social welfare administration. These aspects of public administration
are more important as the acceleration in economic development is dependent upon
them. Besides, the main aim of administration, i.e., to provide means to the populace
to lead a good life, may not be possible without tackling these problems.

We can thus conclude by saying that public administration in developed countries
is of great significance to maintain and accelerate the process of development and to
keep in check its negative effects. It may be kept in mind that the more a country is
developed, greater efficient system of public administration is required. Thus, the
significance of public administration is more in developed countries as compared to
the developing. It would be correct to say that development is linked directly to a good
system of public administration and vice-versa. Advanced countries, as already said,
cannot survive till the developing countries are also able to get food, clothing, shelter,
etc. There cannot be two worlds on this earth, the affluent and the poor. Therefore, it
is the duty of developed countries to help developing countries in their efforts for
socio-economic development.’

1.5 SUMMARY
• Public administration, as a field of systematic study, cannot claim a very long

history, but public administration as an activity, can be traced to the earliest
periods of human history when people began to live in organized societies.
However, the administration of the earlier times differed considerably in its
perceptions and goals when compared to the state administration in the modern
times.

• One of the first critics to challenge the redefinition of public administration as
the study of public policy was Herbert Simon, who warned that it would range
as wide as governmental problems and would eventually swallow political
science and possibly other social sciences as well. Eventually it would become
applied social science.

• These seminal ideas were further developed by Simon in a series of lectures
given in 1960 and published in The New Science of Management Decision.
The decision making process was again broken into intelligence (searching the
environment for conditions calling for decision), design (inventing, developing,
and analyzing possible courses of action) and choice (selecting a course of
action), execution being indistinguishable from making more detailed policy.

• One of the most significant landmarks in the evolution of organization theory is
the development of general systems concept for organizational analysis. The
origin of general systems is traced to the thinking of the biologist Von Bertalanffy,
in the 1920s.

Check Your Progress
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• The concept of boundary is important in understanding the domain of a system.
Physical and mechanical systems have easily identifiable boundaries. But the
boundaries of social organizations have to be understood from their activities
and functions in real life situations. Closed systems have the general tendency
toward entropy and disorganization; open systems, on the other hand, have the
tendency to develop through greater internal differentiation and move toward
higher levels of organization.

• The systems approach is particularly relevant to the study of complex public
organizations that have elaborate structures and that are embedded in larger
social, political and economic environments. According to the open system
perspective, an organization survives and grows by drawing inputs from the
environment which are processed internally to produce its output. It is through
this input-conversion-output process that an organization lives and develops.

1.6 KEY TERMS
• Value judgments: When decisions lead to the selection of final (organizational)

goals, they are known as value judgments.
• Factual judgments: When decisions help to implement goals, they are known

as factual judgments.
• System: It is a set or arrangement of things so related or connected as to form

a unity or organic whole.
• Enterprise: It is an open system which can exist only by exchanging materials

with its environment.

1.7 ANSWERS TO ‘CHECK YOUR PROGRESS’
1. In today’s world, public administration is:

• The essential part of any society
• The dominant factor of life
• Capable of performing everywhere
• Having continually increasing functions
• Possessive of more positive contents like health, education, recreation, social

security, etc.,
• Catalyst of change and development

2. Individuals are viewed as the basic unit of organizational systems. All human
organizations are open sub-systems engaged in transactions within the larger
social system, that is, society. All sub-systems receive inputs in the form of
human and material resources from the larger system, while giving out outputs
in the form of products, services or rewards to its members as well as to the
larger system.

3. Closed systems have the general tendency toward entropy and disorganization;
open systems, on the other hand, have the tendency to develop through greater
internal differentiation and move toward higher levels of organization.

4. The primary distinction between public and private administration lies in the
fact that unlike public administration, private administration is not subjected to
political direction, save in times of the gravest emergency. The ends it pursues
are of its own devising. Its objectives generally do not depend upon political
decisions. But the administrator under public administration has to carry on the
orders which he gets from the political executive with little option of his own.
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5. In all the organizations where the number of employees is substantially high,
the bureaucratic element is present. As it would be difficult for one person to
look after all the employees, the intermediate levels of supervisions are required.

6. According to Ira Sharkansky, development exists in societies:
(i) that have relatively equal distributions of benefits
(ii) that utilize modern technology
(iii) that assign rewards according to personal achievement and not according

to family, caste or tribal background
(iv) that use specialists in economic and governmental roles, instead of

generalists who must provide leadership in a full range of activities
(v) that have governmental units that can adjust to social or economic change

and acquire new capabilities to meet new demands
7. Public Administration in advanced countries has to develop the administrative

machinery to regulate the development being taken up through private sector,
so that it may fall in line with the total development and benefit the citizens. We
generally hear about market economy model of development in advanced
countries but it is absurd to think that it is totally free of control. In USA, there
are well established inter-state regulatory commissions. Public administration
exercises this regulatory role to such an extent that private sector cannot deviate
from the policies of the Government. In developed countries, public administration
through ‘management by exception’ gets better results through the regulation
of the private sector than entering in the field directly.

1.8 QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

Short-Answer Questions
1. Define the nature of public administration.
2. Identify the similarities between public and private administration.
3. What is the focus of public administration in developing countries?

Long-Answer Questions
1. Explain the systems approach of administration, and how it is applied in public

administration.
2. Discuss the differences between public and private administration.
3. Explain the focus of public administration in developed countries, with special

emphasis on India.

1.9 FURTHER READING
Willoughby, W.F. 1927. Principles of Public Administration. Publications of Institute

for Government Research.
Gullick, S. and Urwick, L. 1937. Papers on the Science of Administration. New

York: Institute of Public Administration.
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2.0 INTRODUCTION
There are several theories of organization that help identify important aspects, issues
and problems in certain management situations and as such, try to anticipate relations.
However, the evolution of administrative theories has not been a simple process. Ever
since the Hawthorne experiments of the late twenties and early thirties of the 20th
century, conducted by Elton Mayo and his colleagues, shattered the implicit faith in
the psychological or structural theory of organization, a whole group of conceptual
developments bearing on the problem of organization have come to the forefront.
Attempts have been made to explain organizational behavior in terms of political science,
economics, sociology, psychology, anthropology, history, mathematics and biology, thus
giving rise to theories like behavioral theory, game theory, decision theory, informal
theory, group theory, concept of informal organization and so on and so forth. The
problem of organization has, thus become the focus of several disciplines.

In this unit, you will learn about the various theories that came up to understand
and model organizations on.

2.1 UNIT OBJECTIVES
After going through this unit, you will be able to:

• Discuss the traditional theory of organization
• Explain the scientific management theory
• Discuss the bureaucratic theory
• Analyse the human relations theory

2.2 TRADITIONAL THEORY
First of all, let us try to understand the meaning of the term organization. Organization
refers to a plan of action to ensure fulfilment of purpose or purposes which a group of
individuals has set for realization, and towards the attainment of which they are
collectively focusing their energies. It would be of utmost significance to stress that
organization is not merely a structure. In fact, it embraces structure as well as the
human beings who run it in order to realize a few preconceived objectives. According
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to Dimock, “Organization is the systematic bringing together of interdependent parts
to form a unified whole through which authority, coordination and control may be
exercised to achieve a given purpose. Because the interdependent parts are made up
also of people who must be directed and motivated, and whose work must be coordinated
in order to achieve the objectives of the enterprise, organization is both structure and
human beings.” To try to deal with organization merely as framework and without
considering the people who make it up and those for whom its services are intended
would be wholly unrealistic.

The function of an organization is to enlarge the resources and opportunities of
those for whom it has been established. It influences its members by dividing work
among them; formulating standard practices; transmitting decisions downward, upward
and crossways; providing a communication system, thereby making known all sorts of
information and training them.

The classical theory of organization, also known as the Mechanistic Theory or
the Structural Theory is the dominant one in the field, and has been enunciated most
notably by Luther Gullick, L.F. Urwick,  J.D. Mooney, R. Shelton, etc., These writers
argue that administration is administration regardless of the kind of work being
undertaken or the context within which it is performed. They then proceed to identify
the important elements in the processes of administration as well as features common
to all administrative structures. This exercise is preparatory to the development of a
set of principles of organization. Indeed, the single most distinguishing feature of the
classical theory is its concern with the formulation of principles of organization. The
classical theorists addressed themselves to the task of discovering the true bases on
which division of work in an organization could be carried out, and devising effective
methods of bringing about coordination in it. They moreover laid emphasis on precise
definition of tasks and their interrelationship, and advocated the use of authority and a
system of checks to exercise control over personnel so that the organizational work
gets done.

One of the significant pioneers in this field was Luther Gullick. Papers on The
Science of Administration (1937), edited by him and Lyndall, Urwick, are regarded
as the most comprehensive enunciation of the classical theory. Gulick had wide
experience in civil services, military services and industrial management. He belonged
to the same school as Frederick Taylor, Henri Fayol and Max Weber. Gulick had an
opinion that problems were always found in the structure whenever an organization
malfunctioned.

Gullick laid down certain basic principles of organization. These include:
• Division of work/specialization
• Bases of departmental organization
• Coordination through hierarchy
• Deliberate coordination
• Coordination through committees
• Decentralization
• Unity of command
• Staff and line
• Delegation
• Span of control
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However, Gullick’s most important contribution is his description of major managerial
techniques summed up in the word POSDCoRB, each letter of which stands for a
particular function. POSDCoRB is made up of initials and stand for the following
activities:

• Planning: Working out in broad outline the things that need to be done and
the methods for doing them to accomplish the purpose set for the enterprise.

• Organizing: The establishment of the formal structures of authority through
which work subdivisions are arranged, defined and coordinated for the
defined objective.

• Staffing: The whole personnel function of bringing in and training the staff
and maintaining favourable conditions of work.

• Directing: The continuous task of making decisions and embodying them
in specific and general orders and instructions and serving as the leader of
the enterprise.

• Coordinating: What is, the all important duty of interrelationship with the
various parts of work.

• Reporting: Keeping those, to whom the executive is responsible, informed
as to what is going on, which thus includes keeping himself and his
subordinates informed through records, research and inspection.

• Budgeting: With all that goes with budgeting in the form of fiscal planning,
accounting and control.

The 4Ps of Gullick are the basis on which work is divided in an organization.
These are Purpose, Process, Persons and Place.

Purpose – refers to objective
Process – refers to procedure and skills
Persons – refers to the clientele
Place – refers to area specialization
These four are the bases of departmental organization. All these four are not

mutually exclusive. They all exist together. (In India, all four have been adopted for
creating departments.)

Towards the end of the 19th century, bureaucracy was as mismanaged as the
industries. This situation prevailed everywhere. As such, all the organizational theorists
seemed to talk of a universal set of principles, as three goals were common to all the
organizations; efficiency, economy and increased productivity. By 1960s, even Gullick
began talking of the human factor in administration. He also spoke of the time factor
in administration and wanted it be considered as input, output and a management
policy. The time factor ought not to be ignored. The greatest test of an organization is
as to how it copes with the changing times. Gulick, however, warned against any ill-
time reforms and changes.

Urwick, like Gullick, has also laid down certain principles for organization. These
are:

• Principle of objectives: The organization should have an expression of a
purpose.

• Principle of correspondence: Authority and responsibility must be co-
equal and coterminous at all levels.

• Principle of responsibility: Responsibility of higher authorities for the
work of subordinates is absolute.
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• Scalar principle: A pyramidical type of structure is built in an organization.
• Span of control: A superior cannot supervise directly, the work of more

than five or at most six subordinates whose work interlocks.
• Principle of specialization: Limiting one’s work to a single function.

Principle of coordination: Harmonious functioning of entities of
organization.
Principle of definition: A clear prescription of every duty authority and
responsibility.

Apart from Luther Gullick and Lyndall Urwick, an important contribution made
to classical theory was on behalf of Mooney. Mooney and Reiley’s Onward Industry
is a pioneering work on the developmental of organizational theory and is considered
as the first coherent approach to find organization universals. Mooney and Reiley
enunciated the following  four principles of organization:

• The coordinative principle
• The scalar (or hierarchical) principle
• The functional (division of labour) principle
• Staff-line principle

Mooney argued that all organization structure are based on a system of superior–
subordinate relationships arranged in a hierarchical order.

This, he termed as scalar principle. Accordingly in every organization, there is
an authority and corresponding responsibility. The scalar chain constitutes the universal
process of coordination, through which the supreme coordinating authority becomes
effective throughout the entire structure. The scalar process has it s own principle,
process and effort. These they term as leadership, delegation and functional definition.

The classical organization theory is marked by four features:
• Impersonalization
• Specialization
• Efficiency
• Hierarchy

According to this theory, organization a formal structure of plan, amenable to
creation in accordance with clearly understood principles.

This concept stems from two beliefs:
There is a body of principles in accordance with which organization plan can

be spelled out to fit in to the requirements of the chosen purpose or activity.
The requisite personnel must meet the requirements of this  preconceived

plan. It may thus be seen that this theory vies organization as a machine, considering
the human beings who run it as mere cogs. However, an important contribution of the
classical theorists in general is their attempt to find certain universal principles of
organization. It instilled a sense of purpose and increased coordination of administrative
operations and by specification of roles, brought more predictability and stability in
organizational behaviour.

Despite contributions, the classical theorists are criticized on the ground that
none of the principle has been proved to be either empirically valid in organizational
functioning or universally applicable, which had led Herbert Simon to dub them as
proverbs. Another criticism often levelled is the classicists’ lack of behavioural analysis
and neglect of the human factor in administration. Their methods tend to be prescriptive
rather than descriptive. The theorists are also accused of a pro-management bias with
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over-emphasis on the formal structure rather than the informal aspects of organizational
dynamics. The theory is marked by an undue concern for the problems of the structure
in relation to roles. Stress is laid not on human beings (role occupants) as such, but on
the role as it relates to other roles in the broader context of organizational goals.

The theory, however, is atomistic and voluntaristic in the sense that it fails to view
individuals from an integrated perspective, i.e., it ignores the social aspect of man and
the influence of the social environment on his work.

The classical theory treats organization as a closed system, completely unconnected
with, or uninfluenced by the external environment. Its obsession with the normative
aspect of the functioning of organizational leads to its neglect of the study of actual
and informal behavioural patterns in the formal organizations structure.

2.3 SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT THEORY
Taylor is called the father of scientific management. His principal concern was that of
increasing efficiency in production, not only to lower costs and raise profits but also to
make possible increased pay for workers through their higher productivity. He saw
productivity as the answer to both higher wages and higher profits. He believed that
the application of the scientific method, instead of customs and rule of thumb, could
yield this productivity without the expenditure of more human energy or effort.

Henry Fayol is claimed to be the real father of modern management. He wrote a
book titled, General and Industrial Management, which mainly covers the aspects
of the immutable and repetitive character of the management process and the concept
that management can be taught in the classroom or the workplace. He also laid down
the principles of management, which he deemed important for any organization.

Taylor and Fayol both realized that working towards the problems of personnel
and its management at all levels was the key to industrial success. Both applied scientific
methods to the problems they faced while dealing with personnel and management.
Taylor worked primarily on the operative level moving upwards in the industrial hierarchy,
while Fayol concentrated on the managing director level and worked downwards.
This shows us the difference in the working of Taylor and Fayol.

The theories of Taylor and Fayol have changed the manner in which leaders
manage their organizations all over the world. However, both the theories have been
criticized under the guise of not taking the human factor into account.

2.3.1 Taylor’s Theory
The era of the post-industrial revolution in the 19th century brought with it a complex
production process in which labour and capital were combined in increasingly complex
ways. This was done to increase the output of the manufacturing process whose
demand was increasing by the day.

In such a transitional scenario, the managers were faced with a variety of
challenges. Not only did they need to supervise and control the labour force, they also
had to have skills in dealing with finance, marketing and production technology. Very
few people were found to possess all the skills required to control the decision-making
power in the factories. There was a complete absence of standardization in the methods
of work.

These challenges caused Taylor to formulate the first systematic theory of
organization in the early years of the 20th century. Frederick Winslow Taylor (1856–
1915), an engineer by profession, is regarded to be the ‘father of scientific management’.
Taylor had concluded that there was great inefficiency in the industries. Inefficiency

Check Your Progress

1. What are the other
names of the classical
theory of organization?

2. What are the 4Ps
defined by Gullick?

3. Which are the four
features of the classical
organization theory?
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arose not only amongst the work force but also among the managers. Taylor regarded
inefficiency and waste of resources to be a moral problem. He understood the need of
a solution for the common worker and wrote,

‘Underworking, that is, deliberately working slowly so as to avoid doing a full
day’s work, “soldiering,” as it is called in this country, “hanging it out,” as it is called in
England, “ca canae,” as it is called in Scotland, is almost universal in industrial
establishments, and prevails also to a large extent in the building trades; and the writer
asserts without fear of contradiction that this constitutes tbe greatest evil with which
the working-people of both England and America are now afflicted.’

One of the earliest works of Taylor titled A Piece Rate System appeared in 1896.
It is regarded to be an outstanding contribution to the system of wage payment. The
workers in those times were at the mercy of the entrepreneur or the capitalist. Taylor
alleged that there must be some system of payment for the workers as every worker
was paid according to his produce. The system was to comprise certain principles,
which are as follows:

• Observation and analysis of the work performed by the worker, subject and
particular time span

• Different wages for different work done
• Paying men and not the position they held

Another work by Taylor, Shop Management, (1903) dealt with the lowest level
of organization in the industries. Taylor concerned himself with the basic question of
the objectives of management. He felt that the basic objectives were as follows:

• To find the best way of organizing work so as to obtain maximum efficiency
from the labour force. This could be possible by paying higher wages to the
employees as a means of incentive.

• In order to increase production, the management ought to apply scientific
methods of research and production.

• Efficiency could be achieved by the standardization of the methods of work.
The workers were required to be trained in the kind of work they performed.

• Collaboration between the management and the workers through the
application of scientific methods was very important. Taylor advised that
more than half of the labour work should be assumed by the management.
The management should undertake the functions for which it is best suited.

Some other works by him were The Art of Cutting Metal (1906) and The
Principles and Methods of Scientific Management (1911).

Many of Taylor’s beliefs had been gained from his observations at the Bethlehem
steel company. Taylor argued that economic incentive should be closely tied to output,
through the mechanism of the differential piece system. This system stated that if the
workers did not produce a fair day’s work, they were punished via loss of earnings.
On the other hand, if the workers exceeded the production target they were rewarded
financially.

Taylor’s theory of organization was an implicit social contract theory. Both, the
management and workers were assumed to be aiming for the same objective (material
reward). Effective management and productive labour would reap higher profits and
wages. The concept of management involved a mental revolution for both the
management and the workers and the reason for this was the division of labour, according
to Taylor. The tasks were to be broken up into components by a central authority in
line with the central plan of action.
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Therefore, all the principles given by Taylor can be divided into the following four
categories:

1. Development of true science of management
2. Scientific selection of workers
3. Friendly cooperation between the workers and the management
4. Equal division of work responsibilities between the management and

workers

Four Types of Supervision
Taylor also formulated the concept of ‘functional foremanship’ in his work published
in 1911. He opined that the supervisors and managers must also possess some specific
skills and knowledge. Among other qualities, this included basic educational qualifications,
specialization, capacity, tact, energy and honesty of purpose. Taylor’s theory talked of
four types of supervision:

1. Gang boss
2. Repair boss
3. Speed boss
4. Inspector
In the early years of the 20th century, scientific management had a revolutionary

impact on administrative thought and practice. The impact was felt mainly in the
United States of America. It permeated not only industrial enterprises and business
establishments but also government organizations. The popularity and impact of the
scientific management movement also gained considerable significance in industrial
management in the Soviet Union. Throughout the 1930s and ‘40s, great efforts were
made to increase the productivity and efficiency in the Soviet industries through the
appreciation of the principles of scientific management.

Criticism of Taylor’s Theory
The scientific management movement aroused much criticism and apprehensions in
various quarters. It has been alleged that the movement was mainly concerned with
organizational efficiency viewed in purely mechanistic terms. The labour opposition to
Taylor’s theories led to an investigation by Prof. Robert Honie (on behalf of the United
States Commission on industrial relations).

The major criticism given by Honie was that the basic ideals of scientific
management and trade unionism were incompatible. Scientific management concerned
itself mainly with production, efficiency and managerial problems, without touching on
the psychological and emotional problems of workers, the routine and monotony of
their work and the uncertainty of employment.

Sam Lewisohn and Oliver Sheldon, both management thinkers, also criticized
certain aspects of Taylor’s work. Sheldon stressed the human aspects of managerial
problems, whereas Lewisohn emphasized the importance of maintenance of good
human relations in an organization. The workers accordance to Lewisohn, wanted
justice, status and opportunity above everything else and hence simply a rise in wages
would not automatically lead to added efficiency. The allegations that Taylor had
neglected the human factor in management led to a series of psychological and
sociological studies with special reference to this factor.

However, the significance and importance of the theory of scientific management
cannot be underestimated by the given criticism. It would be important to remember
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that in Taylor‘s work, the human relations aspect of organizations was under-emphasized
but not entirely neglected. He recognized the importance of mutual collaboration of
workers and management as one of the essential principles for raising industrial
principles for raising industrial efficiency. The essence of his theory was that speed,
cost and quality of goods and services were dependent variables, and that they could
be maximized by the adjustment of independent variables such as the division of labour,
method of supervision, financial incentives and flow of materials.

2.3.2 Henri Fayol’s Theory
Apart from Taylor, another important classical theorist was Henri Fayol (1841–1925)
who observed that management was an undertaking common to all human activities.
He enunciated certain basic concepts and principles of management and viewed
management as a teachable theory dealing with planning, organizing, commanding,
coordinating and controlling the work process. Fayol’s theory is often considered the
first complete theory of management. He was primarily concerned with the job of the
chief executive and pinned his faith in the principle of the unity of command.

Fayol’s General and Industrial Administration is a classic treatise on business
management. According to Urwick (an influential business management consultant
and thinker in the United Kingdom), this book has had more influence on the ideas of
business management in Europe than any other work.

Fayol divided all the activities of an organization under the following six groups:
• Technical: It is related to the production of goods and services.
• Commercial: This is concerned with the buying, selling and exchange of

goods.
• Financial: This involves finance and budgeting work.
• Security: This is related to the protection of property and personnel.
• Accounting: This is concerned with the functions of guiding, recording

and reporting financial information.
• Administrative/managerial: These activities are further sub-divided into

the following:
o Planning: This includes both short and long-term plans of action. It often

proves to be an asset in the realization of the objectives of the organization.
o Organization: This involves two aspects—human organization and

material management, which are to be geared together.
o Command: Not every person can command in organizations. A person

who commands is expected to possess certain knowledge and skills of
conduct.

o Control: It includes the process of monitoring whether the designated
duties are being fulfilled or not.

o Coordination: This involves the process of organizing groups to work
and produce coordination amongst the team members.

Fayol also discussed the attributes of a good manager which included physical
and mental abilities, general education, general knowledge and supervisory skills.

Fayol’s Principles of Organization
Fayol propounded fourteen principles of an organization, which are as follows:

• Division of work or specialization: The object of specialization is to produce
better work with the same effort. It is applicable to technical work as well as to
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other work which involves a number of people and demands abilities of various
types. It results in specialization of functions and powers.

• Authority and responsibility: Authority should be equal to responsibility. In
other words, the occupant of each post should be given enough authority to
carry out all the responsibilities assigned to him. Responsibility is a corollary of
authority; it is its natural consequence and essential counterpart.

• Discipline: Obedience should be observed in accordance with the standing
agreements between the firm and its employees.

• Unity of command: For any action, an employee should be answerable to a
single boss. If this is violated and there are more than one bosses, the authority
is undermined, discipline is in jeopardy, order disturbed and stability threatened
under conditions of stress.

• Unity of direction: Unity of direction means one plan is to be made for a
group of activities having the same objective. Unity of direction (one plan) is
different from unity of command (one employee to have orders from one superior
only).

• Subordination of individual interest to general interest: In business
organizations, the interest of one employee or group of employees should not
prevail over that of the organization.

• Remuneration of personnel: The remuneration paid for the services rendered
should be fair and afford satisfaction to both the employee and the firm.

• Centralization: In every organization, animal or social, sensations coverage
towards the brain or directive part, and from this part orders which set all parts
of the organism in movement are sent out. Everything which goes to increase
the importance of the subordinates’ role is decentralization; everything which
goes to reduce it is centralization. Centralization affirms the idea that the
organization is administered from the top down. The principle of centralization
simply indicates that, ultimate responsibility is vested in the top executive and is
not diffused among subordinates in the organization.

• Scalar chain (hierarchy): In the process of issuing orders and resolving
disputes, all communications must go through official channels. In the scalar
principle, the line of authority is the route followed—via every link in the chain—
by all communications, which start from or go to the ultimate authority. As a
result, the process is not the swiftest. It is disastrously lengthy in large concerns,
notably in government organizations. There are many activities whose success
depends on speedy execution. Respect for the line of authority must therefore
be reconciled with the need for swift action.

• Order (placement): It is the rational arrangement and placement of things
and people.

• Equity: A sense of fair play and justice combined with friendliness should
prevail in the entire organization. This is likely to generate loyalty and devotion
among the employees.

• Stability of tenure of personnel: Foyal advocated that a reasonable amount
of time should be allowed to enable personnel to settle down to their jobs and to
adapting to the requirements of their work.

• Initiative: Initiative means the power to think out a plan and execute it to
ensure its success. It augments zeal and energy on the part of employees at all
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levels of the organizational ladder. Thus, it is a great source of strength for
business. However, it must be encouraged only within the limits imposed by
respect for authority and discipline.

• Esprit de corps: It means harmony or union among the personnel of an
organization. It is a great source of strength in an organization. Fayol stated
that, for promoting esprit de corps, the principle of common law should be
observed and the dangers of divide and rule and the abuse of written
communication should be avoided.

Both Taylor and Fayol were believed to be the pioneers of the scientific
management movement. While Taylor developed principles of business management,
Fayol advocated the formal theory of organization which applied mostly to the top
management level. Fayol’s ideas did not meet immediate acceptance by his own
colleagues. It seems that Fayol considered only the interests of the management and
not of the labour. He also came to be criticized by the labour force just like Taylor.

However, the importance of Fayol’s contribution is found in the fact that he tried
to design a rational theory of management. Moreover, his broader concept of the
duties and responsibilities of the manager gives a wider perspective to the study of an
organization.

Opposition to scientific management theory
Some of the critics of this approach propose that it ignores the social needs of the
worker. The assumption that most people are motivated primarily by economic rewards
seems to be too mechanical and physiological and it neglects the organizational and
motivational considerations such as job satisfaction and self actualization.

There has been opposition to scientific management approach since its inception
both from employees as well as management. Dr. Mathur has listed some of the areas
of this opposition. These are:

1. It promotes individualism, rather than team spirit because of the competitive
nature of “more work, more pay.”

2. Specialization makes the worker unfit for other types of jobs, and thus he is at
the mercy of his employer.

3. It ignores or excludes the average worker, because of tough competition to be
more efficient and productive.

4. Specialization makes the work repetitive and monotonous. Workers are merely
converted into machines to carry out the set instructions, thus leaving no grounds
for initiative and innovation.

5. It puts in the hands of employers an immense mass of information and methods
which may be used to the detriment of workers, since all workers are not going
to measure up to the set standard.

6. It is anti-democratic in the sense that it separates the manager from the worker,
since it gives the management only the right and the prerogative to manage,
and the workers have the duty to work. In a truly democratic situation, the
workers and the management should work together to achieve the Integrated
individual and organi-zational goals.

Specific application of scientific management approach
This approach generally leads to the following specific applications:

1. Maximum utility of efforts, thus eliminating waste.
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2. More emphasis on fitting workers to particular tasks and training them further
to best utilize their abilities.

3. Greater specialization of activities, with proper design of jobs, specification of
methods and set time and motion standards,

4. Establishment of standards of performances as average output and maximum
output per capita.

5. The role of compensation and other incentives for increase in productivity.

2.3.3 Contributions of Gilbreths, Gantt and Emerson

Contributions of the Gilbreths
Frank Gilbreth (1868–1924) and Lilian Gilbreth (I878–1972) as husband and wife
team contributed extensively towards the concept of scientific management and were
primarily responsible for analysis of time and motion study of workers, thus improving
upon time and motion elements by eliminating unnecessary motions. They were also
responsible for such management tools as the process chart, flow diagrams and merit
rating system for employees.

In the area of motion studies, the Gilbreths identified 18 basic hand motions by
breaking down the task into its fundamental elements. They called these elemental
motions as “Therbligs” (which is their name spelt backwards). The elements are:

1. Search 2. Find
3. Select 4. Grasp
5. Transport loaded 6. Position
7. Assemble 8. Use
9. Disassemble 10. Inspect

11. Preposition 12. Release load
13. Transport empty 14. Rest
15. Unavoidable delay 16. Avoidable delay
17. Plan 18. Hold

These elements are not necessarily sequential, but they are all essen-tial elements
of an activity. This study laid foundations for areas of job simplification, work standards
and incentive wage plans. In one applicational study of the work of some brick-layers,
this technique, by eliminating the unnecessary motions, tripled their productivity.

Henry L. Gantt (1861-1919)
Henry Gantt worked with Taylor and was responsible for introducing “Task and Bonus
Plan” and the Gantt chart The “Task and Bonus Plan” was aimed at providing extra
wages for extra ‘work in addition to a guaranteed minimum wage. Bonuses were also
awarded to supervisors who were successful in getting their workers to meet the
output goal. The Gantt chart, which was a forerunner of today’s PERT (Program
Evaluation and Review Technique) was a chart on which the process of work could
be recorded.

Harrington Emerson
Harrington Emerson is known as the high priest of efficiency. He came to fame when
he was called as an expert by the Interstate Commerce Commission in 1911 in a
hearing for increase in the railroad freight rate. His startling statement that “railroads
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could save a million dollars a day” simply by streamlining their operations and the
introduction of more scientific methods, popularized the field of efficiency improvement.
His book, “Twelve Principles of Efficiency” published in 1912, contained principles
and techniques for optimum productivity achieved in the; most efficient manner.

Emerson also advocated the line and staff type of organization which characterizes
most of our business and industrial organizations today.

2.4 BUREAUCRATIC THEORY
Max Weber, a German sociologist and his associates examined many different
organizations to empirically determine the common structural elements and emphasized
those basic aspects that characterize an ideal type of organization. Weber looked for
rules and regulations which, when followed, would eliminate managerial inconsistencies
that contribute to ineffectiveness. He believed in strict adherence to rules that would
make bureaucracy a very efficient form of organization founded on principles of logic,
order and legitimate authority. He strongly believed that every deviation from the
formal structure interferes with efficient management. According to him:

‘The purely bureaucratic type of administrative organization… is from a purely
technical point of view, capable of attaining the highest degree of efficiency…It is
superior to any other form in precision, in stability, in the stringency of its discipline
and in its reliability. It thus makes possible a particularly high degree of calculability
of results for the heads of the organizations, and for those acting in relation to it.
It is finally superior both in intensive efficiency and the scope of its operations
and is formally capable of application to all kinds of administrative tasks.’

Weber analysed the formation and administration of enterprises. The main features
of this approach are as follows:

• Division of work: There is division of work on basis of specialization of jobs in
bureaucratic organizations. Each employee performs his specialized work in a
predictable manner.

• Rules and regulations: Detailed rules and regulations regarding work
behaviour, rights and duties of employee are laid down. Rules are designed to
ensure the consistency and predictability in work performance. In addition to it,
procedures are laid down for orderly performance of tasks.

• Hierarchy of authority: Hierarchy in organizations is characterized by
downward delegation of authority. Each superior exercises control over his
subordinates. The authority flows from the top level to lower levels of
management.

• Technical competence: Selection and promotion of employees are based on
the technical competence of employees. For each job, the qualifications are
prescribed. Training is also provided to familiarize the employees with the rules
and administrative procedures of the organization.

• Record keeping: Every decision and action is recorded in its original as well
as draft form.

• Impersonal relations: Superiors are formal in dealings with their subordinates.

Advantages of Bureaucracy
• Specialization: A bureaucratic organization provides the advantages of

specialization because every member is assigned a specialized task to perform.
• Structure: A structure of form is created by specifying the duties and

responsibilities and reporting relationships within a command hierarchy. Structure
sets the pace and framework for the functioning of the organization.

Check Your Progress

4. What was the basic
difference between the
working styles of
Taylor and Fayol?

5. Which are the four
types of supervision as
per Taylor's theory?

6. What are the specific
applications of the
scientific management
approach?
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• Rationality: A measure of objectivity is ensured by prescribing in advance the
criteria for decision-making in routine situations.

• Predictability: The rules, regulations, specialization, structure and training impart
predictability and thereby ensure stability in the organization. Conformity to
rules and roles in the structural framework bring about order to cope with
complexity.

• Democracy: Emphasis on qualifications and technical competence make the
organization more democratic. Officials are guided by the prescribed rules,
policies and practices rather than by patronage or other privileged treatment.

Limitations of Bureaucracy
• Rigidity: Rules and regulations in a bureaucracy are often rigid and inflexible.

Rigid compliance with rules and regulations discourages initiative and creativity.
It may also provide the cover to avoid responsibility for failures.

• Goal displacement: Rules framed to achieve organizational objectives at each
level become an end in themselves. When individuals at lower levels pursue
personal objectives, the overall objectives of the organization may be neglected.

  • Impersonality: A bureaucratic organization stresses a mechanical way of doing
things. Organizational rules and regulations are given priority over an individual’s
needs and emotions.

• Compartmentalization of activities: Jobs are divided into categories, which
restrict people from performing tasks that they are capable of performing. It
also encourages preservation of jobs even when they become redundant.

• Paperwork: Bureaucracy involves excessive paperwork as every decision must
be put into writing. All documents have to be maintained in their draft and
original forms. This leads to great wastage of time, stationery and space.

• Empire building: People in bureaucracy tend to use their positions and resources
to perpetuate self-interests. Every superior tries to increase the number of his
subordinates as if this number is considered a symbol of power and prestige.

• Red tape: Bureaucratic procedures involve inordinate delays and frustration in
the performance of tasks.

Despite its drawbacks, bureaucracy has become an integral feature of modern
organizations. It is, therefore, necessary to understand it and to overcome its negative
aspects through proper reckoning of individual needs and organizational goals.

2.5 HUMAN RELATIONS THEORY
The human relation school takes note of the psychological factors causing a change in
the human behaviour in organized groups under a given situation. It is based upon the
fact that management involves getting things done through people and therefore
management must be centred on interpersonal relations. This approach has been called
the human relations, leadership or behavioural science approach. Exponents of this
school of thought seek to apply existing and newly developed theories, methods and
techniques of the relevant social science to the study of intra and interpersonal relations,
which varies from personality dynamics to relations of cultures. This school stresses
on the people part of management and the understanding aspects. The motivation of
the individual and adherents of this school is heavily oriented towards psychology and
sociology. The range of thoughts in this school are (a) The study of human relations
and how managers can understand and use these relations; (b) The role of manager
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as a leader and how he should lead others; (c) The study of group dynamics and inter-
personal relationships.

From the early 1930s and the Hawthorne experiments, there has been a great
generation of interest in the human behaviour school. Human behaviour must be
recognized as a key and it is one of the most important factors in the development of
employees. There is great agreement on the point that human beings have goals and
value for certain needs. We do find people exercising their material instincts such as
valuing job security, striving for organizational and social acceptance and working for
monetary rewards, which of course, can be used to satisfy several needs. The human
behaviour school of thought sometimes goes too far in insisting that the employees of
an organization need to be happy for the organization to function effectively.

2.5.1 Introduction to Elton Mayo’s Hawthorne Experiments
The essence of the human relations theory find in its primary emphasis on human
beings, psychological motivations and informal group behaviour in contradistinction to
the structuralist’s exclusive concern for principles of organization. This theory or
approach focuses on management as a web of interpersonal relationships. It lays
greater emphasis on  the behaviour of role occupants in an organizations than on the
formal structure of the organization.

One of the great pioneers of this theory was Elton Mayo, who made the following
two significant contributions to the theory of organization:

• A challenge to the engineering approach to motivation
• Attack on purely structural hierarchical approach to organization

Elton Mayo, Roethlisberger and other behaviourists were conscious that in an
organization made up of human beings, there are a great number of variables and that
an attempt to alter any one of them is likely to start a sort of chain reaction. The
people who make up an organization are motivated by many forces besides those
taken into account by the classicists, and may be seeking goals quite different from
those assigned to them by the organization manuals. The scholars of this school highlight
the individual as a socio-psychological being and are more concerned with his
motivations. The underlying emphasis is that the solution of the problems of management
can be found in the realm of social psychology.

The greatest single influence which made the classical or the mechanistic theory
or organization fall into disfavour came from the Hawthorne experiments, which were
carried out in the USA by Elton Mayo and his colleagues of the Harward Business
School in the early 1920s and 1930s. These experiments were carried out at the
Western Electric Company (owned by the Bell Telephone Company) at Hawthorne
(near Chicago). The findings were first published in the Management and the Worker
(F. J. Roethlisburger and William J. Dickson) in 1939. The purpose of these experiments
was to find out the behavioural attitudes of the group of employees, how group behaviour
was different from individual behaviour and in different conditions and whether improved
working conditions could induce productivity. Initially, they found that improved working
conditions in no way helped increase productivity. But improved working conditions
were result of improved human relations.

Over the course of five years, Mayo’s team changed the female worker’s working
conditions and then analysed how the working conditions affected the workers morale
and productivity. The changes in working conditions involved changes in working hours,
rest brakes, lighting, humidity and temperature. The changes were explained to the
workers before implementation.
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At the end of the five-year period, the female worker’s working conditions,
reverted back to the conditions prior to the experiment began. Suddenly, the workers
morale and productivity rose to levels higher than before and during the experiments.

The combination of results during and after the experiment (i.e. the increase in
the workers productivity when they were returned to their original working conditions)
resulted in Mayo to conclude that workers were motivated by psychological conditions
more than physical working condition. He also concluded that workers were motivated
by more than self-interest, and instead the following applied:

• There is an unrecorded understanding between the worker and employer
as regards what is expected from them; Mayo named this the psychological
contract.  

• A worker’s motivation can be enhanced by showing an interest in them.
Mayo classified studying the workers (through the experiments) as showing
an interest in the workers.

• Work is a group activity; teamwork can increase a worker’s motivation as
it permits people to form strong working relationships and increases trust
between the workers. The employer creates work groups formally but they
also occur informally. Both informal and formal groups should be employed
to increase productivity as informal groups influence the worker’s habits
and attitudes.

• Workers are motivated by the social aspect of work, as demonstrated by
the female workers socialising during and outside work and the ensuing
increase in motivation.

• Workers are motivated by recognition, security and a sense of belonging.
• The communication between workers and management persuades workers’

morale and productivity. Workers are motivated through a good working
relationship with management.

2.5.2 Relay Assembly Test Room Experiment
This experiment continued for almost five years. Several changes were made in the
organizational situations, and these were noted and recorded. They were in respect to
the working conditions, special group payments and the facilities to the employees.
The facilities initially given to the employees were small but their impact was felt.
These included:

• Rest pauses at certain intervals
• Refreshments (managements to bear the cost)
• Short hours of work
• Communications between the employees and the management
• Appointment of a research term analyses the changes

The experiment revealed the importance of better social organization, informal
work system and the treatment of the supervisors towards their employees.

Survey of Human Attitudes and Sentiments
This was quite a gigantic task. A special survey of the workers was carried out between
1928–31 and about 21,126 workers were interviewed. It was quite a big task, as the
results of the interviews had to be tabulated both physically and mentally.
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The workers were asked to express freely and frankly their likes and dislikes of
the management, their working conditions, personal views and reactions to the various
policies of the management. The workers at first were hesitant in opening up because
of the fear of being victimized by the management. However, gradually, they consented
after being convinced by the researchers that this would help improve their working
conditions. Interviews continued for about 5 years. Not many changes were made in
the working conditions, although there were changes in productivity and output as the
worker now felt enlightened and hoped to deliver his voice to the management. The
research team realized the manifest and latent complaints. Workers faced personal
problems, which they seem to carry to their jobs. This Mayo referred to as the Pessimistic
Reverses of Employees.

However, the results discovered by Mayo were as follows:
• The workers had collective views as regard to their wages. They seem to

feel satisfied with the kind of communication the management had given
them

• There was also a change in the attitude of the experiences. Earlier, they
seemed to have adequate control over the workers. However, the
experiments helped report the matter to the management.

• To the research team, the experiment proved that a new scheme had been
acquired in terms of periodical notifications both, for the workers and
supervisors.

Experiment of Social Organization or Bank Wiring Experiment
The research team had a specific objective. They wanted to know about the group
behaviour of the workers, which depended on situations, objectives and organizations
of the group. This led to the concept of informal organization.

The researchers chose three different groups, which were concerned with
soldering, fixing the terminals and finishing the wiring. There was a particular assumption
that the work of these groups was interrelated in such a way that it resulted in the
work done by all three, i.e., production would happen only if the three groups coordinated
with each other.

All of these groups came to acquire informal organization with informal leaders.
The leader monitored the activities of the group, which he led. An informal agreement
was held within the groups themselves without any intervention on the part of the
management. This group relationship emerged as a highly integrated system, and a
code of conduct came into existence amongst the workers themselves.

Thus, the experiment asserted that defects arise due to conflicts between the
formal and informal goals of the organization.

Absenteeism in Industries
This last experiment was more or less carried out for finding the solution to a problem
faced by Elton Mayo in the late 1930s with regard to absenteeism in the industries. He
was confronted with the problem of foundry shops at the beginning of the World War
II in three industrial establishments. In two of them, there was a big turnover of
employee’s with 70 per cent of the employees going away. The 3rd industry did not
face such an acute problem. Thus, the management of the two sick industries, and the
third too, invited Mayo. He observed that the third industry had the group wage scheme
introduced by the management. In this scheme, the employees earned for what they
produced as a group. It shared an informal group relationship. This scheme was,
however, not prevalent in the other two industries.
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Mayo opined that group solidarity had to be concentrated to reduce absenteeism,
and this helped him solve the problem. He also insisted on informal group relationship.
He further asserted that workers be treated as human beings and not as machines.
Development of human relations in the industry was the primary concern.

However, the early theories of Mayo, Roethlisberger and Dickson were criticized
for underestimating the scope of the worker-management conflict or even labour
unrest. They were termed ‘anti-union’ and their theories were allegedly misuse by the
managers to exploit the working class. As a result, the later human relation theorists
such as Chris Argyris and Bennis stressed upon the significance of ‘fusion’ approach,
where the individual worker in an organization is considered as important as the
organization itself. It is the goal of every management to strike a balance between the
workers’ needs and those of the organization. Yet, despite criticisms, one cannot deny
that the ‘Human Relation School’ was a new thinking and approach to organization.

Theories of Barnard, Maslow, Douglas and Bennis
Besides Mayo’s Hawthorne experiments, Chester Barnard’s cooperative system,
Abraham Maslow’s hierarchy of needs and Douglas McGregor’s Theory X–Theory
Y were other intellectual advancements in the human relation approach.
Let us briefly discuss these theories.

Chester Barnard’s Cooperative System
Chester Irving Barnard was an American business executive, public administrator,
and the author of pioneering work in management theory and organizational studies.
Barnard looked at organizations as systems of cooperation of human activity, and
noted that they are typically short-lived. It is rare for a firm to last more than a century.
According to Barnard, organizations are not long-lived because they do not meet the
two criteria necessary for survival: effectiveness and efficiency. Barnard’s classic
1938 book Functions of the Executive discusses, as the title suggests, the functions
of the executive, but not from a merely intuitive point of view, but instead deriving
them from his conception of cooperative systems.

Barnard summarized the functions of the executive as follows:
• Establishing and maintaining a system of communication;
• Securing essential services from other members;
• Formulating organizational purposes and objectives.

2.5.3 Abraham Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs
Maslow’s ‘needs hierarchy theory’ is probably the most widely used theory of motivation
in organizations. Maslow suggested that people have a complex set of exceptionally
strong needs and the behaviour of individuals at a particular moment is usually determined
by their strongest need. He developed his model of human motivation in 1943, based
upon his own clinical experience and formulated his theory of hierarchical needs by
asking the same question, ‘What is it that makes people behave the way they do?’ and
made a list of answers from which he developed a pattern. His theory is based upon
two assumptions. First that human beings have many needs that are different in nature
ranging from the biological needs at the lower level that is the level of survival, to
psychological needs at the upper extreme that is the level of growth. Second that
these needs occur in an order of hierarchy so that lower level needs must be satisfied
before higher level needs arise or become motivators.

This model of hierarchical needs explains human behaviour in a more  dynamic
and realistic manner and is primarily based upon people’s inner states  as a basis for
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motivation and the environmental conditions do not play any  significant role. Maslow
postulates five basic needs arranged in successive levels. These needs continue to
change resulting in change in goals and activities. These five needs are arranged in
the form as shown. The first three levels of needs at the bottom are known as
‘deficiency’ needs and they must be satisfied in order to ensure the individual’s very
existence and security and make him fundamentally comfortable. The top two sets of
needs are termed ‘growth’ needs because they are concerned with personal growth,
development and realization of one’s potential.

Self-
actualized

needs

Esteem needs

Social needs

Security needs

Physiological needs

5

4

3

2

1

Growth
needs

Deficiency
needs

2.5.4 McGregor’s Theory X and Theory Y
Douglas McGregor (1906–64) was a professor of industrial management at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) for most part of his career. His
contribution to management thought lies in his proposal that a manager’s assumptions
about the role of employees determine his behaviour towards them.

Theory X
According to him, the classical organization—with its highly specialized jobs, centralized
decision-making and communication from top downwards through the chain of
command—was not just a product of the need for productivity and efficiency, but
instead it was a reflection of certain basic managerial assumptions about human nature. 
These assumptions, that McGregor somewhat arbitrarily classified were designated
as Theory X. Theory X identified the classical approach to  management based upon
the ideas generated in the late 1800s and early 1900s, and was primarily based upon
the assumption about economic rationality of all employees. This evolved around the
classical assumption of Adam Smith that people are motivated by economic incentives
and they will rationally consider opportunities that provide for them the greatest economic
gain. To the classical thinkers, an efficiently designed job, efficiency centred
organization and proper monetary incentives to workers were the proper tools of
motivation.

Theory X assumes the following:
1. Most people dislike work and avoid it whenever possible.
2. They need to be directed, controlled and threatened with punishment in

order to move them to work and achieve organizational goals.
3. An average person is lazy, shuns responsibility, prefers to be directed, has

little ambition and is only concerned with his own security.
4. Most people avoid leading and want to be led and supervised. They are

unwilling to accept responsibility.
McGregor believed that managers who hold Theory X assumptions are likely to

treat workers accordingly. These managers practice an autocratic management style
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and may use the threat of punishment to induce employee productivity. The
communication is primarily directed downwards and the environment is characterized
by minimal manager-employee interaction.

Theory Y
In contrast, McGregor’ Theory Y emphasizes management through employee input
and delegation of authority. According to Theory Y, managers make the following
assumptions.

Theory Y assumes the following:
1. Work is natural to most people and they enjoy the physical and mental effort

involved in working, similar to rest or play.
2. Commitment to goals and objectives of the organization is also a natural

state of behaviour for most individuals.
3. They will exercise self direction and self control in pursuit and achievement

of organizational goals.
4. Commitment to goals and objectives is a function of rewards available,

especially the rewards of appreciation and recognition.
5. Most people have the capacity for innovation and creativity for solving

organizational problems.
6. Many individuals seek leadership roles in preference to the security of being

led.
Managers who hold Theory Y assumptions treat their workers as responsible

persons and give them more lattitude in performing their tasks. Communication is
multidimensional and managers interact frequently with employees. These managers
encourage innovation and creativity, minimize the use of supervision and controls and
redesign the work to make it more interesting and satisfying with regard to higher level
needs of workers such as self-esteem and self-actualization.

2.6 SUMMARY
• Organization refers to a plan of action to ensure fulfillment of purpose or

purposes which a group of individuals has set for realization, and towards the
attainment of which they are collectively focusing their energies.

• Towards the end of the 19th century, bureaucracy was as mismanaged as the
industries. This situation prevailed everywhere. As such, all the organizational
theorists seemed to talk of a universal set of principles, as three goals were
common to all the organizations; efficiency, economy and increased
productivity.

• Taylor is called the father of scientific management. His principal concern was
that of increasing efficiency in production, not only to lower costs and raise
profits but also to make possible increased pay for workers through their higher
productivity. He saw productivity as the answer to both higher wages and higher
profits.

• The era of the post-industrial revolution in the 19th century brought with it a
complex production process in which labour and capital were combined in
increasingly complex ways. This was done to increase the output of the
manufacturing process whose demand was increasing by the day.

• The scientific management movement aroused much criticism and apprehensions
in various quarters. It has been alleged that the movement was mainly concerned

Check Your Progress

7. State any two
limitations of the
bureaucratic theory.

8. What facilities were
provided to employees
in the relay assembly
test room experiment?

9. What were the
functions of an
executive as
summarized by
Bernard?

10. How do the managers
of Theory Y
assumptions treat their
employees?
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with organizational efficiency viewed in purely mechanistic terms. The labour
opposition to Taylor’s theories led to an investigation by Prof. Robert Honie (on
behalf of the United States Commission) on industrial relations.

• Apart from Taylor, another important classical theorist was Henri Fayol (1841–
1925) who observed that management was an undertaking common to all human
activities. He enunciated certain basic concepts and principles of management
and viewed management as a teachable theory dealing with planning, organizing,
commanding, coordinating and controlling the work process.

• Frank Gilbreth (1868–1924) and Lilian Gilbreth (I878–1972) as husband and
wife team contributed extensively towards the concept of scientific management
and were primarily responsible for analysis of time and motion study of workers,
thus improving upon time and motion elements by eliminating unnecessary
motions. They were also responsible for such management tools as the process
chart, flow diagrams and merit-rating system for employees.

• Max Weber, a German sociologist and his associates examined many different
organizations to empirically determine the common structural elements and
emphasized those basic aspects that characterize an ideal type of organization.

• The human relation school takes note of the psychological factors causing a
change in the human behavior in organized groups under a given situation. It is
based upon the fact that management involves getting things done through people
and therefore management must be centered on interpersonal relations. This
approach has been called the human relations, leadership or behavioral science
approach.

• Maslow’s ‘needs hierarchy theory’ is probably the most widely used theory of
motivation in organizations. Maslow suggested that people have a complex set
of exceptionally strong needs and the behavior of individuals at a particular
moment is usually determined by their strongest need. He developed his model
of human motivation in 1943.

2.7 KEY TERMS
• Organization: It refers to a plan of action to ensure fulfilment of purpose or

purposes which a group of individuals has set for realization, and towards the
attainment of which they are collectively focusing their energies.

• Compartmentalization: Jobs are divided into categories, which restrict people
from performing certain tasks.

• Scalar principle: Here, the line of authority is the route followed—via every
link in the chain—by all communications, which start from or go to the ultimate
authority.

• Esprit de corps: It refers to the harmony or union among the personnel of an
organization.

2.8 ANSWERS TO ‘CHECK YOUR PROGRESS’
1. The classical theory of organization is also known as the Mechanistic Theory

or the Structural Theory.
2. The 4Ps of Gullick form the basis on which work is divided in an organization.

These are: Purpose, Process, Persons and Place.
3. The classical organization theory is marked by four features:

• Impersonalization
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• Specialization
• Efficiency
• Hierarchy

4. Taylor and Fayol both realized that working towards the problems of personnel
and its management at all levels was the key to industrial success. Both applied
scientific methods to the problems they faced while dealing with personnel and
management. Taylor worked primarily on the operative level moving upwards
in the industrial hierarchy, while Fayol concentrated on the managing director
level and worked downwards. This shows us the difference in the working of
Taylor and Fayol.

5. Taylor’s theory talked of four types of supervision:
• Gang boss
• Repair boss
• Speed boss
• Inspector

6. This approach generally leads to the following specific applications:
• Maximum utility of efforts, thus eliminating waste.
• More emphasis on fitting workers to particular tasks and training them further

to best utilize their abilities.
• Greater specialization of activities, with proper design of jobs, specification

of methods and set time and motion standards,
• Establishment of standards of performances as average output and maximum

output per capita.
• The role of compensation and other incentives for increase in productivity.

7. Two of the limitations are:
• Rigidity: Rules and regulations in a bureaucracy are often rigid and inflexible.

Rigid compliance with rules and regulations discourages initiative and
creativity. It may also provide the cover to avoid responsibility for failures.

• Goal displacement: Rules framed to achieve organizational objectives at
each level become an end in themselves. When individuals at lower levels
pursue personal objectives, the overall objectives of the organization may
be neglected.

8. The facilities initially given to the employees were small but their impact was
felt. These included:
• Rest pauses at certain intervals
• Refreshments (managements to bear the cost)
• Short hours of work
• Communications between the employees and the management
• Appointment of a research term analyses the changes

9. Barnard summarized the functions of the executive as follows:
• Establishing and maintaining a system of communication;
• Securing essential services from other members;
• Formulating organizational purposes and objectives.
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10. Managers who hold Theory Y assumptions treat their workers as responsible
persons and give them more lattitude in performing their tasks. Communication
is multidimensional and managers interact frequently with employees. These
managers encourage innovation and creativity, minimize the use of supervision
and controls and redesign the work to make it more interesting and satisfying
with regard to higher level needs of workers such as self-esteem and self-
actualization.

2.9 QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

Short-Answer Questions
1. What is the premise of the traditional theory?
2. Trace briefly the background behind the scientific management theory.
3. How did Fayol divide the activities of an organization?
4. Write a short note on the Gilbreths’ contribution to the management approach.
5. What was Chester Bernard’s cooperative system?

Long-Answer Questions
1. Examine Taylor’s theory in detail. What was the criticism for the theory?
2. Describe Fayol’s principles of organization.
3. Explain the premise of the bureaucracy theory, including its advantages and

disadvantages.
4. Discuss in detail Abraham Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs.

2.10 FURTHER READING
Willoughby, W.F. 1927. Principles of Public Administration. Publications of Institute

for Government Research.
Gullick, S. and Urwick, L. 1937. Papers on the Science of Administration. New

York: Institute of Public Administration.
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3.0 INTRODUCTION
The management of administration has become an important function for each
successful organization and plays an essential role to ensure that businesses run
smoothly.

Administrative management is the process of managing information through
people. This usually involves performing the storage and distribution of information to
those within an organization. All managers, and many other professionals, carry out
some component of administrative management in their roles. Anyone involved in the
planning, coordinating, directing, or controlling aspects of a business can be considered
an administrative manager.

In this unit, you will learn about the various aspect of administration of an
organization, such as leadership, decision-making, motivation and communication.

3.1 UNIT OBJECTIVES
After going through this unit, you will be able to:

• Discuss the various types, functions and theories of leadership
• Explain the art of decision-making and the various models of decision-making
• Examine the importance of motivation in an organization
• Explain the importance of communication in an organization

3.2 TYPES, FUNCTIONS AND THEORIES OF LEADERSHIP
Leadership is an integral part of management and plays a vital role in managerial
operations. If there is any single factor that differentiates between successful and
unsuccessful organizations, it could be considered as dynamic and effective leadership.
Peter Drucker points out that managers (business leaders) are the basic and scarcest
resources of any business enterprise. George Terry points out that, “Of everyone
hundred new business establishments started, approximately 50 or one half go out of
business within two years. By the end of 5 years, only one-third of the original one
hundred will still be in business.” Perhaps, it would be a valid assumption to state that
the major cause of these failures would be ineffective leadership.
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Leadership is not an attribute of business alone. In the army, in the government,
in universities, in hospitals etc., and anywhere, where people work in groups, the
leadership function emerges. There must be somebody to guide that group.

Leadership may be defined as the art of influencing and inspiring subordinates to
perform their duties, willingly competently and enthusiastically for achievement of
group objectives. Most management writers agree that, “leadership is the process of
influencing the activities of an individual or a group in efforts towards goal achievement
in a given situation.”

It is important to add the element of “willingness” in the above definition. This
element differentiates successful and effective leaders from the “common run of the
managers.” Motivating and influencing people to move towards a common goal, are
all essential elements of management, but the “willingness” of the followers to be led
highlights a special quality that puts a leader high above others.

Based on these elements of a leadership function, the leadership may be
defined as:

L = F (f, g, w, s)
where leadership (L) is a function (F) of:

f = followers
g = goal

w = a measure of willingness on the part of subordinates, and
s = a given situation

Formal and Informal Leadership
Leadership can be formal or informal. The formal leadership occurs when a person is
appointed or elected as an authority figure. For example, anyone who is appointed to
the job of a manager is also given the authority to exercise formal leadership in
relationship to his subordinates. Similarly, a formally elected leader of a country or a
state, acquires the authority of leadership and giving direction to the country or state.

The informal leadership emerges when a person uses interpersonal influence in a
group without designated authority or power. These leaders emerge in certain situations,
because of their charm, intelligence, skills or other traits, and to whom other people
turn to for advice, direction and guidance. Religious and civic leaders fit into this
category. Successful managers, who exercise their given authority in a formal way,
are also capable of exercising informal leadership relationships with people both within
as well as outside the organization.

Traits of Leadership
A leader has certain inherent qualities and traits which assist him in playing a directing
role and wielding commanding influence over others. Some of these traits according
to Jago are:

• Energy, drive
• Appearance, presentability
• A sense of cooperativeness
• Enthusiasm
• Personality-height and weight
• Initiative
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• Intelligence
• Judgement
• Self-confidence
• Sociability
• Tact and diplomacy
• Moral courage and integrity
• Willpower and flexibility
• Emotional stability
• Knowledge of human relations
These traits are not universal in nature. Not all leaders have these trait. Not all of

these traits work at all times. While some of these traits differentiate successful
managers and leaders from unsuccessful ones, it is the behaviour of leaders, either as
a result of these traits or otherwise, which is more tangible and obvious and less
abstract than traits. The leadership behaviour is directly related to individual worker
activity and group activity, absences, turnover, and employee morale. These are
indicators, to some degree, of the effectiveness of leadership behaviour.

Many studies have been conducted in order to identify and separate such
characteristics and personal traits that reflect the behaviour of successful leaders.
These traits then could be set up as standards against which the profiles of leaders
could be matched and judged. However, such attempts have not been successful.
According to Ralph Stogdill, who studied the subject of leadership most extensively,
“A person does not become a leader by virtue of the possession of some combination
of the traits, but the pattern of personal characteristics of the leader must bear some
relevant relationship to the characteristics, activities and goals of the followers.

Some of the approaches to the study of leadership including the trait theory
and behaviour theory are explained in detail.

Theories of Leadership
1. The Trait Theory: The traditional approach has been to describe leadership in
terms of personal traits and special characteristics of leaders. These traits are not
acquired, but are inherent personal qualities. The Trait Theory emphasizes that leaders
are born and not made. This theory proposes that leadership is a function of these
inborn traits. Some of these traits include intelligence, understanding, perception, high
motivation, socio-economic status, initiative, maturity, need for self-actualization, self-
assurance and understanding of inter-personal human relations. The existence of these
traits becomes, a measure of leadership. It holds that the possession of certain traits
permits certain individuals to gain position of leadership. This relationship between
successful leadership and traits was extensively studied by Stogdill. Stogdill believed
that the pattern of leadership traits is different from situation to situation. A person
who becomes a leader in one situation may not become one in a different situation.
There is no single personality trait that would typify a leader and be applicable in all
situations.

Leadership implies activity movement and getting the work done. The leader is a
person who occupies a position of responsibility in coordinating the activities of the
members of a group. Hence, leadership, must be conceived of in terms of interactions
for one to lead that and others who want to be led.

The trait theory of leadership has suffered from lack of conclusiveness and
oversimplifications. The critics have charged that the theory focusses attention only
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on the leader and disregards the dynamics of the leadership process. Also, the theory
ignores the situational characteristics which may result in the emergence of a leader.
Some of the other weaknesses and failures of the trait theory are:

• All the traits are not identical with regard to the essential characteristics of
a leader.

• Some traits can be acquired by training and may not be inherited.
• It does not identify the traits that are most important and those that are least

important in identifying a successful leader.
• The, traits required to attain leadership may not be the same that are required

to sustain leadership.
• It fails to explain the many leadership failures in spite of the required traits.
• It has been found that many traits exhibited by leaders are also found among

followers without explaining as to why followers could not become leaders.
• It ignores the environmental factors, which may differ from situation to

situation.
2. Behaviour Theory: This theory studies leadership by looking at leaders in terms
of what they do. The leader effectiveness is judged in terms of individual subordinate
outcome. Research studies conducted by Katz, Maccoby and Morse suggested that
leadership behaviour be defined along employee-centered dimension and production-
centered dimension, both complimenting each other. This style is expected to show
improvements in productivity.

Further in-depth investigations into this approach have been conducted at Ohio
State University These studies isolate two particular factors affecting the leadership
dimension. These are:

(a) Consideration (of employees)
(b) Initiating structure (giving directions and orders).
Consideration connotes rapport between the leader and the group, a mutual

warmth and trust, a concern for the needs of the members of the work group, an
attitude that encourages participative management, two-way communication and respect
for the feedback of the follower.

Initiating structure involves creating a work environment, so that the work of
the group is organized, coordinated, sequential, organizationally relevant so that people
know exactly what is to be done and how it is to be done. The structure involves,
having the leader organize and define the role each member is to assume, assign tasks
to them and push for the realization of organizational goals. An important discovery
made by the Ohio studies was that the leader does not necessarily have to rate high
both on consideration as well as structure element. He could be high on one and low
on the other and still lead the group successfully.

Studies conducted by House, Filley and Kerr concluded that both structure and
consideration were related to satisfaction and they affect grievances and employee
turnover. Groups with medium and high consideration and low structure are lowest in
grievances and turnover.

One advantage of this theory is that these two dimensions of leadership behaviour
are tangible and observable and do account for a major part of the leader behaviour.
Even though a causal connection of these two dimensions has not been demonstrated,
their relationship to leadership effectiveness has been quite obvious.
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3. Contingency Theory. This theory states, that an analysis of leadership involves not
only the individual traits and behaviour but also a focus on the situation. The leadership
behaviour is used in combination with work group contingencies to predict outcomes.
The effectiveness of the leader behaviour is contingent upon the demands imposed by
the situation. There are three major components that are significant for leadership
effectiveness. These include individual differences among leaders, differences among
situations and the manner in which these two variables are related.

Studies conducted by Fiedler in 1967 and 1974 and later studies conducted by
Hersey and Blanchard in 1969 and 1982 approached the contingency theory from two
different viewpoints which are described briefly:

(a) Fiedler’s contingency theory: Fiedler conducted extensive studies in
this area and developed a scale to identify different types of leaders. This
scale is called the Least Preferred Co-worker Scale (LPC). The LPC
reflects primarily the style of leadership. This scale assesses how favourably
or unfavourably the leader describes his least preferred co-worker. A
high LPC score leader is the one who sees even the least preferred co-
worker in relatively favourable terms and is more relationship-oriented
and a low LPC leader is more task-oriented.
Fiedler selected three components that affect the situation and also could
be manipulated to bring about the changes. First was the leader-group
relationship which examines the degree of trust that the group members
place in the leader. The second was task structure that focussed upon the
number of steps needed to complete the task. The third was the leader’s
positional power involving the extent of legitimate power the leader
possesses.
The most favourable situation for a leader then would be where the leader-
group relations are positive, the task is highly structured and the leader
has substantial authority to take decisive actions.

(b) Situational leadership approach: Similar to Fiedler’s contingency model,
the situational approach, developed by Hersey and Blanchard, is based
upon the premise that different types of situations demand different types
of leadership. The focus is on the situation in which the leadership is
exercised and not upon the leader. A successful leader under one set of
circumstances may be a failure under a different set of circumstances.
For example, Winston Churchill was considered a successful Prime
Minister and a leader of England during World War II. However, he turned
out to be much less successful after the war when the situation changed.

The situational approach defines leadership in terms of his ability to handle a
given situation and is based on his skill in that given area. Hersey and Blanchard
define the major situation variable as “task maturity”, which is the ability and willingness
to perform the task. This approach can best be described by a hypothetical example,
developed by Robert A. Baron. Imagine the following scene:

The top executives of a large corporation are going in their limousine to meet the
president of another large company at a distance. On the way, their limousine breaks
down many miles from any town. Who takes charge of the situation? Who becomes
the situational leader? Not the president or the vice-president of the company, but the
driver of the car who knows enough about the motor to get the car started again. As
he does or oversees the repairs, he gives direct orders to these top echelons of the
organization, who comply. But once they arrive at the meeting, the driver surrenders
his authority and becomes a subordinate again.
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This example suggests that in a given situation, the person most likely to act as a
leader is the one who is most competent for that situation or for a given group as the
case may be. Thus in defiance of the trait theory, some shy and introvert person may
take command of leadership, if he meets the group’s requirements under given
circumstances. However, it must be understood that it would require the leaders to
change their behaviour to fit the changed situation, if necessary, rather than having to
change the situation to suit the leadership behavioural style. This means that the leaders
must remain flexible and sensitive to the changing needs of the given group.

While this approach emphasizes that external pressures and situational
characteristics and not the personal traits and personality characteristics determine
the emergence and success of leaders in performing a given role, it is probably a
combination of both types of characteristics that sustains a leader over a long period
of time. A leader is more successful when his personal traits complement the situational
characteristics.
4. The Path-Goal Theory: The Path Goal model of leadership behaviour has been
propounded by Robert J. House. This model emphasizes that the leader behaviour be
such as to complement the group work setting and aspirations. This approach is based
upon the expectancy theory of motivation and reflects the worker’s beliefs that efforts
will lead to successful results. The leader sets up clear path and clear guidelines
through which the subordinates can achieve both personal and work-related goals and
assists them in achieving these goals. This will make the leader behaviour acceptable
and satisfying to subordinates since they see the behaviour of the leader as an immediate
source of satisfaction or as a source of obtaining future satisfaction.

This approach is largely derived from the path-goal approach to motivation.
To motivate workers, the leaders should:

• Recognize the subordinate’s needs
• Arrange for appropriate rewards to his followers for goal achievement
• Help subordinates in clearly establishing their expectations
• Demolish, as far as possible, the barriers in their path of goal achievement
• Increase opportunities for personal satisfaction which are contingent upon

satisfactory performance
The path-goal model takes into consideration the different types of leadership

behaviour. There are four such types of behaviour that would support this approach,
depending upon the nature of the situation. These are:

• Directive: When the demands of a task on hand are ambiguous, directive
leadership is needed. But when the task is inherently clear or clarification
is otherwise available, then a high level of directive leadership is not required
and may, in fact, impede effective performance.

• Supportive: Supportive leadership is friendly and approachable and has
the most positive effect on the satisfaction of the followers working on
unpleasant, stressful or frustrating tasks that are highly repetitive.

• Achievement oriented: This type of support helps the subordinates to
strive for higher performance standards and increases confidence in their
ability to meet challenging goals. This is specially true for followers who
have clear cut, non-repetitive assignments.

• Participative: This leadership approach encourages subordinate’s
participation in the decision-making process. The leader solicits
subordinate’s suggestions and takes the suggestions seriously into
consideration before making decisions.
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In addition to the various patterns of leadership, certain characteristics of
subordinates themselves such as their ability, experience, motives, dedication etc. and
various aspects of the situation such as the structure of the work tasks, openness of
communication, extent of feedback provided etc., form important ingredients of the
path-goal model.
5. Vroom-Yetton Model: This is a normative theory for it simply tells the leaders
how they should behave in decision-making. The focus is on the premise that different
problems have different characteristics and should therefore be solved by different
decision techniques. The effectiveness of the decision is a function of leadership which
ranges from the leader making decisions himself to a totally democratic process in
which the subordinates fully participate and the contingencies which describe the
attributes of the problem to be dealt with. For a successful leader; it is imperative to
know the best approach to solving the problem at hand and to know how to implement
each decision-making method well when required.

The model dictates that the decision reached should be high in quality, should be
accepted by the people who have to implement it and should be time efficient. The
leader, while choosing a strategy, decides which element he will focus on and which
may be neglected to some extent. Studies performed to test the validity of this theory
concluded that the participative and democratic style of leadership was more appropriate
and successful at higher levels of an organization, whereas directive decision-making
style were utilized at lower levels.
6. The Managerial Grid: The managerial grid was developed by Robert Blake and
Jane Mouton and plays an important part in managerial behaviour in organizational
development. It is built on two axis, one representing the “people” and the other the
“task”. Both the horizontal as well as the vertical axis are treated as a scale from 1 to
9 where I represents the least involvement and 9 the most involvement, so that the
coordinates (1, 1) would indicate minimum standards and coordinates (9, 9) would
indicate maximum dedication of the workers and highly structured operations. Such
an involve-ment would reflect upon the managerial orientation towards task and towards
workers who are expected to perform such tasks. Blake and Mouton have identified
five coordinates that reflect various styles of leader behaviour.

Coordinates (1, 1). The manager makes minimum efforts to get work done.
Minimal standards of performance and minimum worker dedication.

Coordinates (9, 1). Excellent work design. Well established pro-cedures.
Minimum worker interference. Orderly performance and efficient operation.

Coordinates (1,9). Personal and meaningful relationships with people. Friendly
atmosphere and high morale. Loosely structured work design.

Coordinates (5, 5). Satisfactory performance achieved by equating the necessity
for performance and reasonable morale.
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Coordinates (9,9). Ultimate in managerial efficiency. Thoroughly dedicated people.
Trustworthy and respectable atmosphere. Highly organized task performances.
This grid provides a reasonable indication of the health of the organization as well as
the ability of the managers. It is the objective of all management to move as close to
coordinates (9, 9) as possible. Accordingly, managers should be carefully selected on
the basis of their ability to coordinate people and tasks for optimum benefit.

3.2.1 Leadership Styles
The leadership styles can be classified according to the philosophy of the leaders.
What the leader does determines how well he leads. A style of leadership is a “relatively
enduring set of behaviours which is a characteristic of the individual, regardless of the
situation. Some of such styles are discussed below:

1. Autocratic or Dictatorial Leadership
Autocratic leaders keep the decision-making authority and control in their own hands
and assume full responsibility for all actions. Also, they structure the entire work
situation in their own way and expect the workers to follow their orders and tolerate
no deviation from their orders. The autocrat ranges from tough to paternalistic,
depending upon whether his motivational approach is threat and punishment or rewards.
The autocratic leader believes that his leadership is based upon the authority conferred
upon him by some source, such as his position, knowledge, strength or the power to
punish and reward.

Advantages
• Autocratic leadership is useful when the subordinates are new on the job and

have had no experience either in the managerial decision-making process or
performing without active supervision.

• It can increase efficiency, when appropriate, and get quicker results, specially
in a crisis or emergency situation when the decision must be taken immediately.

• The paternalistic autocrat is useful when the subordinates are not interested in
seeking responsibility or when they feel insecure at the job or when they work
better under clear and detailed directives.

• It is useful when the chain of command and the division of work is clear and
understood by all.

Disadvantages
• One way communication without feedback leads to misunderstanding and

communications breakdown.
• An autocratic leader makes his own decisions which can be very dangerous in

this age of technological and sociological complexity.
• Since it inhibits the worker’s freedom, it fails to develop his commitment to the

objectives of the organization.
• Since it provides for worker resentment, it creates problems with their morale

resulting in poor productivity in the long run.
• It is suitable when the work-force is knowledgeable about their jobs and the job

calls for team work and cooperative spirit.
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2. Participative or Democratic Leadership
In this type of leadership, the subordinates are consulted and their feedback is taken
into the decision-making process. The leader’s job is, primarily of a moderator, even
though he makes the final decision and he alone is responsible for the results. The
group members are encouraged to demonstrate initiative and creativity arid take
intelligent interest in setting plans and policies and have maximum participation in
decision’ making. This ensures better management labour relations, higher morale and
greater job satisfaction. This type of leadership is specially effective when the work-
force is experienced and dedicated and is able to work independently with least directives.

Advantages
• Active participation in the management by labour assures rising productivity

and satisfaction.
• Workers develop a greater sense of self-esteem, due to importance given to

their ideas and their contribution.
• They become more committed to changes that may be brought about by policy

changes, since they themselves participated in bringing about these changes.
• The leadership induces confidence, cooperation and loyalty among workers.
• It results in higher employee morale.

Disadvantages
• The democratic leadership requires some favourable conditions in that the labour

must be literate, informed and organized. This is not always possible.
• This approach assumes that all workers are genuinely interested in the

organization and that their individual goals are successfully fused with the
organization goals. This assumption may not always be valid.

• There must be a total trust on the part of management as well as employees.
Some employees may consider this approach simply an attempt to manipulate
them. Accordingly, the employees must be fully receptive to this approach to
make it meaningful.

• Some group members may feel alienated if their ideas are not accepted for
action. This may create a feeling of frustration and ill-will.

• This approach is very time consuming and too many viewpoints and ideas may
make the solid decision more difficult and may be a source of frustration to
impatient management.

• Some managers may be uncomfortable with this approach because they may
fear an erosion of their power-base and their control over labour.

• This approach relies heavily on incentives and motivation of recognition,
appreciation, status and prestige. The labour may be more interested in financial
incentives instead of prestige.

3. Laissez-faire or Free-reign Leadership
In this type of leadership, the leader is just a figurehead and does not give any direction.
He acts principally as a liaison between the group and the outside elements and supplies
necessary materials and provides information to group members. He lets the
subordinates plan and organize and develop their own techniques for accomplishing
goals within the generalized organizational policies and objectives. The leader
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participates very little and instead of leading and directing, he becomes just one of the
members. He does not attempt to intervene or regulate or control and there is complete
group or individual freedom in decision-making. This type of leadership is highly
effective when the group members are highly intelligent and are fully aware of their
roles and responsibilities and have the knowledge and skills to accomplish these tasks
without direct supervision.

This type of leadership is evident in research laboratories where the scientists
are fairly free to conduct their research and make their decisions. Similarly, in a university
or a college, the Chairperson does not interfere in the professor’s teaching methods,
but only assigns the courses to be taught. From then onwards, the professors are very
much their own leaders.

Advantages
• It creates an environment of freedom, individuality as well as the team spirit.
• Is highly creative, with a free and informal work environment.
• This approach is very useful where people are highly motivated and achievement

oriented.

Disadvantages
• It may result in disorganized activities which may lead to inefficiency and chaos.
• Insecurity and frustration may develop due to lack of specific decision-making

authority and guidance.
• The team spirit may suffer due to possible presence of some uncooperative

members.
• Some members may put their own interests above the group and team interests.

Personal Characteristics of Leaders
Leadership is an intangible quality and its effectiveness can best be judged by the
behaviour and attitudes of followers. Even though personal backgrounds and
personalities differ widely, simply education, social status etc., are poor indicators of
judgements of successful leaders. However some behavioural characteristics may be
common to most effective leaders. Some of these characteristics are:

• Ability to inspire others: This may be an internal “charisma” which is an
inborn trait and may not be a learnable factor.

• Problem solving skills: An effective leader has developed the patience and
ability to look at the problem from various angles and get down to the cause of
the problem and tries to solve the problem rather than the symptoms of the
problem.

• Emotional maturity: They are self-confident, rational and emotionally mature.
They do not lose temper quickly and are open hearted towards differences in
opinions and opposing viewpoints. They are warm and sensitive and not vindictive
in nature.

• Ability to understand human behaviour: He must understand the needs,
desires and behaviour of their subordinates and show respect for such desires.
He is emotionally supportive and is careful enough to avoid ego threatening
behaviour. He must give credit to subordinates when the efforts are successful.

• Verbal assertiveness: A leader must be an effective orator and must be confident
of his opinions and views. He must communicate his views honestly and in a
straight forward manner without fear of consequences.
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• Willingness to take risks: Routine work, no matter how well done never makes
a leader. Good leaders always charter the unknown. They must accept and
seek new challenges. However, the risks must be calculated ones and the
outcomes of actions be reasonably predicted. Should these risks result in failure,
a leader must take full blame and responsibility and not shift blame on others,
even though they may be operative factors. He must be willing to tolerate
frustration and defeat and learn from it.

• Dedication to organizational goals: A leader must demonstrate his dedication
and commitment to the organization’s mission, goals and objectives by hard
work and self-sacrifice. He must make sure that his followers fully understand
the organizational objectives and are equally dedicated and willing to work for
these objectives.

• Skill in the art of compromise: Settling differences is a vital part of leadership
and genuine differences must be solved by compromise and consensus. This
will induce faith in the fairness of the leader. He must be willing to give in
where necessary and must be able to take criticism and defeat with grace.
However, he must not compromise for the sake of compromising for smooth
sailing only and must be willing to take a stand on controversial issues and
accept the consequences.

Leadership and Power
A formal leader cannot function without the authority and the power to make decisions
and take actions. Some of the functions of the formal leaders that require the power
and authority to perform are:

(a) Setting of organizational goals within constraints of internal needs and external
pressures.

(b) Integrates the activities of his group and develops its team spirit and cohesiveness.
(c) Serves as a representative of group members and an official contact with other

parts of the organization and facilitates group interaction.
(d) Gives out rewards and punishments or recommendations.
(e) Serves as a father figure and sometimes has a major impact on the norms,

beliefs and values of the group.
(f) He is instrumental in resolving internal conflicts by bringing about a balance

among conflicting interests.
(g) Serves as a model of behaviour for other members. These functions can only

be exercised with a power base. Some of the power bases classified by French
and Raven are:
• Legitimate Power: This is the power that is vested in the leadership to take

certain actions. This power may be designated by a legitimizing agent, for
example, the President of a company designating his assistant to make
certain decisions. Similarly, the power may be given to a particular leader
who has been elected by the populace. For example, the President of a
country or an elected Mayor of a city has certain power and authority. This
power may also be culturally specified. In many cultures, children simply
“obey” their parents. In some other cultures people of certain casts are
highly respected. In India, old age brings with it the power to command
respect.

• Reward Power: This power is based upon the ability to give or influence
the rewards and incentives for the subordinates. These may be in the form
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of promotions, increase in pay, bonuses or other form of recognition for a
job well done.

• Coercive Power: On the other end of the reward power is the coercive
power which is the ability to influence punishment. This is the power to
reprimand, demote or fire for unsatisfactory execution of duties.

• Referent Power: This power is more of personal nature than a positional
nature, in the sense that this power is not designated or acquired because of
a position, but because of personal “charisma”, so that ‘the followers would
like to associate themselves with such a leader. This is specially true in the
case of film stars and celebrities whose followers and fans follow what the
celebrities do.

• Expert Power: This is also a personal power acquired by expertise in a
field or area. For example, we generally follow our doctor’s or our
accountant’s instructions, because we believe in their ability and knowledge
in those specified areas. If the subordinates view their leaders as competent,
they would follow him.

• Connections: Some people have a lot of influence over others simply
because of their “connections” with the right people. A person knowing the
manager of a company can get a job for somebody or recommend a
promotion for somebody and hence commands considerable influence.
Hence, this “connected” person has “clout” via the resources of his friendship
with the right people.

3.3 DECISION-MAKING
Decision-making is a subject that has only recently come to the forefront in administrative
thinking and administrative theory. There are mainly three important components of
decision-making—what exactly does a man do when he makes a decision? He is
faced with a problem, or, for that matter, recognises a problem. In the second step, he
has a number of alternatives. He himself seeks them out or they are presented to him
and he looks at the alternatives. And the third step is the choosing of one alternative
out of the whole lot that one alternative which, according to him, will give the best
results.

It was left to Herbert Simon to take a large bit of economic theory add to it a
philosophical back to lay the foundation of a modern theory of decision-making. Herbert
Simon, an American social scientist, was greatly influenced by the writings of Barnard,
as many of his ideas are found in Simon’s early works, Administrative Behaviour
(1947) and Public Administration (1951).

In the field of administrative studies, Simon has been a pioneering behavioural
scientist. Simon’s contribution has been particularly significant in the field of decision-
making. A reference may also be made to Simon’s theory of rational decision-making.

Types of Managerial Decisions
Basically, there are two categories of managerial decisions. These are:

• Programmed decisions: These are generally routine, repetitive and
applicable to known problems. These decisions generally handle well-
structured problems which are familiar, complete and easily defined and
analyzed. For example, if you buy some merchandise and it turns out to be
defective, you can take it back for a refund. The management has already
established a set of rules, policies and procedures to deal with such a situation

Check Your Progress

1. Which are the various
traits of a leader?

2. What are the
advantages of free-
reign leadership?
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like refunding on defective merchandise. This decision of refunding would
be a programmed decision.
A rule is a specific policy statement about the conduct of certain affairs.
For example, a rule may dictate that a person who comes in late to work
will face a certain disciplinary action. A rule is fre-quently used when
confronting a well-structured problem.
A procedure is a series of steps, sequential in nature and inter-related,
designed to address a well-structured problem. Procedure is a kind of
direction in using a series of steps in either diagnosing a problem or solving
it. For example, if your car is not working, the mechanic has a manual of
procedures to check for trouble and follow procedures to correct it.
A policy is a general guideline which sets up parameters for the management
within which to operate and is general and judgemental in nature. For
example, the policy of a company may be, “the customer is always right.”
But it is left to the manager to rightfully interpret this policy in a particular
situation.

• Non-programmed decisions: These decisions are unique and become
necessary due to certain unexpected and unprecedented situations. For
example, introducing a new product and deciding about its marketing strategy
would be a non-programmed decision. These are generally “one-shot”
occurrences, for which standard responses are not available and hence
require a creative process of problem solving which is specifically tailored
to meet the requirements of the situation at hand. Some of such situations
are buying a new company or starting a new business or laying off workers
and closing a plant during recession or depression etc. These decisions are
not simple and are generally necessary when confronting ill-structured
problems and carry with them consequences of diverse ramifications.

3.3.1 Individual Decision-Making
There are many non-programmed decisions that are made by an individual in his
capacity as a manager or a decision maker, even though most unique decisions are
made by groups or computers which can process a vast amount of varied information
and compare the validity and utility of such data, analyze alternative courses of action
and suggest an alternative that would achieve optimum results. An individual decision
is not generally so rational. According to Simon, “It is impossible for the behavior of a
single, isolated individual to reach any high degree of rationality. The number of
alternatives he must explore is so great, the information he would need to evaluate
them so vast, that even an approximation to objective rationality is hard to conceive.”
Hence, the individual decision-making can best be seen as a solution which is good
enough but not necessarily optimum.

Some studies have been conducted to see if there is any correlation between
certain characteristics of the decision maker such as age, intelligence, experience in a
given area, motivation, etc. and such variables as decision accuracy, confidence in the
decision, time spent in studying the problem and reaching the decision etc. Other
studies have focussed on time and other constraints and how these influence the
decision-making process.

All these studies about the problems, uncertainties, information required to solve
the problem and the characteristics of the decision maker have shown that the biggest
unknown and the most mysterious factor is still the decision maker. How and why an
individual acts in a certain way is still a mystery. However, some of the factors and
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diversions that have an impact on the decision maker can be isolated and discussed.
These are:

1. Information inputs: It is very important to have adequate and accurate
information about the situation for decision-making, otherwise the quality of
the decision will suffer. It must be recognized, however, that an individual
has certain mental constraints which limit the amount of information that he
can’ adequately handle. Less information is as dangerous as too much
information, ‘even though some risk takers and highly authoritative individuals
do make decisions on comparatively less information than more conservative
decision makers.

2. Prejudice: Prejudice and bias is introduced by perceptual processes and
may cause us to make ineffective decisions. First of all, the perception is
highly selective, which means that we only accept what we want to accept
and hence only such information filters down to our senses and second, the
perception is highly subjective, meaning that the information gets distorted
to coincide with our pre-established beliefs, attitudes and values. The pre-
conceived idea that a person or an organization is honest or deceptive, good
or poor source of information, late or prompt on delivery etc., can have a
considerable effect on the objective ability of decision maker and the quality
of the decision.

3. Cognitive constraints: Simon and Newell have suggested that a human
brain is limited in capacity in a number of ways. For example, except in
unique circumstances, our memory is short-term with a capacity of only a
few ideas, words and symbols. Secondly, we cannot perform more than
very limited number of calculations in our heads, which are not enough to
compare all the possible alternatives and make a choice. Finally,
psychologically we are always uncomfortable with decisions-making. We
are never sure if our choice of the alternative was correct and optimum,
until the impact of the implication of the decision has been felt. This makes
us feel very insecure.
These constraints limit us to use “Heuristics” which means “limiting the
search” for facts and data and using the limited information for decision-
making. This leads to “satisfactory” decisions rather than optimum decisions.
For example, if a department is looking for a typist-secretary, it may hire the
first girl who is interested, if she is good enough, rather than waiting for the
best one to come along. March and Simon compare this approach to finding
the “first” needle you find in a haystack rather than waiting and trying to
find the “sharpest” needle. These constraints of human thinking and attitudes
lead to highly subjective decisions, rather than objective decisions. These
limits on human thinking are confirmed by Forrester when he suggests that,
“Evolutionary process has not given US the mental skill needed to properly
interpret the dynamic behavior of the systems of which we have now become
apart.”

4. Attitudes about risk and uncertainty: These attitudes are developed in
a person, partly due to certain personal characteristics and partly due to
organizational, characteristics. If the organizational policy is such that it
penalizes losses more than it rewards gains, then the decision maker will
tend to avoid alternatives that have some chances of failure, even though
the probability of substantial potential gains is very high. Studies conducted
by Swalm concluded that managers avoid potentially good opportunities if
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there is a slight chance of a loss. The personal characteristics of a decision
maker relative to his attitude towards risk taking affects the success of a
decision. Studies conducted by Harrison have concluded that the risk taking
attitude is influenced by the following variables.

• Intelligence of the decision maker: Higher intelligence results in
highly conservative attitudes and highly conservative decision makers
are low risk takers. The less intelligent decision makers are reported
to be more willing to take calculated risks, if the potential rewards
are large and there is some chance of success.

• The expectations of the decision maker: Morlock has concluded
that people with high expectations are generally highly optimistic in
nature and are willing to make decision even with less information.
The decision makers with low expectations of success will require
more and more information to decide upon a course of action.

• Time constraints: As the complexity of the personal habits of the
decision variables increases, the time required to make a rational
decision also increases. Even though there are certain individuals
who work best under time pressures and may out-perform others
under severe time constraints, most people by and large require
time to gather all the available information for evaluation purposes.
However, most people, under time pressures rely on heuristic
approach, considering few characteristics of alternatives and
focussing on reasons to reject alternatives. This approach may also
be in use when the cost of gathering information and evaluating all
such information is also high.

5. Personal habits: Personal habits of a decision maker, even though formed
through social environmental impact and personal perceptual processes,
must be studied to predict their decision-making style. Some people stick to’
their decisions even if these decisions are not optimal and try to shift the
blame for failure on outside factors rather than their own mistakes. For
example, Hitler found himself bound by his own decisions. Once he decided
to attack Russia, there was no coming back even if the decision was not the
right one. Some people cannot admit that they were wrong and continue
with their decision as before, ignoring evidence indicating that a change is
necessary. These personal habits have great impact on organizational
operations and effectiveness.

6. Cultural and social influences: The social and group norms exert
considerable influence on the style of the decision maker. Evert and Mitche
define a social-norm to be, “an evaluating scale designating an acceptable
latitude and ail objectionable latitude for behavior, activity, events, beliefs or
any object of concern to members of social unit. In other words; the social
norm is the standard and accepted way of making judgements.”

Similarly, cultural upbringing and dimensions have a profound impact on the decision-
making style of an individual. In comparing Japanese management style, with American
management style, Peter Drucker asserts that a decision maker in Japan arrives at
decisions only after consensus with others. This style is culturally oriented and makes
implementation of the decision much easier since everybody participated in the decision-
making process. In America, to the contrary, the decision-making style is highly
individualistic with the help of decision models and quantitative techniques.
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3.3.2 Group Decision-Making
There are many situations which suddenly come up as ill-structured problems
confronting the manager requiring him to devise unique solutions. The manager may
make the decision himself or he may assign the responsibility to a task force or a
group to look at the problem objectively and come up with a recommendation. The
group decision would become particularly appropriate for non-programmed decisions
because these decisions are complex and few individuals have all the knowledge and
skills necessary to make the best decision. However, there are some factors to be
considered when determining which approach to take in the process of decision-making.
Some of these factors are proposed by Vroom and Yetton as follows:

• The importance of the quality of decision.
• The extent to which the manager possesses the information and expertise to

make a high quality decision.
• The extent to which the subordinates have the necessary information to assist

in generating a high quality decision.
• The extent to which the problem is structured.
• The extent to which acceptance or commitment on the part of subordinates is

critical to the effective implementation of the decision.
• The probability that the manager’s decision will be accepted by the subordinates.
• The extent to which the subordinates will be motivated to achieve the

organizational goals.
Depending upon the above considerations, some of these would necessitate the

decision-making process to be initiated by a team or a group including the participation
of subordinates as members of such teams or groups, for this would ensure the employee
commitment to the implementation of the decision so reached. This is expressed by
Argyris as follows:

Groups are valuable when they can maximize the unique contribution of each
individual. Moreover, as each individual’s contribution is enhanced, his or her
commitment to the resulting decision is increased and internalized.

Advantage of Group Decision-Making
In general, it is expected that a group would tend to make more effective decisions,
than would any single individual. Some of the advantages of group decision-making
are summarized below:

• Since the group members have different specialties, they tend to provide more
information and knowledge. Also, the information tends to be more
comprehensive in nature and the, group can generate a greater number of
alternatives.

• Implementation of the decision is more effective, since the people who are
going to implement the decision also participated in the decision-making process.
This also increases the commitment of the people to see the implementation to
success.

• The input from a large number of people eliminates the biases that are generally
introduced due to individual decision-making. It also reduces the unreliability of
individual’s decisions.

• The participative decision-making process builds up ground work as a training
ground for subordinates, who develop the skills of objective analysis and derive
conclusions.
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• The group decision-making is more democratic in nature while the individual
decision-making is more autocratic in nature. The democratic processes are
more easily acceptable and are consistent with the democratic ideals of our
society.

Disadvantages of Group Decision-Making
There are certain drawbacks in group decisions also. Some of the disadvantages are:

• It is highly time-consuming in assembling the right group and usually a group
takes more time in reaching a consensus since there are too many opinions to
be taken into consideration.

• Some members may simply agree with the others for the sake of agreement
since there are ‘Social pressures to conform and not to be the odd man out.
There may be some personality conflicts that may create inter-personal obstacles
which may diminish the efficiency of the process as well as the quality of the
decision.

• The decisions made by the group may not always be in accord with the goals
and objectives of the organization. This is specially true when the goals of the
group and those of the individuals do not reinforce each other.

• The group members may exhibit “focus effect.”  This means that the group
may focus on one or few’ suggested alternatives and spend all the time in
evaluating these and may never come up ‘with other ideas thus limiting the
choices.

Guidelines for Effective Decision-Making
Some of the useful guidelines are listed as follows:

• Be sure that the purpose of the group is well defined and clearly understood by
all members of the group.

• Be sure that the group members communicate freely with each other and that
everyone understands each other’s roles and aspirations.

• Be sure that the group is representative of those individuals who will either
implement the decision or be affected by it.

• Be sure that the group has access to all the necessary resources of information
and other supportive elements so as to reach an efficient and fast conclusion.

• Be sure that the composition of the group is appropriate so that the members
have the necessary skills and expertise in discussing and evaluating the problem
at hand.

• Be sure that each member is committed to the decision made, after all viewpoints
have been considered even if some individuals may have different opinions
prior to the decision reached.

• Be sure that the group is not dominated by any member, including the leader so
that all members are encouraged to give input freely.

• Be sure that the size of the group is adequate. Too many members would result
in excessive waste of time and unnecessary diversification and too few members
may not be enough to look at all angles of the problem. Usually and for most
groups five members are considered to be adequate.
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Leader Behaviour
While the composition of the group is very important for effective decision-making the
presence of a responsible group leader is a key element in steering the group discussion
and participation. A good leader of the group would not dominate the discussion but
generally guide the members towards the established goal and moderate the discussion.
He develops a kinship with members and is always sympathetic to the member’s
input. There are some basic characteristics of a good group leader whose attention
and guidance would determine the success of the group function. These basic
characteristics fall into two categories. These are:

1. Task Characteristics
• He should initiate the discussion and bring the problems to the attention of the

group members so that each member becomes fully conversant with the issues
at hand. He may suggest a procedure for finding a solution.

• He should have the ability to make every member feel comfortable about the
situation and encourage every member to express his opinions freely.

• The leader should have the ability and the knowledge to provide answers to any
question, clarify interpretations of the data presented and guide the members to
the central point of the discussion, if the discussion becomes tangential to the
issue.

• He should not excessively emphasize his own viewpoint, but be willing to
compromise for the sake of group cohesion.

• The leader should remain in continuous touch with the group so as to be aware
of the progress at any given moment. At the end of the discussion a leader
should be able to summarize the ideas presented and propose a conclusion to
the group to accept, reject or modify.

2. Maintenance Characteristics
• The leader should be fair, and friendly to all group members and maintain a

rapport with them by showing concern for their contribution and recognition.
• The leader should be skilled in inter-personal relations so that he should sense

the mood of the group and share in that mood. He should try to resolve
disagreements among members. This should reduce tension in the environment.

• He must be willing to give in wherever necessary. This would improve group
cohesiveness and maintain an atmosphere of harmony.

• The leader is open minded and flexible. He should keep the lines of
communication with members open so that the, member’s are free and can
express their ideas openly and with confidence, expecting that their ideas will
be taken seriously. The leader must take these ideas seriously also for further
discussion.

Techniques of Group Decision-Making
Some of the techniques employed to make group decision-making process more
effective, and decision-making more efficient, in which creativity is encouraged, are
as follows:

1. Brainstorming: Brainstorming technique involves a group of people, usually
between five and ten, setting around a table, in a classroom setting, generating
ideas in the form of free association. This generates a variety of ideas and
solutions. All these ideas are written on a blackboard with a piece of chalk, so
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that everybody can see every idea and try to improve upon them. These ideas
are now analyzed and unpractical solutions are discarded.
The idea behind the brainstorming session is to have as many ideas generated
as possible and no idea is criticized no matter how absurd it sounds and no
evaluation of any ideas is made until the end of the discussion. This encourages
free-wheeling, and one idea sometimes generates another. This free association
and unrestricted thinking may generate some novel idea and a unique solution
which may not have been thought of before.
Brainstorming technique is very effective when the problem is comparatively
specific and can be simply defined. A complex problem can be broken up into
many parts and each part taken separately at a time. The process is very time-
consuming and it is quite possible that none of the ideas generated would be
optimum. But the process itself, being democratic in nature, creates a lot of
interest among employees and stimulates their thinking.

2. Delphi technique: This technique is a modification of brainstorming technique
except that it involves obtaining the opinions of experts physically separated
from each other and unknown to each other. Generally, the types of problems
handled by this technique are not specific in nature or related to a particular
situation at the present. The process is more involved in predicting and assessing
the impact on our society of future events in a given area. For example, the
Delphi technique may be used to understand the problems that could be created
in the event of a nuclear war and after.
Typically, a group of experts is assembled whose specialty lies in a given field
and they are asked to give their opinions about a problem or situation that might
develop. All these opinions are handled by a central coordinator, who consolidates
the opinions and this information is sent back to the experts again for further
analysis and opinion refinement.

The Delphi technique is characterized by the following sequential steps:
• The problem is identified and a set of questions is built relating to the

problem so that the answers to these questions would generate solutions
to the problem. These questions are consolidated in the form of a
questionnaire.

• Experts in the problem area are identified and contacted. The questionnaire
is sent to each member who anonymously and independently answers the
questions and sends it back to the central coordinator.

• Once received, the results of this questionnaire are, compiled and, analyzed
and on the basis of the responses received, a second questionnaire is
developed, which is mailed back to the participating members.

• The members are asked again to comment, suggest and answer the
questions, possibly generating new ideas and solutions.

• The responses to this second questionnaire are compiled and analyzed
and if a consensus has not been reached, then a third questionnaire is
developed pinpointing the issues and unresolved areas of concern.

• The above process is repeated until a consensus is obtained. Then the
final report is prepared.
One of the advantages of the Delphi technique is that the group members
are totally independent and are not influenced by the opinions’ of other
members. Also, the members do not have to be present at one location, so
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that an expert who is geographically separated can also contribute his
thoughts and opinions, so that the costs associated with bringing these
experts together is avoided.
The main disadvantage of this technique is that it is highly time consuming
and is primarily useful in illuminating broad range, long term complex
issues like the future effects of energy shortages that might occur etc.
This technique also eliminates the sense of motivation that arises in a
face-to-face interacting group.

3. Nominal Technique: The nominal technique is very similar to brainstorming,
but is considered to be more effective. This may be due to highly structured
procedures employed for generating and analyzing the alternatives. It may be
more effective than the Delphi technique, because the group members are all
physically present. The process is similar to a traditional committee meeting,
except that the members operate independently, generating ideas for solving
the problem in silence and in writing. The group leader or the coordinator either
collects these written ideas and writes them on a large blackboard for everyone
to see or he asks each member to speak out his solution and then writes it on
the blackboard as he receives it. No discussion takes place until all these ideas
are recorded. These ideas are then discussed one by one, in turn and each
participant is encouraged to comment for the purpose of clarification. After all
ideas are discussed and clarified, they are evaluated for their merits and
drawbacks and each participating member is required to vote on each idea and
assign it a rank on the basis of priority of each alternative solution. The idea
with the highest aggregate ranking is selected as’ a solution to the problem.

4. Fishbowling: It is another variation of brainstorming, but more structured and
to the point. In this technique, the decision-making group of experts is seated
around a circle with a single chair, in the centre of the circle. To start with, one
member of the group or the group leader is invited to sit in the centre chair and
give his views about the problem and his proposition of a solution. The other
group members can ask him questions but there is no irrelevant discussion or
cross talk. Once the member in the centre chair has finished talking and his
viewpoint is fully understood, he leaves the centre and joins the group in the
circle. Then a second expert is called upon to sit in the centre chair and give his
views in the light of the views expressed earlier. The members can questions to
the centre based upon the new ideas presented by the member in the centre as
well as the ideas discussed by previous central members.
This technique results in each member favouring a particular course of action,
since all members are acting upon the same database and also since each
technique of solution offered by the central members has been thoroughly
questioned. After all experts have expressed their views, then the entire group
discusses the various alternatives suggested and picks the one with consensus.

5. Didactic Interaction: This technique is applicable only in certain situations,
but is an excellent method when such a situation exists. The type of problem
should be such that it results in yes-no solution. For example, the decision may
be to buy or not, to merge or not, to expand or not etc. Such a decision requires
extensive and exhaustive discussion and investigation, since a wrong decision
can have serious consequences. Since in such a situation there must be
advantages as well as disadvantages of either of the two alternatives, the group
required to make the decision is divided into two units, one favouring the “go”
decision and the other favouring the “no go” decision. The first group lists all
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the “pros” of the problem and the second group lists all the “cons” of the
problem. These two groups meet and discuss their findings and their reasons.
After the exhaustive discussions, the groups switch sides and try to find
weaknesses in their awn original arguments and see the strengths of the opposing
viewpoints. This interchange of ideas and tolerance and understanding of
opposing viewpoints results in mutual acceptance of facts as they exist so that
a solution can be built around these facts and opinions related to these facts and
thus final decision is reached.

Areas of Decision-Making Process
There are basically two general areas of decision-making process. One is qualitative
which considers intuitional judgements and the other is quantitative which considers
the use of mathematical models in formulating the problem with variables that can be
given quantitative values and then finding a mathematical solution. Both of these areas
are dealt with extensively and in detail.

3.3.3 Qualitative Decision-Making
This process involves the normative approach which prescribes some rules and
guidelines as to how a decision should be made. There are a number of sequential
steps that can be observed and evaluated with continuous feedback at every step in
order to fully analyze the problem and decide on a solution. These steps are discussed
in detail as follows.

Step 1. Perception of the deviation and defining the problem.
Step 2. Collection of all relevant data.
Step 3. The diagnosis and analysis of the problem.
Step 4. Finding the root cause of the problem.
Step 5. Identification of resources and constraints.
Step 6. Development of criteria for successful solution.
Step 7. Generation and development of alternatives.
Step 8. Evaluation of alternatives and selecting an alternative.
Step 9. Implementation of the decision.
Step 10. Monitoring and feedback.

1. Perception of the Deviation and Defining the Problem
The deviation has been defined as a discrepancy between the desired and the actual
state of affairs. The greater this deviation, the more serious the problem is. This
deviation must be perceived as it is, correctly, since any solution to a wrong problem
will be the wrong solution. This deviation or the problem can be unique in nature or it
could be generic or recurrent and could develop either because the performance slips
when the goals’ remain constant or because the goals change and the performance
remains constant. These recurrent problems are comparatively easy to solve since
certain rules can be developed to detect, identify and correct the problem with little
effort, whenever they occur; the unique problems are more difficult to diagnose and
require skill, intuition and judgement in finding an applicable solution.

The problem once isolated must be defined and formulated. A written problem
statement should be developed, describing as specifically as possible the nature and
extent of the symptoms of the problem and when and where they occurred and what
the underlying causes are thought to be. The written problem state mentis easier to
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work on and more people can work on the problem at the same time, if it is in the
written form since it provides an excellent form of communication to all parties
concerned.

Once the deviation or the disequilibrium has been recognized, the next stage is to
determine how urgent and important the solution is. Some of the questions raised and
considered in this regard are as follows:

• How urgently the problem must be solved?
• How expensive is the problem likely to be, if not solved? How expensive is

the solution?
• What are the true feelings of the decision maker with reference to the

values, norms, attitudes and past experiences?
• Is the problem likely to resolve itself in time?
The answers to these questions would determine the extent of involvement in

solving the problem.

2. Collection of Relevant Data
In order to determine the scope and the root cause of the problem, some information
relevant to the problem must be gathered. This gathering of data also allows for the
exploration of the gap between the actual and the desired results. This data can be
gathered either from internal or from external sources, depending upon whether the
external factors are responsible for the problem or internal factors or both. For example,
if the problem is general in nature as it may be the low morale of employees and how
to improve it, then the behavioural aspects of work can be studied from books, articles,
surveys and research reports published, so as to develop a model or a pattern and then
the internal environment within the organization can be studied with respect to that
model or pattern and solutions applied. Similarly, if a company is losing its share of the
market, then external variables about general economy, availability of disposable
income, competitor’s promotional techniques, trends in people’s tastes and attitudes
etc., can be studied through published reports or through surveys conducted by the
company and then the effects of these variables can be studied on the internal variables
of cost, quality and promotion of the given product.

Some problems are unique to the company itself so that all the data that is
generated is internal and the basic source of this data is the management information
system. For example, if some problem occurs in the space shuttle, once it is in space
then the computers in the space centre go into action to look and relate all pertinent
data to find the possible causes of the problem. This may include using the prototype
shuttle so as to simulate the actual conditions of the working shuttle to pinpoint the
problem area.

After all this relevant data is collected, it is stored, sorted out and interpreted so
that it is presented to the decision maker in the form of information. It is important that
this information be relevant and adequate. Excessive information requires time and
effort which is costly. Inadequate information results in less than optimal decisions.
Accordingly the value of the information, both in extent and quality, must be optimally
measured, relevant to the problem at hand.

For example, if a high level executive is to be hired who would be responsible for
high level decisions and the position carries with it considerable authority, then much
more and thorough information about the candidate for the position is needed. In-
depth interviews should be conducted, a comprehensive investigation of his educational
background and his references be conducted and a thorough review of his past record
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and performance be done, before making the decision to hire him. Gathering of all this
information requires considerable expenditure of time and effort, but a wrong person
in such a key position could be highly dangerous to the organization. Hence, such
expenditures justify the value of the information.

On the other hand, if only a typist is going to be hired, than simple tests and
routine investigations of her background are enough. More information about her
background has little value and is not worth the costs incurred. Also, a wrong decision
about hiring the typist can easily be corrected and the typist replaced without any
serious consequences to the organization.

3. The Diagnosis and Analysis of the Problem
The collected information is subjected to a systematic indepth study. The quality and
preciseness of information would determine the quality of the decision. The information
about the problem must be as accurate as possible. If the information is not and cannot
be based entirely on facts then judgements must be made about the degree of certainty
and reliability of the information obtained.

Depending upon the type of problem being faced, the information in its regard
can be classified into four categories for further evaluation. These categories are:

(a) Facts: Facts are those parts of the information that can be sensed by our
senses and can be related to objective reality as we know. Facts are
considered to be totally accurate information and hence highly dependable
for decision-making purposes.

(b) Inference: Inference is a deduction about a situation based upon
circumstantial evidence. The stronger the supporting evidence, the stronger,
the inference and hence the closer the inference is to fact, For example,
it has been determined that smoking causes cancer. This determination
has been inferred from sample studies of data and this inference is so
strong that it can be considered as a fact.

(c) Speculation: Speculation is subjective in nature and can only be constructed
on the basis of certain clues. The speculative conclusions are not
necessarily verifiable. For example, a person may be behaving in a certain
manner and you may not be able to explain in a satisfactory way the
reasons for such a behaviour, but you can speculate on some of the reasons
for such a behaviour which may or may not necessarily be correct.

(d) Assumptions: These are the least reliable as far as the factual basis of
information is concerned. These are entirely subjective in nature and are
mostly based upon personal lines of reasoning. For example, you can
assume that a person who is habitually late for work has some family
problems. It may or may not be true. It is possible that the person involved
does not get any motivation from the work environment.

The decision maker must sort out information into these four categories. The
degree of reliability of information reduces as we move from facts to assumptions
with facts being the most reliable and assumptions being the least reliable. However,
when the facts and inferences are not easily available or when these are very costly
to gather, the assumptions and speculations can be very useful pieces of information.

4. Finding the Root Cause of the Problem
Finding the very cause of the problem is the most important aspect of understanding
the problem. The process is highly complex, for the actual cause of complex problem
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is imbedded into many interdependent variables, whose relationships may not be easily
understood. The causes of the problem should not be confused with obvious symptoms.
Symptoms are simply the indications of underlying causes so the symptoms should not
be construed as causes. For example, a recurrent sore on a finger may be due to skin
cancer hence the treatment should be for skin cancer, rather than the sore itself.
Similarly the manager’s problem indicators are such factors as absenteeism, tardiness,
negative attitudes, poor quality work etc. The causes for these symptoms must be
established before a solution can be found.

As an example, if the productivity of a particular work group is low, compared to
what is expected of them, then there is a problem, but it is very difficult to pinpoint the
reasons for this low productivity. The cause that triggered the change must be found.
If the problem existed in the past in the organization, then a comparison of the current
problem with the past problem should be made to detect similarities and to establish as
to what decisions were taken previously to solve the problem. If the problem is current,
then it is possible that the efforts were made previously to cover the symptoms and
not to eradicate the causes.

Some of the pertinent questions relating to the problem that the management
must address are:

• Is this low productivity due to any changes in the work environment? Is the
work force ideally and scientifically suited to the nature of the task involved?

• Have there been any changes in the managerial style?
• Have the organizational goals changed in extent or philosophy? Is the

conceptual work environment adequately conducive to group dynamics and
team spirit?

• Are the motivational methods inappropriate or inadequate? etc. Some of
the answers to these questions may lead to the root cause of the problem.

Since finding the root cause is highly essential for success of a decision, it is
necessary to look at all angles to see if the symptoms fit into any of the known causes.
The causes can be discovered in two ways. Either we can look for the cause that
created the “change” in the situation from what it was before or we can explain the
situation “from the ground up,” which means studying the state of affairs. The second
way to find the cause is, most complex. For example, if an employee suddenly starts
drinking heavily and being overly depressed, it is very difficult to explain the reason
“from the ground up.” There may be too many factors affecting the personality of this
employee which may be inter-related making it almost impossible to pinpoint the reasons.
It may be easier to look for the factors that created such a “change.” For example, it
is possible that the employee started drinking because of sudden loss of a loved one.

In trying to find a possible cause for a business problem the following types of
data are helpful.

• Certain clues can be found if the difficulty itself is explained in detail,
involving the timing, magnitude and the nature of the problem. This is
similar to a detective looking for the clues when a crime is described in
detail.

• We should look for any recent changes that might have taken place in
operations or management style prior to the emergence of the difficulty
and establish if there is any correlation between the two.

• Models designed to explain the phenomenon. These models may be
mathematical models which can explain the causes by manipulating various
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values of variables affecting the phenomenon, or these could be prototype
models which can be operated under various conditions so that a cause
can be established.

• If such a problem occurred in the past, then we should look for factors
that caused such a difficulty in the past and establish if the reasons are
the same.

• We should assess the symptoms and consequences that are usually
associated with the cause. The doctors, for example, are trained to
associate symptoms with the cause and prescribe treatment. Almost every
“cause” results in several consequences, and some of these consequences
can “confirm” the presence of a particular cause.

5. Identification of Resources and Constraints
Before efforts are made to solve a problem, a critical look must be made at the
resources available to be used in the solution as well as any constraints to the organization
which might make the solution unfeasible. A recent example was the launching of two
satellites in space from the spaces shuttle, which went wayward. Those satellites
must be brought back to earth to analyze as to what went wrong. NASA had to decide
whether the cost of retrieval of those satellites was justified, whether the resources
were available and whether there were any financial or technical constraints. NASA
decided that the costs were justified and hence these modules were retrieved from
space and brought back to earth.

Since at any given time, there may be more than one problem, these problems
must be prioritized according to urgency and resources and the problem of the highest
priority must get the first attention. The problems with no constraints and unlimited
resources are the easiest to solve. The management must make a list of resources and
constraints that are pertinent to a given problem. The constraints may involve worker
attitudes or limited and competitive market. For example, one newspaper almost went
bankrupt because the employees refused to reduce their demand for increased pay.
This lack of reconciliation on the part of employees impeded the solution to the problem
of reduced profits and reduced cash flow.

The resources available to the organization include time, money, personnel,
expertise, materials and information. L. T. White calls these as five Ms of management.
These five Ms are:

• Management skill
• Manpower skill
• Materials skill
• Money skill
• Machinery.

The proper allocation of these resources, individually or combined, is essential to solve
any problem.

6. Development of Criteria for Successful Solution
Criteria are generally developed, so that the alternative solutions for a problem under
consideration can be compared against a set standard. The criteria should be established
as early in the decision-making process as possible, so that alternatives that do not
measure up can be discarded. This encourages creativity in designing different courses
of action in order to select the best one. The criterion function must be in conjunction
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with the objective function so that the decision that is base upon the criterion function
will achieve the objectives.

Krepner and Tregoe have proposed two different types of criteria. There is a
“must” criteria and there is a “want” criteria. “Must” criteria or objective must be
satisfied before any other alternative can be considered.

“Want” criteria is desirable and must be accommodated as much as possible.
For example, if I am looking for a job, this would be my problem some of the criteria
are that I “must” stay in New York and the job “must” be in the teaching area. I would
“want” to have a decent salary and I would prefer a college in the same general area
as my house. The first two criteria must be satisfied, the last two are desirable but can
be forgone.

7. Generation and Development of Alternatives
Once the problem has been identified, all potential possible solutions should be
considered. The most obvious solution may not be the most optimum solution. Hence
all solutions should be analyzed, even though creativity should be encouraged as it
could lead to a unique solution. The creativity must not be locked by personal values or
perceptions about the problem. It must be objective and removed from emotions and
cultural taboos that might affect the outcome of the decision. If formulating the
alternative solutions is a group activity then “brainstorming” technique should be used
where everybody in the group brings out some Ideas, no matter how insignificant
these ideas seem to be.

Creativity is very important, since it assists in developing a variety of alternatives.
A lack of creativity puts constraints on the number of solutions and hence may evade
the best solution. Creativity is specially necessary for unique problems and those
recurring problems for which the used solutions do not effectively work. Creativity is
basically the generation of new and innovative ideas or using old ideas in a new way
from unsuspecting angles. A creative way of generating alternative solutions is by
using the “Synectics” approach. This approach is discussed by Barrows as follows:

Synectics in operation depends heavily on two mechanisms: making the strange
familiar and making the familiar strange. The first of these is a search for similarity;
when confronted with a new problem, we ask ourselves whether it is not an old
problem, had we but the wit to see it. Seeing even partial resemblances may lead to
the application of familiar methods in solving the new problem. Making the familiar
strange is a way of shedding pre-conceptions and perceptual habits. Innocence of
vision, a certain naivete and ingeneousness characterize the creative individual. If
these qualities can be cultivated, the novelty of invention and problem solution should
be increased.

The synectic approach encourages the creative individual to think around the
problem rather than attacking it directly and look for minute and novel elements in the
problem or the situation that could create a different angle of approach to the problem.

While developing alternative courses of action, the decision maker should take
into consideration possible changes in the organizational environment that might pose
either a threat or an opportunity in a given period of time. In that respect, the effect of
the choice of the alternative on the current as well as long term organizational objectives
and strategies must be considered and also the adaptability of the chosen strategies to
these organizational changes.

In searching for alternatives some of the resources that can be drawn upon are
as follows:
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(a) The past experience of the decision maker, who may find similarities
between the current problem and previous problems encountered and
successfully solved.

(b) Drawing on the experience of experts in the technical aspects of the
problem, both inside the organization as well as outside consultants. For
example, a production problem can better be solved by experts/who have
engineering and production background. Similarly, a morale problem among
employees can better be solved by industrial psychologists, who have
been trained to look at the causes of employee problems. Accordingly, it
would be advisable to draw on the experience of colleagues or other
administrators and managers. This assignment to consult with specialists
can be given to tasks forces or committees specially formed to look at the
particular problem.

(c) Considering the responses of the people who will be affected by the
decision. These people may be the ultimate judges of whether the decision
will be applicable or not. Many products introduced in the market have
failed because the consumer opinion had not been taken into consideration.
Most marketing managers try a new product as a pilot project to measure
the consumer responses before going into full scale production. This can
be achieved by surveys of general public, asking sales people in that product
area, selecting a small geographic and demographic area and trying a
product there and measuring and assessing the user attitudes. Similarly, if
the problem is that of absenteeism, then the employees themselves should
be asked of possible causes and possible solutions.

8. Evaluating Alternatives and Selecting an Alternative
The evaluation of alternatives and choosing the best alternative with the most advantages
is the most critical part of the decision-making process. A wrong choice would negate
the effects of all efforts put in the preparation of the process. Finding the optimal
choice requires the consideration of the possible impact of all alternatives to be made
in such a manner so that the chosen course of action will not only meet the requirements
of the objectives but also eliminate the root cause of the problem.

Ebbing has proposed that the alternatives should be evaluated in terms of the
following criteria:

• A solution should be of quality which is satisfactory to meet organizational
objectives.

• The solution must be acceptable to those affected by it and to those who
must implement it.

• The solution must be evaluated in terms of the anticipated response to it.
• The choice of the solution should focus on present alternatives that would

affect the future of the organization.
    • The risk or each alternative solution should be considered.
    • Multiple solutions should be arranged in proper sequence.

This means that the results of the first decision may assist in evaluating the second
decision and so on.

There are a number of criteria that can be set up for the purpose of evaluating
the alternatives. Some of these criteria can be quantified but others are qualitative and
non-monetary in nature. Some of the non-monetary criteria can be the consumer
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attitude which is related to the sale of the product. The market share can be considered
as a criteria for evaluating the effectiveness of the marketing and promotional efforts.
The ethical mission of the organization can be a criteria for many operational decisions.
High morale and lack of absenteeism can be another criteria for social and psychological
decisions.

It makes it easier for the decision maker to evaluate an alternative against a
single criterion. However, many situations arise where multiple criteria must be used
which adds to the complexity of the decision and usually involves more uncertainty.

Some of the monetary criteria that can be used are as follows:
• Cost benefit criteria. The bottom line in any decision criteria is the benefit

derived from it in financial terms. This may be in the form of return on
investment (ROI). Another criteria could be the marginal rate of income
which is additional profit resulting from additional costs incurred. These
criteria point to the long term profit of the operations. Analysis must be
made as to what is gained and what is given up in accepting one or the
other alternative course of action. When the potential gains and losses
can be measured accurately in strictly monetary terms, then the net profit
can be effectively used as a criterion function.

• Cost effectiveness criteria. If the costs are difficult to measure due to
possible non-quantification of some costs, then it would become difficult
to use cost-benefit criteria. Cost-effectiveness criteria as proposed by
Quade overcomes the earlier difficulty because cost-effectiveness criteria
measures the degree of achievement of a given objective rather than net
profit. For a given cost, the alternative with a greater degree of achievement
of objective will be selected. Similarly, for a set level of achievement, the
alternative with a lower cost will be accepted.

For practical purposes, however, most solutions are based upon the satisfaction
of multiple criteria. Accordingly, both the criteria of cost benefit as well as cost-
effectiveness may come into play in selecting a particular course of action. In addition,
there may be other criteria, both tangible as well as intangible that would affect the
choice of an alternative. However, all these criteria may not be of equal importance.
Hence, each criteria must be given a weight, proportionate to its importance in the
decision-making process. For example, if your decision is to go to college after finishing
high school, there are a number of factors that you might consider before making a
decision. These factors are:

• Cost of education
• Financial assistance, if any, available
• Location of the college
• Image of the college
• Admission requirements
• Professor-student ratio
• Availability of required courses
• Dormitory facilities
• Number of your friends going to the same college
• Urban or rural campus
• Male-female ratio etc.
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Some of these factors are more important than others. Hence, they must be
weighted in accordance with their importance. The choice of the most utility-oriented
alternative is the culmination of the decision-making process. It is not always possible
to have a clear cut, and unique alternative, so that in most decisions, a compromise
among alternatives is necessary and the one which meets most of the criteria is chosen.
The choice of the alternative will also depend upon the attitude and behaviour of the
decision maker. He may choose an alternative which will maximize the objective
function, giving him the best solution. This may not always be possible due to the
effect of a number of variables that may be external in nature and thus uncontrollable.
In that light many decision makers are simply looking for satisfactory answers. This
alternative will be much more feasible and easy to achieve. For example, if you are
going into a new business or if you are introducing a new product, you may make
decisions related to the issue on the basis of satisfactory rate of return on your
investment which is easily definable rather than intangible concept of maximum rate
of return.

No matter how tangible the methodology of the decision-making process may
be, the effect of the personal judgement of the decision maker is always dominant.
This judgement will be a reflection of current management values, ethics, social
commitment and the organizational politics. This judgement cannot be quantified and
hence must be based upon intuition and past experience.

9. Implementation of the Decision
Implementation means putting the selected alternative into action and seeing it through’
to its completion. The process starts with assigning responsibilities to persons who will
be involved in carrying out the decision. The possibility of any resistance to change
should be examined, specially if it affects or conflicts with personal values and
personalities or group norms and objectives if the decision is to be carried out by a
group. The implementation, of course, becomes easier if the persons implementing it
were also involved in the decision-making process and if they have some stake-financial
or otherwise in the success of the solution.

It is essential to communicate the details of the decision and procedures for
implementation to the workers, clearly, in detail and in a manner that would invite
commitment and dedication. This commitment can further be improved if the
implementation plan had provisions for any necessary modifications that may be required
and the members of the organization should be able to modify the solution during
implementation based upon their experience with it.

10. Monitoring and Feedback
Feedback provides the means of determining the effectiveness of the implemented
decision. If possible, a mechanism should be built into the process which would give
periodic reports on the success of the implementation. In addition, the mechanisms
should also serve as an instrument of “preventive maintenance”, so that the problems
can be prevented before they occur.

According to Peter Drucker, the monitoring system should be such that the
manager can go and look for himself for first hand information which is always better
than the written reports or other second-hand sources. In many situations, however,
computers are very successfully used in monitoring since the information retrieval
process is very quick and accurate and in some instances the self-correcting is
instantaneous.
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3.3.4 Some Common Errors in Decision-Making
Since the importance of the right decision cannot be overestimated enough, for the
quality of the decision can make the difference between success and failure, it is
imperative that all factors affecting the decision be properly looked at and fully
investigated. In addition to technical and operational factors which can be quantified
and analyzed, other factors such as personal values, personality traits, psychological
assessment, perception of the environment, intuitional and judgemental capabilities
and emotional interference must also be understood and credited.

Some researchers have pinpointed some areas where managerial thinking needs
to be re-assessed and where some common mistakes are made that affect the decision-
making process as well as the efficiency of the decision, and must be avoided. Some
of the errors are:

• Indecisiveness: Decision-making is a very heavy responsibility. The fear
of its outcome can make some people timid about making a decision. This
timidity may result in taking a long time for making a decision and the
opportunity may be lost. This trait is a personality trait and must be looked
into seriously. The managers must be confident as well as quick in deciding.

• Postponing the decision until the last moment: This is quite a common
practice and results in decision-making under pressure of time which
generally eliminates the possibility of thorough analysis of the problem which
is time-consuming as well as the establishment and comparison of all
alternatives. Many students who postpone studying until near their final
exams, usually do not do a good job at the exams. Even though some
managers work better under time pressures, most often an adequate time/
period is required to look objectively at the problem and make an intelligent
decision. Accordingly, a decision plan must be formulated, time limits must
be set for information gathering, analysis and selection of a course of action.

• A failure to isolate the root cause of the problem: It is a very common
practice to cure the symptoms rather than the causes. For example, a
headache may be a symptom of some deep-rooted emotional problem so
that simply a medicine for the headache would not cure the problem. It is
necessary to separate the symptoms and their causes. The success of the
decision is dependent upon the correct definition of the problem.

• A failure to assess the reliability of informational sources: Very often,
we take it for granted that the other person’s opinion is very reliable and
trustworthy and we do not check for the accuracy of the information
ourselves. Many times, the opinion of the other person is taken, so that if
the decision fails to bring the desired results, the blame for the failure can
be shifted to the person who had provided the information. However, this is
a poor reflection on the manager’s ability and integrity and the manager
must be held responsible for the outcome of the decision. Accordingly, it is
his moral duty to analytically judge the accuracy and reliability of the
information that was provided.

• The method for analyzing the information may not be the sound one:
Since most decisions and especially the non-programmed ones have to be
based upon ‘a lot of information, angles and factors, the procedures to identify,
isolate and select the useful information must be sound and dependable.
Usually, it is not operationally feasible to objectively analyze more than five
or six pieces of information at a time. Hence, a model must be built which
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incorporates and handles many variables in order to aid the decision makers.
Also, it will be desirable to define the objectives, criteria and constraints as
early in the decision-making process as possible. This would assist in making
the process more formal so that no conditions or alternatives would be
overlooked. Also, following established procedures would eliminate the
efforts of emotions which may cloud the process and rationality.

• Do implement the decision and follow through: Making a decision is not
the end of the process, but really a beginning. Implementation of the decision
and the results obtained are the true barometer of the quality of the decision.
Duties must be assigned, deadlines must be set, evaluation process must be
established and any contingency plans prepared. The decision must be
implemented whole-heartedly in order to get the best results.

3.4 MOTIVATION
The area of motivation has been receiving a lot of attention both by behavioural scientists
as well as by industrial psychologists. How does motivation affect individual behaviour?
How is it related to performance? Is motivation learned or inherited? Is it an inborn
quality or is it an environmental effect? Is motivation same or similar to incentives
where incentives are usually financial benefits? Can motivation be affected by changes
in incentives? Do all people become equally motivated under similar environments?
The answers to these questions are constantly being explored.

The force of motivation is a dynamic force setting a person into motion or action.
The word motivation is derived from motive which is an active form of a desire,
craving or need, which must be satisfied. All motives are directed towards goals and
the needs and desires affect or change your behaviour which becomes goal oriented.
For example, if you ordinarily do not want to work overtime, but at a particular time
you may need more money (desire), so you may change your behaviour, work overtime
(goal oriented behaviour) and satisfy your needs.

As we have discussed before, performance results with the inter. action of three
types of resources, which are physical, financial and human. However physical and
financial resources themselves do not result in productivity. It happens only when the
human element is introduced. The human element, even though most important, is
most complex and unpredictable, over which management has very limited control.
Understanding human behaviour and affecting it positively can increase productivity
and improve performance. The level of performance of an employee is a function of
his ability and his motivation. The first determines what he “can” do and the later
determines what he “will” do. The ability can always be judged and measured and
depends upon background, skills and training. Motivation, on the other hand, is the
force within. Wherever, there a strong motivation, the employee’s output increases. A
weak motivation has opposite effect. Hence management must understand what
motivates people towards better performance and take steps to create an environment
which induces positive and strong motivation.

According to Encyclopedia of Management, the motivation is defined as, “the
degree of readiness of an organization to pursue some designated goal and implies the
determination of the nature and locus of forces, inducing the degree of readiness.”

Similarly, Viteles has defined motivation as follows:
Motivation represents an unsatisfied need which creates a state of tension or

disequilibrium, causing the individual to move in a goal directed pattern towards restoring
a state of equilibrium by satisfying the need.

Check Your Progress

3. Which are some
common forms of
programmed decisions?

4. Name and briefly
describe any one
technique of group
decision-making.
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While the first management task is to set the organizational goal, the major task
is to move the organization most effectively to reach that goal. This can be done by
motivation, the purpose of which is to create conceptual as well as a physical work
environment in which the people’ are willing to work with zeal, initiative, interest and
enthusiasm with a sense of responsibility, loyalty and discipline, in a team spirit and in
a cohesive manner.

Motivation is a combination of many factors which affect behaviour modification.
However two factors stand out. First is an understanding of the fundamental drives,
urges, needs and desires of the peoples which can be manipulated and stimulated and
a sense of communication and methodology that would provide stimulus to these urges.
Some of the methods used for this’ purpose may be the provision of financial incentives,
cordial working environment, challenging work and responsibility, personal
accomplishment, recognition for such accomplishment and an opportunity for growth
and advancement.

Understanding Behaviour
Motivation is closely tied with certain characteristics of human behaviour. Lazy and
irresponsible people seldom get motivated. Certain traits are considered as pre-
requisites of motivations. These traits are either inherited or learned or both. Family
environment during early years plays a very important role in the behavioural pattern
of an individual. Certain traits are genetic in nature and may not be subject to
modification. However, even if the behaviour can not be changed, understanding it
may improve the predictability of human actions.

Psychologist Kurt Levin has conducted considerable research into the human
behaviour and its causes. He believed that people were influenced by a number of
diversified factors and the influence of these factors determined the pattern of
behaviour. He called his conception of these influences “the field theory” and suggested
that:

B = f (P,E).
so that the behaviour (B) is a function (f) of the person (P) and the environment (E)
around him. It is important to recognize the effect of the person and that of the
environment, and their interaction and dependence upon each other in order to
understand the factor of motivation. These two factors are highly linked with each
other. Anyone of these two factors individually cannot explain fully the behaviour
characteristics. An individual’s behaviour may change due to a different environment.
A person who loses a well paying job may behave differently when he is unemployed.
Similarly, just the environment in itself cannot be the cause of the given behaviour.
Different people behave differently in the same or similar environment. However,
when the situation demands, the environment may change an individual. For example,
certain training programs or rehabilitation programs have changed the human attitudes
and behaviour. There are a number of stories in the Indian religious scriptures where
a known killer or a dacoit came to a temple and his whole personality and outlook
changed. Similarly, the individuals can change the environment by setting goals and
standards and by determination and motivation. Accordingly, the management must
be familiar with all these interlinking aspects in order to make the most of human
resources.

Causes of Human Behaviour
Both scientific thinkers as well as behaviourists have long been interested to find out
the causes of the particular human behaviour. Science has always been involved in the
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“cause” and “effect” phenomenon and the relationship between them as to how a
cause causes its effect. Similarly the behavioural scientists want to find out why people
behave the way they do. They want to find a common denominator of human behaviour
which can be generalized and classified into standard causes which result into identifiable
and functionally dependent patterns of behaviour. By discovering and analyzing these
causes, the behaviour can be predicted, manipulated and controlled. To that extent
there might be some substance in a song that begins with “If I could know what mood
you are in, then I know that I could win.”

The assumption that the study of any subject begins in the realm of superstition
has some validity. For example, the scientific field of astronomy started as astrology.
Similarly the study and prediction of behaviour has its roots in superstitious beliefs in
supernatural phenomenon that is unsupported by science. Any conspicuous event which
coincides with some part of general human behaviour is likely to be seized upon as a
cause. Many such beliefs have been extensively discussed by B.F. Skinner. He suggests,
for example, the belief of many people that the position of planets at the birth of an
individual determines many aspects of his behaviour, for example, whether he is
temperamental” impulsive, trustworthy etc. The millions of people who read the daily
horoscope would testify to that belief. It is strange that there is lack of questioning to
its validity even though the process proposes that all mankind can be divided into
twelve monthly categories as far as their behaviour pattern is concerned, even though
some astrologers go as far as the particular day and time of birth in order to pinpoint
the position of planets at that particular time.

Then there are numerologists who propose another cause of behaviour which is
the number of letters in a person’s name with each letter of the name having a certain
number assigned to it. They believe that the choice of a person’s name is not a
coincidence but a predetermined and predestined phenomenon which is associated
with the person’s behaviour. After manipulating some numbers assigned to the name,
an end result of a single number is obtained and this number can be used to find some
behavioural characteristics associated with this number and explained by numerologists.

Another common practice is to explain behaviour in terms of certain physical
characteristics of a person, the most important of these characteristics being the lines
on the palm of the hand. “Palm reading” is many times explained as science and has
been made popular by “Cherio” and “Saint Germain” who practised the art of palmistry
and wrote extensively about it. The study of lines has extended into the lines under
one’s feet and on the forehead etc.

It is implied in some circles that a man behaves in a certain way because he was
“born that way.” The theory of “born” leaders prescribes to such belief. This belief is
based upon the assumption that certain behavioural characteristics are genetic in nature
and are inherited. If we know that a person has certain inherited qualities and limitations
then we may be able to use our control techniques more intelligently.

The causes of human behaviour can be classified into two categories. These are:
(l) Inherited characteristics, and (2) Learned characteristics. Let us explain each of
these two in more detai1.

1. Inherited Characteristics
Some of the inherited characteristics which may or may not be changed by external
forces and may or may not be important determinants of performance, are:

• Physiological characteristics: Some of these characteristics relate to physical
height, slim body, vision, dexterity, stamina etc. and have some bearing on
performance. Manual dexterity, for example, results in quality performance in
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such jobs that require artistic maneuvering. Similarly, tall people are somehow
expected to behave in a sophisticated manner, and fat people are assumed to
have a “jovial” nature.

• Intelligence: Intelligence is primarily an inherited trait even though children of
some very intelligent parents have turned out to be less intelligent and vice
versa. It is also known that intelligence can be enhanced by proper environment
or by proper motivation. Einstein was not considered very intelligent during his
earlier years. In any case intelligence as a trait is related to certain behaviours.
Intelligent people are easy to convince if the point is right and they can be
expected to be much more stable and predictable.

• Sex: Sex is an inherited characteristic, but it is highly debatable whether being
a male or a female in itself is indicative of any behavioural patterns. Man is
expected to be tough while a woman is expected to be gentle. Men “never cry”
and women are highly “emotional” are some of the stereotyped assumptions
that have no basis in genetic influences. These behaviours are developed, if at
all due to differences in treatment that boys and girls receive in the family
environment.
Even though some work roles are assumed to be the exclusive domain of women
such as nurses or airline stewardesses, these roles are changed to accommodate
men in these’ positions. As far as the administration of the management process
is concerned, the women in general do not differ from men in their operative
behaviours.

• Age: Since age is determined by the date of birth, it is a kind of inherited
characteristic. The age may affect the behaviour in physiological as well as
psychological ways. Psychologically, young people are expected to be more
energetic, innovative, risk taking and adventurous, while old people are supposed
to be conservative and set in their ways. Physiologically, older people experience,
with age, the waning of some of their faculties such as memory, stamina,
coordination etc., and hence the related behaviours change as well. According
to Lehman, the peak of creative ability is among people between the ages of 30
and 40.

• Religion: Religion and religiously based cultures play an important role in
determining some aspects of individual behaviour that concern morals and a
code of conduct. Highly religious people have high moral standards and usually
do not tell lies or talk ill of others. They are highly contented and thus strive for
the goal of achievement and self. fulfilment. Additionally, the religion and culture
also determine attitude towards work, towards women and towards financial
incentives.

2. Learned Characteristics
Some of the behavioural characteristics that account for enormous diversity in human
behaviour, are a product of our exposure to various situations both within the family
and the outside environment. These characteristics are learned, where learning is
defined as a “relatively permanent change in behavior resulting from interactions with
the environment.”

These characteristics involve an individual’s attitudes and values and perceptions
about the environment around him. They are a result of the parental values and
expectations and the values and norms of our culture and sub-culture. The children
learn the need and value of being honest and truthful and the value of love and affections
from the family environment. If the parents are always fighting, if the father is always
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drunk or if the mother resents the child, it is most likely that the child will grow up
lacking the closeness of love and respect. Similarly, a loving family instills certain
positive values about life in the minds of the children.

Similarly the physical environment itself has a profound effect on the individual
behaviour. Persons who have come through the rigorous routine of the armed forces
or students who have been active sportsmen may have learned the spirit of competition
and cooperation. Similarly students who have studied in religious schools and convents
may have learned different values about truth and human decency.

Some of these learned characteristics are:.
(a) Perception: Perception is the process by which information enters our

minds and is interpreted. Perception is a result of a complex interaction of
various senses such as feeling, seeing, hearing etc. “Things are not what
they seem” or “All that glitters is not gold,” are sayings that reflect a
sense of perception. “One man’s meat is another man’s poison” is in a
psychological sense, an indication that different people see the same thing
in different ways.
The perception plays an important part in human as well as organizational
behaviour. For example, if a manager perceives a sub-ordinate’s ability as
limited, he will give him limited responsibility, even if the subordinate, in
fact, is a very able person. Similarly we lose a lot of good friends due to
our changed perceptions about them.

(b) Attitude: Attitude is a perception with a frame of reference. It is a way of
organizing a perception. In other words, it is more or less a stable tendency
to feel, think, perceive and act in a certain manner towards an object or a
situation. It is a tendency to act in a certain way. Attitude has three elements
in it that lead to measurable outcomes. These are feelings, thoughts and
behaviours. Feelings and thoughts can be measured by simply asking
individuals about their feelings and opinions. Behaviours can be measured
either by the actual overt actions or simply by asking the person how he
would act in a certain situation.
In general, a person may have a positive attitude which is good outlook of
life or complaining about problems in life. Organizationally speaking, an
employee’s negative attitude about work may be reflected by substandard
work performance, excessive absenteeism, excessive complaining about
work environment or disobedience to rules. These attitudes can be changed
either by simple persuasion or by training and coaching. Kelman has
identified three processes that act as instruments of change. The first is
compliance, which is application of subtle pressure either through reward
or punishment to change the behaviour, expecting this change to be lasting.
The second process is that of identification with the person who is effecting
the change and is acting as a change agent. This change agent could be a
close friend who wants you to change and you respect and love him
enough to do so to please him. In marriage, for example, both the husband
and the wife make a lot of sacrifices and change their behaviours to
please each other. The third process is the process of internalization,
which is more permanent in nature. This means that the new attitude is
integrated with the other attitudes and becomes a part of his total
personality. This change may occur through internal soul-searching and
the desire to change that comes from within.
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(c) Personality: Personality is a set of traits and characteristics, habit patterns
and conditioned responses to certain stimuli that formulate the impression
an individual makes upon others. This personality may come out as warm
and friendly or as aggressive. Many psychologists contend that these
personality traits develop in the early childhood and very few personality
changes can be made after the childhood years. Some personality
characteristics such as physical build and intelligence are biological in
nature, but most traits such as patience, open mindedness, extrovertness
etc. are learned.
Some of these personality traits are highly influential in certain
organizational operations. For example, Tedeschi and Lindskole propose
that people who are open-minded seem to work out better in bargaining
agreements than people who are narrow minded. Similarly, people who
are extroverts and outgoing are more likely to be successful as managers
than those who are introverts.

Environmental Effect on Behaviour
While behaviour is a reaction to situations and the type of reaction is based upon some
inherited and some learned behavioural characteristics, the environment is an important
catalyst in determining such type of reactions. If the environment is complimentary to
established behaviour then the actions are positively reinforced. However, if the
environment is hostile to the values and skills of the worker then negative reactions
take place. For example, some of the coolest people have been known to lose temper
under certain situations. Highly skilled people have changed jobs because the
environment in the job situations was not conducive to their enhancement. On the
other hand, less skilled people have learned skills and forged ahead because of the
right environment.

The environment surrounding the work place has two elements. These are physical
and social. The physical environment at work place is the arrangement of people and
things so that it has a positive influence on people. Some of the physical factors that
influence behaviour are noise level, heat, light, ventilation, cleanliness, accessibility of
work tools, space utilization, color coordination, nature of job, office furnishing, number
of people working at a given place etc. The open communication between manager
and subordinates has a positive effect on behaviour. The common cafeteria for
management and workers in the factories and offices in Japan has been known to be
highly motivating to workers. Recent studies in “open wall” office concept showed
that some employees were more productive and satisfied with their work place in
open space, specially when their job did not require private office space.

The social environment relates to interaction among people and respect for
numerous social and societal laws, rules, and norms created by people to regulate and
control behaviour of people. These social influences are affected by family environment,
friends, associates, peers at work, groups to which an individual belongs etc. Much of
the behaviour is an outcome of respect for norms and laws. Norms are unwritten
rules and informal expectations about how people behave in certain social situations.
For example, standing in the back of line for a service is expected behaviour from
people. Any person cutting in the line will be ridiculed and perhaps not allowed to do
so. These norms are useful in standardizing behaviour of all people in a particular
environment. “When in Rome do as the Romans do” is perhaps intended to respect
the norms of a certain social group which you come in contact with.

Rules and laws, on the other hand, are formalized and written standards of
behaviour. Both rules and laws are strictly enforced, laws by the legal system and
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rules by the social system. Laws relate to all members of the society. For example,
stealing property of others is illegal and punishable by law and applies to all. Rules, on
the other hand, affect only a particular segment of the society. These may be the rules
of a group, club or an organization. Working 9 to 5 is an organizational rule. Airlines
have certain rules about safety belts and smoking. There are rules for visitors visiting
a public place or a tourist place.

Observing the norms, rules and laws voluntarily makes for an orderly society and
allows for predictability of behaviours.

Changing Behaviours
An effective manager is not only able to understand and predict behaviour but also has
the skills in directing, changing and controlling behaviour. The behaviour must be directed
or changed so that it supports the organizational system. Certain behaviours that are
inherited are difficult to change. Some learned behaviours can be changed if a sustained
effort is made over time to do so. The behaviours that are influenced by physical
environment are the easiest to change by rearranging the elements of such environment.
The behaviour modification with regard to attitudes and perceptions is of high significance
for organizational success. This behaviour modification is known as “operant
conditioning.”

Operant Theory
The operant theory is based upon the premise that behaviour or job performance is not
a function of inner thoughts, feelings, perceptions and emotions but is keyed to the
nature of the outcome of such behaviour. The consequences of a given behaviour
would determine whether the same bebaviour is likely to occur in the future or not.
Based on this direct relationship of behaviour and consequences rather than the inner
workings of employees, management can study and identify this relationship and try to
modify and gain control over behaviour. This relationship is also known as the law of
effect. According to Donald J. Compbell, this law is built around two principles. First
that behaviour which results in positive rewards tends to be repeated and the behaviour
with negative consequences tends not to be repeated. Second, based on such
consequences the behaviour can be predicted and controlled. Hence certain types of
consequences can be used to increase the occurrence of a desired behaviour and
other types of consequences can be used to decrease the occurrence of undesired
behaviour. The strengthening of such consequences is known as reinforcement. These
reinforcements are of four types, as described below:

(a) Positive reinforcement: A positive reinforcer is a reward for the desired
behaviour. This reward should be sufficiently powerful and durable so that it
increases the probability of occurrence of desirable behaviour and may include
such reinforcers as participative decision-making, attractive financial rewards
recognition for a job well done, promotion, challenging tasks etc. The level of
these reward must be contingent upon the level of performance.
Money is probably the most important reinforcement for positive behaviour
since money can be used for a number of other resources. This money can be
given either on the basis of individual effort or on the basis of group effort.
Payment on the basis of group effort is advisable when individual effort cannot
be separated from the group effort and be identified. There are a number of
pay plans that tie monetary benefits to the individual’s performance. These pay
plans can be based upon the time spent during task performance or upon the
number of units produced. These individual pay plans, though highly motivating
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are not trouble free. There are certain drawbacks to this pay-for-performance
schedule. For example, the competition that it creates can be potentially harmful
for interpersonal relations. Also because there are too many different
performance and pay levels, it can increase administration costs. Finally, the
financial rewards become such a focus of attention that the employees might
ignore other aspects of the job that may be important but not tied in with financial
compensation.

(b) Escape conditioning: This is a kind of negative reinforcement or avoidance
conditioning and is also meant to strengthen the desired behaviour. However,
unlike the positive reinforcement where an employee works hard to gain financial
favours, the employee under avoidance conditioning, works hard to avoid the
negative aspects of the environment. For example, the employees come to
work on time in order to avoid some negative consequences like a reprimand
etc.

(c) Extinction: This type of reinforcement is applied to reduce undesirable
behaviour. The method employed is a subtle form of punishment and involves
withholding of positive enforcement and simply ignoring the undesirable
behaviour. For example, if a student in a class is highly mischievous and disturbs
the class, he is probably asking for attention. If the attention is given to him, he
will continue to exhibit that behaviour. However, if he is continuously ignored
and not recognized then this behaviour over a time period will vanish. To such
a student, attention is a positive enforcement and when this positive enforcement
is withheld from him the behaviour is expected to decrease and eventually
disappear.

(d) Punishment: Punishment, according to B. F. Skinner, who has done extensive
work in the area of human behaviour is still the most common technique of
control in today’s life. When a child misbehaves he is spanked. If a worker
does not behave according to the way the organization wants him to behave, he
is fired. If a person does not behave as the society and law wants him to
behave, he is punished by arrest and jail. All religions threaten punishment in
the life after if a person does not behave according to God’s and religious rules.

Does the punishment system work? Does it change behaviour? Does the prison
system reform the criminal? Does spanking make a “good” child? This area has
received considerable attention and has also become highly controversial. It is suggested
that while punishment has immediate and short term effect in changing behaviour, the
long term effects are highly questionable. A driver who gets fined for running a red
light where he is supposed to stop may vow never to do it again at that time, but as the
time passes, he will do it again. Specially, if a worker is punished for an occasional
undesired behaviour, it will have a negative effect on his morale, make him bitter and
affect his social interaction. Accordingly management usually discourages application
of any form of punishment and generally tries to use positive reinforcement techniques.
Even when punishment is desirable, it is advisable to use the extinction technique.

In general, operant conditioning is a very good tool to modify the behaviour and
channel it in the right direction. However, the management must be sufficiently skilled
in the area of interpersonal relationships and must use techniques that highlight the
positive effects of such conditioning. This would require close supervision and contact
with the worker so that the worker sees the necessity of change as well as the potential
benefits of such a change. It will be much easier to change the person who is willing
to change. Accordingly the management must develop a sense of confidence in the
worker, not ridicule him for his mistakes but gently guide him to do better and keep up
with the promise of benefits once the behaviour changes.
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The Motivation Process
According to Jucius, the following steps can be adopted in the motivation process:

• An analysis of the situation requiring motivation.
• Preparing, selecting and applying a set of motivating tools.
• Following up on the results of application.

1. Analysis of situation: The situation that needs motivational inducement must
be sized up so as to ascertain the motivational needs. Since needs of different
employees differ both in nature as well as intensity, a composite view of the
collective needs of the group is established, with appropriate recognition of
differences in individual needs.

2. Selecting and applying appropriate motivators: A list of all devices of
motivation is drawn and a selection made of such motivators that motivate
different types of people under different circumstances. Proper timing and extent
of motivation is also to be considered. The individual goals should be given
adequate attention within the framework of group goals and the organizational
goals.

3. Follow up: It is important to know that the motivators selected are indeed
providing the desired motivation. This can be accomplished by getting and
evaluating the feedback. If these motivators are not showing the optimum effect,
then alternative motivators should be selected and applied.

Types of Motivation
1. Positive motivation: Positive motivation involves proper recognition of

employee efforts and appreciation of employee contribution towards the
organizational goal achievement. Such motivations improve the standards of
performance, lead to good team spirit and pride, a sense of cooperation and a
feeling of belonging and happiness. Some of the positive motivators are:

(a) Praise and credit for work done
(b) A sincere interest in the welfare of subordinates
(c) Delegation of authority and responsibility to subordinates
(d) Participation of subordinates in the decision-making process.

2. Negative or Fear motivation: This motivation is based upon force and fear
and threats. The fear of punishment or unfavourable consequences affects the
behavioural changes. This includes the fear of failing in the exam, fear of being
fired or demoted etc. While the fear of punishment and actual punishment has
resulted in controlling the misbehaviour and contributed towards positive
performance in many situations and is useful and necessary in many others as
in disciplining a child or in a panic or riot situation, it is not recommended or
considered as a viable alternative in the current business and industrial
environment. This is based upon the trend and changes in the work-force
including higher level of employee education and extensive employee
unionization. Punishment also creates a hostile state of mind affecting negatively
the sense of loyalty and cooperation, perhaps resulting in poor performance
and lower productivity.

3. Extrinsic motivation: This motivation is induced by external factors which
are primarily financial in nature. These incentives and rewards have been a
subject of debate, whether they really motivate the employees or simply move
them to work and perform. These motivations include higher pay, fringe benefits
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like retirement plans, stock options, profit sharing schemes, health and medical
insurance, maternity leave, paid vacation etc.

4. Intrinsic Motivation: This is concerned with the state of self-actualization, in
which the satisfaction of accomplishing something worthwhile motivates the
employee further. These are primarily non-financial rewards. For example, there
are many retired doctors who work free in the hospital because it gives’ them
a sense of accomplishment and satisfaction. Mother Teresa’s work in the slums
of Calcutta, India, not only motivates the people who work with her but also
many others who simply hear about it and then want to join the team. Peace
Corps workers work in uncomfortable environments, many times at a minimal
pay. Some of the intrinsic motivations are praise, recognition, responsibility,
esteem, power, status, participation etc.

Motivational Models
Motivational theory has played a dominant role in the emerging field of organizational
behaviour. Considerable effort has been made and is being made to identify specific
variables which would be a direct source of motivation towards goal achievement.
There have been a number of studies made, theories advanced and models built on
understanding the nature and relationship of different variables that cause a certain
behaviour and the variables that modify a given behaviour. Some of the notable
contributions in the field have been:

• Elton Mayo’s Hawthorne Studies
• McGregor’s Theory X and Y
• Ouchi’s Theory Z
• Maslow’s Model of Hierarchical Needs
• Argyris Maturation Theory
• Strauss Theory of Financial Motivators
• Hertzberg’s Hygiene Theory
• McClelland’s Achievement Motive Theory
• Vroom’s Expectancy Theory
•. Likert’s Four Systems Model

Transactional Analysis
We will have a brief look at a few of these models. Two types of models can be
explained.
I. Static models: These models are primarily an attempt at observation of how a
person responds to outside forces without exercising any control over the movement
and effect of these outside forces. Some of the factors which determine or influence
individual behaviour in the Static Models of motivation are given below:

(a) Instinct: This is an inborn behaviour which responds to a particular situation in
a particular way. The instinct behaviour is like a reflex action, meant for survival
and. hence caters primarily to physiological needs. It is not learnt and is not
dependent upon the consequences of an action. Most instincts are common to
all people and would exhibit similar behaviour in similar circumstances. For
example, if somebody has a flat tire while driving the first instinctive reaction is
to get mad.
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(b) Hedonism: While instinct is natural and not directed, Hedonistic model is based
upon the pursuit of pleasure. The behaviour is transformed by demands of
maximum pleasure and minimum pain. This idea was oriented by Epicurus
(341-270 B.C.) who proposed that the pleasure as well as the amount of pleasure
is the goal. The goal would be to see the most pleasure in life and least pain.
The pleasure should be long lasting even if some temporary pain has to be
suffered to achieve it. This model is difficult to apply generally because the
concept of pleasure and pain may vary from person to person and the behaviour
based on these two elements in certain situations cannot be generalized or
predicted.

(c) Freud model of unconscious influences: This model combines the instinctive
and hedonistic impulses outside the person’s control but coming from the
unconscious mind that reflects the behaviour of a person. Freud’s model
recognizes behaviour as a result of primitive inborn forces which are based
upon sexual and aggressive impulse. This may explain to some degree how a
person’s behaviour occurs. However, it cannot be generalized since people
with similar primitive urges may behave differently under similar environmental
influences. These primitive instincts of libido and aggressiveness are kept in
control by a person’s social and cultural upbringing as well as the environment
in which he lives.
The behavioural scientists criticize the Freudian model as over emphasizing the
sexual motivation and is not based upon empirical and verifiable facts. The
elements are not observable and measurable and hence the model itself cannot
explain the diversity in human personality and behaviour.

(d) Rational and social man: This model proposes that a person’s behaviour can
be explained by rationality and is goal-oriented which is primarily economic. It
assumes that man is an intelligent being and will not allow primitive instincts and
urges to overpower his ability to make rational decisions, which are dictated by
self interests. Hence, once the goals can be identified, the behaviour pattern
can be measured and it becomes predictable. For example, if the goal is economic
well being, then economic factors can be measured as well as the methods of
achieving these monetary gains. Accordingly, a person will expend more energy
in order to make more money and some incentives can be used to make a
person work harder thus modifying his behaviour. Fredrick W. Taylor, the father
of Scientific Management used this philosophy in successfully improving the
worker’s productivity.
However, Hawthorne studies added another segment to this model. Many people
would not be motivated by incremental financial rewards. A person may not
work in an environment which is not conducive to his sense of satisfaction and
happiness, even if it pays well. This shows that there are factors other than
economic rationality that affect and change people’s behaviour. This was simply
evident from Hawthorne studies. These other factors show social side of man.
These factors include personal attention to the worker, the interpersonal relations
within the group, personal satisfaction, prestige, social approval and a sense of
belonging. These factors have much more effect on personal pleasure and
happiness rather than economic gains alone.

2. Dynamic model: These models take into account the assumption that motivation is
not a static factor, but is dynamic in nature and changes with time or changed
environments. The person does not simply accept the inherent or outside forces as
definitive, but tries to change and control some of the affecting factors that would
modify the behaviour pattern.
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1. Herzberg’s Two-Factor Theory of Motivation
This is an environmental motivation theory which emphasizes factors in the environment
that contribute to the behaviour. It seems natural to believe that people who are generally
satisfied with their job will be more dedicated to their work and perform it well, as
compared to those people who are dissatisfied with their jobs. If this logic seems
justified then it would be useful to isolate those factors and conditions that produce
satisfaction and those that produce dissatisfaction. Herzberg called these two categories
of factors as hygiene or maintenance factors and motivation factors. His conclusions
are based on research conducted among 200 accountants and engineers, who were
asked the following two questions.

(a) What is about your job that you like?
(b) What is about your job that you dislike?

Accordingly, he put the responses into two categories:
(i) Those factors that prevent dissatisfaction are known as hygiene factors.
(ii) Those factors that have positive effect on job satisfaction are known as

motivators.
These factors are described in detail.

1. Hygiene factors: The hygiene factors do not motivate people. They simply
prevent dissatisfaction and maintain status quo. They produce no growth but
prevent loss. The absence of these factors leads to job dissatisfactions. The
elimination of dissatisfaction does not mean satisfaction and these factors simply
maintain a “zero level of motivation”. These factors are primarily extrinsic in
nature and environment-oriented and relate to job context rather than job content.
Some of the hygiene factors are:

• Wages, salary and other types of employee benefits.
• Company policies and administration rules that govern the working

environment.
• Interpersonal relations with peers and supervisors and subordi nates.

Cordial relations with all prevent frustration and dissatisfaction.
• Working conditions .and job security. The job security’ may be in the

form of tenure or it could be supported by a strong union.
• Supervisor’s technical competence as well as the quality of his

supervision. If the supervisor is knowledgeable and patient with his
subordinates and explains and guides them well, the subordinates would
be satisfied in this respect.
All the factors are designed to avoid damage to efficiency or morale, and
these are not expected to stimulate positive growth.

The word “hygiene” is taken from the medical field, where it means taking
steps to maintain your health but not necessarily improve it. For example, brushing
your teeth helps prevent cavities but does not improve the condition of your
teeth. Similarly, hygiene factors in this theory of motivation prevent decay but
do not encourage growth.
Hawthorne experiments were highly conclusive in suggesting that improvements
in working conditions or increments in financial benefits do not contribute to
motivated performance. A new plant or upgraded facilities at a plant seldom
motivate workers if the workers do not enjoy their work and is no substitute for
employee feelings of recognition and achievement.
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2. Motivational factors: These factors are related to the nature of work itself
(job content), and are intrinsic to the job itself. These factors have a positive
influence on morale, satisfaction, efficiency, and higher productivity. Some of
these factors are:

• The job itself: To be motivated, the people must like and enjoy their jobs.
They are highly committed to goal achievement and do not mind working
late hours to do what is to be done. Their morale is high as evidenced by
lack of absenteeism and tardiness.

• Recognition: Proper recognition of an employee’s contribution by the
management is highly morale-boosting. It gives the workers a feeling of
worth and self-esteem. It is human nature to be happy when appreciated.
This is the fourth level need in Maslow’s model of hierarchial needs and
boosts the ego and esteem factors.

• Achievement: A goal achievement gives a great feeling of accomplishment.
The goal must be challenging requiring initiative and creativity. An assembly
line worker finishing his work hardly gets the feeling of achievement. The
opportunities must exist for the meaningful achievement, otherwise workers
become sensitized to the environment and begin to find faults with it.

• Responsibility: It is an obligation to carry out the assigned duties
satisfactorily. The higher the level of these duties, the more responsible
you feel and more motivated you are. It is a good feeling to know that you
are considered a person of integrity and intelligence to be given a higher
responsibility. It is a motivational factor that helps growth.

• Growth and advancement: These factors are all interrelated and are
positively related to motivation. Job promotions, higher responsibility
participation in central decision-making and executive benefits are all ‘signs
of growth and advancement and add to dedication and commitment of
employees.

The Herzberg’s two-factor model is tied in with Maslow’s basic model in that
Maslow is helpful in identifying needs and Herzberg provides us with directions and
incentives that tend to satisfy these needs. Also the hygiene factors in Herzberg’s
model satisfy the first three levels of Maslow’s model of physiological needs, security
and safety needs and social needs, and the motivational factors satisfy the last two
higher level needs of esteem and self-actualization.

Some researchers do not agree with Herzberg’s model as being conclusive, since
the results were based primarily on the responses of white collar workers (Accountants
and Engineers) and do not necessarily reflect the blue collar worker opinion, who may
consider hygiene factors as motivational factors. Some studies have found that the
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effect of hygiene factors and motivational factors are totally reversed on some people.
They are highly motivated by financial rewards, organized supervision, well-defined
work rules, pleasant work environment and positive employee interaction and do not
give much importance to achievement and self-actualization.

This theory has contributed to one management program that has lent itself to the
enhancement of motivators. This program is that of “job enrichment,” which means
restructuring of jobs to include satisfier factors into the job content.

Job Enrichment
Job enrichment involves deliberate upgrading of responsibility and challenges at work.
More and more works are being redesigned to make it more “meaningful,” and in
some cases it includes giving employees responsibility for the planning and control of
work and operations. So much so that in some countries like Sweden and Norway, it
is the law to have employee representatives in the governing boards of companies.
Job enrichment is also known as “job enlargement,” both in scope and depth.

Some of the principles of job enrichment are advanced by Herzberg himself.
These are:

• Give the employees the freedom of operation and responsibility. An
opportunity to schedule one’s own work enhances a sense of achievement
and motivation. Expand his authority while retaining some controls and
accountability for actions and results.

• To increase responsibility, give the person a whole unit to operate. This
unit may be one group, section or division and grant additional authority to
achieve the group goal. This will help the growth and advancement factors.

• Introduce new and more difficult tasks at each step, giving workers an
opportunity to learn and specialize.

• The employee must be given frequent feedback on his performance and
on his handling of his own duties and responsibilities. This feedback will
reinforce the learning process and reduce or eliminate any existing
deviations and will appraise the employee about his progress.

The job enrichment program can only be initiated and implemented successfully,
if the conditions for such a program are highly adequate and receptive. It cannot work
in a vacuum. Its success is dependent upon the existing organizational structure,
physical and conceptual environment, technology etc. For example, if the jobs are
already diverse and challenging, and the workers have reasonable autonomy, further
enrichment may not be necessary. Similarly if the employees are not happy with other
extrinsic rewards such as pay and fringe benefits, they may not respond positively to
the job enrichment program. Accordingly, the job enrichment programs must blend in
with the total organizational environment.

Job redesigning, job enlargement, job enrichment, etc. was a concept advanced
by Peter Drucker in 1950. He has been quoted as, “the worker is put to use as a poorly
designed, one purpose machine tool, but repetition and uniformity are two qualities in
which human beings are weakest. In everything, but the ability to judge and coordinate,
machines can perform better than men.” This indicates that the jobs should be designed
in such a manner so that these abilities of workers are optimally utilized.

One of the more recent job redesign strategies involves the area of time
scheduling known us Flextime. This schedule substitutes the rigid 9 to 5 working schedule
and gives the worker the flexibility to arrange his own working hours within reason
and in compliance with organization situation. Research has indicated that flextime
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results in greater job satisfaction. According to Douglas L. Fleuter, flextime programs
can result in higher motivation for workers which results in improved productivity.

A Composite Theory of Motivation: Vroom’s Expectancy Model
This model is based upon the assumption that the man is a rational being and will try to
maximize his pay off. He will choose an alternative that would give him the most
benefit. This approach assumes that motivation to work is strongly determined by an
individual’s perception that a certain type of behaviour will lead to a certain type of
outcome and his personal preference for that type of outcome.

There are three important elements in this model. These are:
1. Expectancy: This is a person’s perception of the likelihood that a particular

outcome will result from a particular behaviour or action. The likelihood is
probabilistic in nature and describes that relationship between an act and,
an outcome. For example, if a person works hard, he may expect to
perform better and increase productivity. Similarly, if a student works
hard during the semester, he expects to do well in the final examination.

2. Instrumentality: This factor relates to a person’s belief and expectation
that his performance will lead to a particular desired reward. It is the
degree of association of first level outcome of a particular effort to the
second level outcome which is the ultimate reward. For example, working
hard may lead to better performance, which is first level, outcome, which
may result in a reward like raise in pay or promotion or both, which is the
second level outcome. If a person believes that his high performance will
not recognized or lead to expected rewards, he will not be motivated to
work hard for better output. Similarly, a professor may work hard to improve
on his techniques of teaching and communication (first-level outcome) in
order to get promotion and tenure (second-level outcome). Accordingly,
the instrumentality is the performance-reward relationship.

3. Valence: Valence is the value a person assigns to his desired reward. He
may not be willing to work hard to improve performance, if the reward
for such improved performance is not what he desires. It is not the actual
value of the reward but the perceptional value of the reward in the mind
of the worker, that is important. A person may be motivated to work hard,
not to get pay raise but to get recognition and status. Another person may
be more interested in job security than with status. Accordingly, according
to this model of motivation, the person’s level of effort (motivation) depends
upon:

• Expectancy: A worker must be confident that his efforts will result
in better productivity and that he has the ability to perform the task
well.

• Instrumentality: The worker must be confident that such high
performance will be instrumental in getting desired rewards.

• Valence: The worker- must value these rewards as desired and
satisfactory. Hence motivation is related to all these three factors
as: Motivational Force (M) = Expectancy (E) × Instrumentality (I)
× X Valence (V) or M = (E × I × V)

As the relationship suggests, the motivational force will be highest when
expectancy, instrumentality and valence are all high. The management must recognize
and determine the situation as it exists and take steps to improve upon these factors
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for behavioural modification, so that these three elements achieve the highest values
individually. For example, if a worker exhibits a poorly motivated behaviour; it could
be due to:

• Low effort-performance expectancy: The worker may lack the
necessary skills and training in order to believe that his extra efforts will
lead to better performance. The management could provide opportunities
for training to improve skills in order to improve the relationship between
effort and performance.

• Low performance-reward instrumentality’ relationship: Similar
performance may not lead to similar rewards. The reward policy may be
inconsistent and may depend upon factors other than simply the
performance which the worker may not be aware of or may not consider
fair. For example, a professor may do research and have professional
articles published in order to get a promotion and may find out that more
weight was given to community service rather than research at the time
for promotion. Accordingly, the performance appraisal methods and the
associated performance rewards may not be equitable. The management
must re-evaluate the appraisal techniques and formulate policies that
strengthen performance-reward relationship as just and equitable.

• Low reward-valence: Since the managers may look at the value of a
reward differently than the worker, the management must investigate the
desirability of the rewards which are given on the basis of performance.
While monetary benefits may be more desirable for some workers, the
need to be formally appreciated may be more valuable rewards for others
for similar task-oriented activities. The Vroom’s model tries to explain as
to what factors affect a person’s choice of a particular course of action
among all available alternatives and why a person will be better motivated
toward achievement of certain goals.

3.5 COMMUNICATION
Communication is considered to be the most important and most effective ingredient
of the management process. Interpersonal communication is fundamental to all
managerial activities. All other functions involve some form of directions and feedback.
Effective management is a function of effective communication. Many operation have
failed because of poor communication, misunderstood messages and unclear
instructions. Even in life, in general, communication plays a very important role among
friends, within the family and in all social circles. “Failure to communicate” is many
times the cause for lost friendships, divorces and distances between parents and
children. “My father does not understand me” is the common cry of a teenager.
Accordingly, communication plays an important role in all walks of human life as well
as organizational life.

Communication is defined as “the process of passing information and understanding
from one person to another.” It means transmitting and sharing of ideas, opinions,
facts and information in a manner that is perceived and understood by the receiver of
the communication. It is a meaningful interaction among people where the thoughts
are transferred from one person to another in a manner such that the meaning and
value of such thoughts is same in the minds of both the sender as well as the receiver
of the communication.

Effective communication is very essential for management to successfully perform
its functions. It is an essential ingredient in management-employee relations. According

Check Your Progress

5. What all does the
social environment
cover?

6. What is escape
conditioning?
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to W. R. Spriegal, “Most of the conflicts in business are not basic but are caused by
misunderstood motives and ignorance of facts. Proper communications between
interested parties reduce the points of friction and minimize those that inevitably arise.”
Accordingly, by proper communication and sharing of information, the management
takes the employees into confidence and make them more knowledgeable about
problems and policies of the enterprise. According to Prof. A Dasgupta, the scope for
a two-way means of consulting and exchanging facts, opinions and ideas between
management. and employees pertain to:

• Knowledge of policies and objectives of an enterprise.
• Knowledge of results and achievements from these policies.
• Knowledge of plans and prospects for the future.
• Knowledge of conditions of service.
• Knowledge of ways and means of improving efficiency and productivity.
• Knowledge of all aspects of industrial safety, health and welfare.
Information and knowledge about an these aspects makes the operations of

the organization comparatively trouble free and it is the management’s responsibility
to ensure that employees have obtained all the necessary information about these
different aspects and get the necessary feedback relative to it. According to Peter
Drucker, a manager does not handle people; he motivates guides and organizes people
to accomplish their goals. His effectiveness depends upon his ability to communicate
well with the employees. Good communication is the foundation of sound management.
It is through communication that workers become aware of their own duties and
responsibilities as well as the instructions and orders from the upper levels of
management hierarchy and also their own suggestions, grievances and feedback. Proper
communication eliminates delays, misunderstanding, confusion, distortions and
bottlenecks and improves coordination and control. It improves productivity by
developing and maintaining good human relations in the organization. It is a basic tool
for motivation and improved morale. Supervision and leadership are impossible without
it.

It was largely the work of Chester Barnard in the late 1930s which highlighted
communication as a dynamic force in shaping the organizational behaviour. He
considered it as one of the three important elements of an organization along with
common purpose and willingness to serve. He also linked communication with his
concept of authority. The authority flows down through the channels of communication.
The authority can lose its meaning if the channels of communication are blocked or if
the communication is misunderstood or if the strength of communication is diluted.
Accordingly he proposed seven communication factors which are a function of objective
authority. These are:

• Channels of communication must be clearly set and be known to all
• Every member of the organization should be reached by some channel of

communication
• Line of communication should be as direct as possible
• Should be no blockage in the line of communication and the complete formal

line should be used
• Communicator should be highly skilled in the art of communication
• Line of communication should be constantly kept open
• Every communication should be authenticated
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Objectives of Communication
• To develop information and understanding among all workers.
• To foster any attitude which is necessary for motivation, co-operation and job

satisfaction.
• To discourage misinformation, ambiguity and rumours.
• To prepare workers for a change in methods or environment by giving them the

necessary information in advance.
• To encourage subordinates to supply ideas and suggestions for improving upon

the product or work environment, and taking these suggestions seriously.
• To improve labour-management relations by keeping the communication channels

open.
• To encourage social relations among workers by encouraging inter-

communication.

Communication Process Model
A simple communication model which reflects communication as a dynamic interactive
process has been proposed by David Berdo. His approach is based upon the following
idea:

If we, accept the concept of process, we view events and relationships as dynamic,
on-going, ever-changing, continuous. When we label something as a process, we also
mean that it does not have a beginning, an end, a fixed sequence of events. It is not
static, at rest. It is moving. The ingredients within a process interact, each affects all
the others.

This model described as a series of steps; consists of the following components.
• Message sender: This is the source of information or the initiator of

communication. This source may want to communicate his ideas, needs,
intentions or other pieces of information.

• Encoder: This is the process inside the human mind in the form of motor
skills, muscle system or sensory skills that encode the ideas to be conveyed
into a series of symbols or gestures or some other format of expression.

• The message: The message is a physical form of the thought which can be
experienced and understood by one or more senses of the receiver. It could
be in the form of hearing, reading or other physical gestures.

• Channel of communication: It is a vehicle used for the transmission of the
message. It is a medium carrier and bridges the gap between the sender
and the receiver. It may be a face to face conversation, telephone
conversation, in written form or through any form of gestures.

• Perception of the message: The message is received by the person for
whom it was meant and he becomes the receiver of the message.

• Decoding process: Decoding is also done in the same manner as encoding
by motor skills, muscle system or sensory skills and the receiver decodes
the message for the purpose of interpreting and understanding the meaning
of the message. The more the receiver’s intended message the more effective
the communication is.

• Action: This is a response from the receiver who has received and accepted
the communication. This may be compliance with an instruction or simply
filing of the message for future references.
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• Feedback: A feedback determines whether the message was clearly
understood and the required action taken. The feedback to the sender
completes the process of communication.

Superior-Subordinate Communication
One of the basic foundations of the organizational operations is the communication
between superiors and subordinates in the hierarchial system. Traditionally, the dominant
theme in this type of organizational communication has been the “downward”
communication as for as the directions are concerned and “upward” communication
as for as operational reports and other feedback is concerned.

The downward communication is from the superior to the subordinate or from
the top management filtered down to workers through the various hierarchial
communication centres in between and may include such standard managerial tools as
statement of the organizational philosophy and organizational objectives, standard
operating procedures, standard quality control procedures, safety regulations, and other
relevant material. Downward channels are used to give employees work instructions
and other information needed to exercise the delegated authority

In order for this communication to be effective the workers should not only be
told what to do but also why they are doing it and why their jobs are important. This
increases a feeling of acceptance on the part of workers. It is also important that the
communication be transmitted to workers in the language that they can understand.
For example, a machine operator may not understand much about the organizational
philosophy or any specialized terminology about strategic planning or technological
dynamics. They must be communicated in their own wards and perceptions. Also
most workers are conditioned to accept communication from their immediate superiors
and hence the message must be filtered down through normal channels and edited in
the way down wherever necessary without losing the content or intent of the message.
It is important, however, that there is no communication breakdown at any level or
from any source. This breakdown may occur due to failure of the message to get
through, failure to deliver the message at the proper time or proper place or improper
coding of the message. The message must be coded in the language of the receiver,
rather than the language of the sender.

The “upward” communication moves in the opposite direction and is based upon
the communication demand system, designed by the management to receive information
from operational levels. This information may consist of standard reporting items such
as production reports, sales reports, customer complaints, quality control reports etc.
According to Ester R. Becker, upward communication provides a clear channel for
funnelling information, opinion and attitudes up through the organization. The organization
must provide a climate and an incentive system which is necessary to encourage such
communication. This climate can be generated by an “open door” policy where the
workers know that their superiors are always available for discussion of problems.
The system must ensure that the superiors have developed listening skills as well as a
sincere and sympathetic attitude towards workers problems. This opportunity for upward
communication encourages employees to contribute valuable ideas for improving
organizational efficiency.

In addition to upward and dawn ward communication, there is horizontal .or
lateral communication between equals. This, is mare informal in nature and is necessary
in promoting a supportive organizational climate. For example, supervisors at the same
level but from different departments, having lunch together or coffee together can
discuss and organize their activities in such a manner that they complement each
other and the process is beneficial to the company as a whole.
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Wenburg and Wilmont suggest that instead of communication being “upward” or
“downward” which is inter communication, it should be “transactional” communication
which is mutual and reciprocal because, “All persons are engaged in sending (encoding)
and receiving (decoding) messages simultaneously. Each person is constantly sharing
in the encoding and decoding process and each person is affecting the other.” In the
transactional process the communication is not simply flow of information, but it develops
a personal linkage between the superior and the subordinate.

According to Katz and Kahn, there are five purposes served “by superior-
subordinate communication process. These are:

l. To give specific job instructions and directions.
2. To give information about organizational procedures and practices.
3. To educate employees as to why their jobs are important.
4. To give feedback to subordinates about their performance, as to how well

they are doing and how they can improve.
5. To provide ideological type information to facilitate the indoctrination of

goals.
It has been found that in most classical types of organizations only the first two of

these five purposes are generally accomplished. Attention to the other three purposes
has a very positive impact upon the organizational climate. As Katz and Kahn point
out, “If the man knows the reasons for his assignment, this would often ensure his
carrying out the job more effectively; and if he has an understanding of what his job is
about in relation to his sub-system, he is more likely to identify with organizational
goals.”

In order to achieve these five communication purposes effectively, it is necessary
to have effective superior-subordinate communication, which requires Ii careful attention
to the needs and the psychology of the receiver. The importance of the receiver
should not be ignored. Donald Roberts has suggested the following ways in which the
downward flow of communication can affect the receiver.

• People’s interpretations of communications coincide with the already held
beliefs and attitudes

• People usually resist messages and communications that require sudden
changes because most people follow the path of least resistance

• Messages that require some kind of change are more easily acceptable if
the entire surrounding environment is also changing alongside

• Messages that conflict with values of the receivers will not be acceptable
even if these messages are rational and logically desirable

• Messages that fulfil some needs of the receiver will be more easily
acceptable

Based on these observations, it is important that the superior and subordinate
work together and have a personal linkage along with professional relationship so that
they can discuss the problems more amicably and arrive at solutions.

Oral and Written Communication
Oral communication is known as face to face communication and may be in the form
of direct talk and conversation or the public address. It also includes telephone calls or
talking on the intercom system. It is most effective when settling a dispute among
employees or reprimanding a worker. In one-way form of communication, it is very
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effective for leaders to address the followers via public address system or audio-
visual media. The human voice can impart the message much more forcefully and
effectively than written words and is an effective way of changing attitudes, beliefs
and feelings, since faith, trust and sincerity can be much better measured in a face-to-
face conversation rather than in written words.

Advantages
• It is direct, simple, time saving and least expensive form of communication.
• It allows for feedback and spontaneous thinking.
• It helps in avoiding delays, red tape and other formalities.
• It conveys personal warmth and friendliness and it develops a sense of belonging

because of personalized contacts.
• Any misunderstanding can be cleared immediately.

Disadvantages
• There is no formal record of transaction.
• If the verbal message is passed on along the hierarchial chain of command then

some distortions can occur during the process.
• Lengthy and distant communications cannot be effectively conveyed verbally.
• The receiver may receive the message in his own perception and thus

misunderstand the intent of the message.
    • Spontaneous responses may not be carefully thought about.

 • The spirit of authority cannot be transmitted effectively in verbal transactions
   • More or less or different meaning might be conveyed by manner of speaking,

tone of voice and facial expressions.

Written Communication
A written communication is put in writing and is generally in the form of instructions,
letters, memos, formal reports, rules and regulations, policy manuals, information
bulletins etc. These areas have to be covered in writing for efficient functioning of an
organization. It is most effective when it is required to communicate information that
requires action in the future and where the communication is that of general informational
nature. It also ensures that everyone concerned has the same information.

Advantages
• It serves as evidence of events and proceedings.
• It provides a permanency of record for future references.
• It reduces the possibility of misunderstanding and misinterpretation.
• It can save time when many persons must be contacted at the same time.
• It is reliable for transmitting lengthy statistical data.
• It appears formal and authoritative for action.
• It can be checked for accuracy, which may not be always possible in verbal

communication.
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Disadvantages
• It can be very time-consuming for lengthy reports.
• There is no feedback opportunity to be sure that the receiver has understood

the message.
• Written material may leak out before time, causing disruption in its effectiveness.
• It leads to excessive formality in personal relations.

Communication Grapevines
While it is necessary to have a formal organizational structure for communication
channels, since an effective network and flow of communication may, “regulate
behavior, encourage innovation, integrate or coordinate activities and inform or instruct,
employees, it is also very beneficial to attend to informal channels of communication,
commonly known as grapevine which can communicate important operational matters
to the management, that would not be feasible through formal channels.

This type of communication is more lateral in nature and is built around the
social relationship and social interaction among the members of the organization. This
informal communication can be considered as a beneficial safety valve capable of
carrying important information quickly and accurately. It can also be considered as
destructive, focussing on its capacity to spread rumours, destroy morale, misinform
and create interpersonal problems. Such consideration will depend upon the type of
climate that exists in the organization.

There are some problems with the hierarchial channels of communication that
can be minimized through informal channels of communication. According to A. K.
Mazumdar, such problems are as follows:

• The mass of information that is generated every day, if communicated through
formal channels, will create a bottleneck in the speedy flow of information
at any level in the hierarchial structure.

• Due to several levels in the hierarchial process, much of the information is
lost or distorted at each step, since each person at each level may perceive
the information in a different perspective. According to Ralph G. Nichols,
“There is a tremendous loss of information–37 per cent between the Board
of Directors and the Vice Presidential level. General supervisors got 56 per
cent of the information, plant managers and general foremen received only
30 per cent of what had been transmitted downward to them. An average
of only 20 per cent of the communication sent downwards through the five
levels of management finally gets to the worker level”.

• There can be some distortion in information to be communicated in what is
known as “protective screening.” A subordinate is likely to report to his
superior only that portion of the information which is favourable and either
ignores or distorts the information that is unfavourable to him.

Keith Davis has suggested that grapevine channel of information should
complement the formal channel of communication so that they both have a synergetic
effect for the benefit of the organization.

Barriers to Effective Communication
The communication must be interpreted and understood in the same manner as it was
meant to be sent by the sender, otherwise it will not achieve the desired results and a
communication breakdown will occur. There are certain external roadblocks to effective
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communication like noise, poor timing, incomplete, inadequate or unclear information,
poor choice of channel of transmission of information etc., which can affect the proper
reception of the communication. In addition, there are personal factors which may
interpret the communication not in the same manner as it was intended by the sender
but in a way that the receiver wants to receive, depending upon the stimuli present,
emotions or prejudices for or against a concept or ideology or personal conflicts so
that instead of interpreting the content of the communication, the intent of the sender
may be interpreted.

According to Rogers and Roethlisberger, the communication effectiveness is
always influenced by “our very natural tendency to judge, to evaluate, to approve or
disapprove the statement of the other person or other group.” This evaluation tendency
may alter the meaning of the entire communication. Accordingly, the management
should not only attempt to eliminate all external barriers so that the communication is
clear and to the point, but also try to understand the perceptions and attitudes of the
receiver. Only then can the communication have its maximum effect.

Some of the organizational barriers and some of the interpersonal barriers to
effective communication are discussed below.

l. Noise Barriers. Noise is any external factor which interferes with the
effectiveness of communication. The term is derived from noise or static
effects in telephone conversations or radio wave transmission. It may cause
interference in the process of communication by distraction or by blocking a
part of the message or by diluting the strength of the communication. Some
of the sources contributing towards noise factor are:

• Poor timing: The manager must know when to communicate. A
message that requires action in the distant future may be forgotten
by the time action is to be taken. Similarly, a last minute
communication with a deadline may put too much pressure on the
receiver and may result in resentment. A message must be sent at
an appropriate time to avoid these problems.

• Inappropriate channel: Poor choice of channel of communication
can also be contributory to the misunderstanding of the message.
The manager must decide whether the communication would be
most effective if it is written or by a telephone call or a face to face
conversation or a combination of these modes. If the communication
has been initiated through a telephone call, then it may be necessary
to confirm the message of the call by putting it in writing. The face
to face communication generally emphasizes the strength of the
message because it is supported by non-verbal gestures of eye
contact, hand gestures, facial expressions, tone of voice etc.

• Improper or inadequate information: The information must be
meaningful to the employee. It must be precise and to the point. Too
little or too much information endangers effective communication.
Ambiguity or use of words that can lend to different interpretations
should be avoided.

 • Physical distractions: The manager must recognize that in the
case of face to face communications, any distractions can interfere
with the process. Telephone interruptions, walk-in visitors or
attending to other matters can interfere with the effective
communication process. These external disturbances must be
avoided.
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• Organizational structure: The organizational structure should be such
that the chain of command and channels of communication are clearly
established and the responsibility and authority are clearly assigned.
Communication may be blocked, chaotic or distorted if the channels are
not clear and if the passages are blocked, or if there are bottlenecks or
dead ends.

• Information overload: As dynamic changes are continuously occurring
in our life, in our society and in bur organizations, they create a mass of
information to be processed. Overload occurs when individuals receive
more information than they are capable of processing. The result could
be confusion in processing of information or some important information
may be laid aside for the purpose of convenience.

• Network breakdown: Network breakdown maybe intentional or due to
information overload and time pressures under which a communication
has to be acted upon. Some factors contributing to such disruptions are:

• Important negative information may be withheld by the managers
• Secretary may forget to forward a memo
• Professional jealousy resulting in closed channels

2. Semantic Barriers: These barriers occur due to differences in individual
interpretations of words and symbols. The words and paragraphs must be
interpreted with the same meaning as was intended. The choice of a wrong
word or a comma at a wrong place in a sentence can sometimes alter the
meaning of the intended message. Many times, we have to explain that “it was
not what I meant” or “you misunderstood my message” etc. due to poor choice
of words. For example, a night club advertisement sign, “clean and decent
dancing every night except Sunday,” could lead to two interpretations. First
that there is no dancing on Sundays and second that there is dancing on. Sundays
but it is not clean and decent. Accordingly it is advised that if there is any
ground for, misunderstanding in a message, that it be reconfirmed with the
sender. For example, if you are giving your address to someone on the telephone,
it is advisable that the receiver repeat this address so that the sender can verify
it right away to reassure its effectiveness.

3. Feedback Barriers: Feedback is the only way to’ ascertain’ how the message
was interpreted. Feedback closes the communication loop and is important for
effective communication. It is equally important to pay attention to the feedback.
The feedback may be for the purpose or communicating the results of an action
or it may be for asking questions about the communication for further
clarifications. A student who misunderstands a question in the exam, but does
not have the provision to ask for clarification may end up giving the wrong
answer.

4. Cultural Barriers: The cultural differences can adversely affect the
communication effectiveness, specially for multinational companies and
enterprises with multiethnic work-force. Some examples are as follows:

• Advertisement about Action Man Soldier toys, where toys soldiers
were in tanks holding machine guns, were not permitted in West
Germany where they were interpreted as promoting violence.

• In Austria and France, the children are not permitted to do television
commercials.
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• Most Jewish people will not work on Saturdays and most Muslims
will not work on Friday afternoons.

• Establishing deadlines to accomplish work assignment is considered
rude in most Middle East countries.

• Punctuality in some countries is not considered important.
• Many important meetings and actions are contemplated after

consultations with astrologers in India.
• “Coke adds life” may be misinterpreted as a device for long life.

Accordingly, management must recognize these barriers as culturally oriented
and identify these cultural differences and attempt to minimize any adverse
effects on communication effectiveness due to’ these differences.

5. Perception: Perception relates to the process through which we receive and
interpret information from our environment and create a meaningful word out
of it. Different people may perceive the same situation differently. Hearing
what we want to’ hear and ignoring information that conflicts with what we
know can totally distort the intent or content of the message. Some of the
perceptual situations that may distort a manager’s assessment of people resulting
in reduced effectiveness of the communication are:

• A manager may perceive people to belong to one category or another as
stereotypes, rather than individuals. For example, he may perceive women
to be less efficient, managers or old people less hard working or lacking
drive and creativity.

• A manager may make a total assessment of a person based on a single
trait. A pleasant smile may make a positive first impression. Punctuality
alone or loyalty alone may cause a favourable perception in the mind of
the manager. This is known as the halo effect.

• A manager may assume that his subordinate’s perception about things
may be similar to his own. A manager who accepts added responsibility
and challenges with enthusiasm may expect the same from his subordinates.
This perception limits the manager’s ability’ to effectively respond to and
deal with individual differences and differing views of work situations.

The management must realize these differences in perceptions and take steps
to understand the environment. A successful manager must be aware of the
impact of factors that affect perception by interaction with others and should
also possess the ability to influence or change the perceptions of others where
necessary so that events and situations are interpreted as accurately and
objectively as possible. For example, an employee may resist a message simply
because the employee has not developed a trust in the manager due to past
experiences. If the employee was promised a bonus or promotion on certain
accomplishments and did not receive the promised rewards, he may tend to
ignore the communication wherever possible. Accordingly, the manager must
take steps to eliminate such negative perceptions among the employee.

6. Sender Credibility: When the sender of the communication has high credibility
in the eyes of the receive, the message is taken much more seriously and
accepted at face value. If the receiver has confidence, trust and respect for the
sender, then the decoding and the interpretation of the message will lead to a
meaning that would be closer to the intended meaning of the sender. Conversely,
if the sender is not trusted, then the receiver will scrutinize the message heavily
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and deliberately look for hidden meanings or tricks and may end up distorting
the entire message.

7. Multi-meaning words: Many words in English, language have different
meaning when used in different situations. Accordingly, a manager must not
assume that a particular word means the same thing to all people who use it. A
study by Lydia Strong concluded that for the 500 most common words in English,
there are 4,070 different dictionary definitions. For example, the word “run”
can be used in 15 different ways. Some of the examples are:

• Babe Ruth scored a run.
• I have a run in my stocking.
• Did you see him run?
• What headline do you want to run today.
• There was a run on the bank today.
• Who will run for President this year? Please run my bath water etc.

Accordingly, the managers must make sure that they use the word in the
same manner as the receiver is expected to understand it, otherwise it will create a
barrier to proper understanding of the message.

Overcoming Communication Barriers
It is very important for the management to recognize and overcome barriers to effective
communication for operational optimization and this would involve diagnosing and
analyzing situations, designing proper messages, selecting appropriate channels for
communicating these messages, assisting receivers in decoding and interpreting and
providing an efficient and effective feedback system. Some of the steps taken are as
follows.

1. Feedback and upward communication: Feedback helps to reduce
misunderstandings. The information is transferred more accurately when the
receiver is given the opportunity to ask for clarifications and answers to any
questions about the message. Two way communication even though more time
consuming, avoids distrust and leads to trust and openness which ‘builds a
healthy relationship contributing to communication effectiveness.
Upward communication is strengthened by keeping an open-door policy and
providing opportunities for workers to give suggestions which should be taken
seriously by the management by acknowledging them and taking appropriate
action.

2. Improve listening skills: According to Stuart Chase, “listening is the other
half of talking” and is a very important part of the total communication process.
Listening is an active mental process and goes beyond simply hearing. Good
listening habits lead to better understanding and good relationships with each
other. Some guidelines for effective listening are:

• Listening requires full attention to the speaker. Do not let your mind wander
or be preoccupied with something else, otherwise you would not grasp
the meaning of the message in its entirety.

• The language used, tone of voice, expression and emotions should receive
proper attention. Listen for feelings in the message content and respond
positively to these feelings.
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• Ask questions to clarify any point that you do not understand clearly and
reflect back to the speaker your understanding of what has been said.

• Make sure that there are no outside interruptions and interferences during
the course of conversation.

• Do not prejudge or value the importance of the message due to your
previous dealings and experiences with the sender or your perceptions
about him, positive or negative.

• Don’t jump to conclusions before the message is over and is clearly
understood.

• Summarize and restate the message after it is over to doubly make sure
about the content and the intent of the message.

3. Develop writing skills: Clearly written messages can help avoid semantic
and perception barriers. A well written communication eliminates the possibility
of misunderstanding and misinterpretation. In writing messages, it is necessary
to be precise, making the meaning as clear as possible so that it accomplishes
the desired purpose. Some helpful hints in written communications are suggested
by Robert DeGise, as follows:

• Keep words simple: This will reduce your thoughts to essentials and will
be easier to understand by the receiver. The message will be lost if the
words are complex and do not lend to clear single meaning.

• Do not be bogged down by rules of composition: While the rules of
grammar and composition must be respected, they should not take priority
over the ultimate purpose of the communication.

• Write concisely: Use as few words as possible. Do not be brief at the
cost of completeness, but express your thoughts, opinions and ideas in the
fewest number of words.

• Be specific: Vagueness destroys accuracy which leads to
misunderstanding of the meaning or intent of the message. Accordingly
be specific and to the point.

4. Avoid credibility gaps: Communication is a continuing process and the goal
of the communication is complete understanding and trust. Accordingly, the
management must be sincere and earn the trust of the subordinates. Management
should not only be sensitive to the needs and the feelings of the workers, but
also its promises should be supported by actions. The word of the management
should be as good as a bond. Only then would an atmosphere of congeniality
accrue, which would enhance the communication process. According to studies
conducted by J. Luft, openness and an atmosphere of trust builds healthy
relationship and closes any credibility gaps, thus contributing to communication,
effectiveness.

Guidelines for Effective Communication
These guidelines are designed to help management improve their skills in communicating
so as not only to avoid any barriers to effective communication but also to strengthen
the basis for optimum results which depend upon the clear understanding of the desired
communication. These guidelines are partially based upon the principles proposed by
American Management Association. These are:

1. Ideas and messages should be clear, brief and precise: The ideas to be
communicated must be well planned and clearly identified. This will eliminate
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ambiguity so that the message will not be subject to more than one interpretation.
The message must be clear, precise and to the point and free from distortions
and noise. It should also be brief so that it is just necessary and sufficient and
should avoid loose ends or meaningless and unnecessary words.

2. Sense of timing: The message should not only be timely so that the decisions
and actions can be taken in time ‘and when necessary, but also the timing of the
message and the environmental setting in which the message is delivered and
received is equally important. An important message delivered at the wrong
time or in a non-conducive environment may lose its effectiveness. The
environment involves physical setting, i.e., whether the communication is
conveyed in private, and also it involves the social climate which determines
the work setting as well as interpersonal relationships.

3. Integrity: The communication must pass through the proper channels to reach
the intended receiver. The communication flow and its spread must avoid by-
passing levels or people. When these concerned levels are omitted or by-passed,
it creates bickering, distrust, confusion and conflict. Accordingly, the established
channels must be used as required.

4. Consult with others who are involved in planning the communication:
If people have participated in the planning process, they would be highly
motivated to give active support to such communication and carry it through.
Also such participation would widen the scope and the objectivity of
communication. The people who are concerned must know; know exactly what
they need and when they need the communication. The purpose of the
communication must be clearly known by all as to what is to be achieved and
how.

5. Be prepared to help the receiver: Take the receiver’s interests into account,
then the receiver will be more responsive to the communication. The
management must clarify any part of the communication that may be necessary
and must encourage comments, questions and feedback. The management must
always be helpful in carrying out the intended message of the communication.

6. Mode of delivery: Not only the clarity on intent and the content of the message
is important and necessary, but also the method of delivery. Avoid negative
statements like, “I am .not sure, it will work”, but be confident and definitive.
The success of the communication also depends upon the tone of voice; if the
communication is verbal, expressions and emotions exhibited, attentiveness to
the receiver etc. ‘The written communication should be polite and unambiguous.

7. Use proper follow-up: Unless it is a one-way communication,  which is simply
meant to inform, all communications need a follow up to ensure that it was
properly understood and carried out. A verbal communication may need to be
followed up by written confirmation. The response and feedback to the
communication would determine whether the action to the communication has
been prompt, appropriate and accurate. Inappropriate or delayed responses
should be immediately investigated and corrective measures instituted.

8. Communication should be comprehensive: Communication should be
complete so as not only to meet the demands of today but should also be based
on future need of the organization as well as individuals. A reasonable projection
and assessment of future needs and environments–both work and social-should
be incorporated, when planning and executing communication.

Check Your Progress

7. Which are the seven
communication factors
that are considered the
function of objective
authority?

8. Which are the
purposes served by
superior-subordinate
communication
process?
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3.6 SUMMARY
• Leadership is an integral part of management and plays a vital role in managerial

operations. If there is any single factor that differentiates between successful
and unsuccessful organizations, it could be considered as dynamic and effective
leadership. Peter Drucker points out that managers (business leaders) are the
basic and scarcest resources of any business enterprise.

• Leadership can be formal or informal. The formal leadership occurs when a
person is appointed or elected as an authority figure. For example, anyone who
is appointed to the job of a manager is also given the authority to exercise
formal leadership in relationship to his subordinates.

• Many studies have been conducted in order to identify and separate such
characteristics and personal traits that reflect the behavior of successful leaders.
These traits then could be set up as standards against which the profiles of
leaders could be matched and judged. However, such attempts have not been
successful.

• There are mainly three important components of decision-making—what exactly
does a man do when he makes a decision? He is faced with a problem, or, for
that matter, recognizes a problem. In the second step, he has a number of
alternatives. He himself seeks them out or they are presented to him and he
looks at the alternatives. And the third step is the choosing of one alternative
out of the whole lot that one alternative which, according to him, will give the
best results.

• There are many non-programmed decisions that are made by an individual in
his capacity as a manager or a decision maker, even though most unique decisions
are made by groups or computers which can process a vast amount of varied
information and compare the validity and utility of such data, analyze alternative
courses of action and suggest an alternative that would achieve optimum results.
An individual decision is not generally so rational.

• There are many situations which suddenly come up as ill-structured problems
confronting the manager requiring him to devise unique solutions. The manager
may make the decision himself or he may assign the responsibility to a task
force or a group to look at the problem objectively and come up with a
recommendation. The group decision would become particularly appropriate
for non-programmed decisions because these decisions are complex and few
individuals have all the knowledge and skills necessary to make the best decision.

• While the composition of the group is very important for effective decision-
making, the presence of a responsible group leader is a key element in steering
the group discussion and participation. A good leader of the group would not
dominate the discussion but generally guide the members towards the established
goal and moderate the discussion.

• The synectic approach encourages the creative individual to think around the
problem rather than attacking it directly and look for minute and novel elements
in the problem or the situation that could create a different angle of approach to
the problem.

• The force of motivation is a dynamic force setting a person into motion or
action. The word motivation is derived from motive which is an active form of
a desire, craving or need, which must be satisfied. All motives are directed
towards goals and the needs and desires affect or change your behavior which
becomes goal oriented.
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• Some of the behavioral characteristics that account for enormous diversity in
human behavior are a product of our exposure to various situations both within
the family and the outside environment. These characteristics are learned, where
learning is defined as a relatively permanent change in behavior resulting from
interactions with the environment.

• The environment surrounding the work place has two elements. These are
physical and social. The physical environment at work place is the arrangement
of people and things so that it has a positive influence on people. Some of the
physical factors that influence behavior are noise level, heat, light, ventilation,
cleanliness, accessibility of work tools, space utilization, color coordination, nature
of job, office furnishing, number of people working at a given place etc.

• Job enrichment involves deliberate upgrading of responsibility and challenges
at work. More and more works are being redesigned to make it more
“meaningful,” and in some cases it includes giving employees responsibility for
the planning and control of work and operations.

• Communication is considered to be the most important and most effective
ingredient of the management process. Interpersonal communication is
fundamental to all managerial activities.

3.7 KEY TERMS
• Leadership: It may be defined as the art of influencing and inspiring subordinates

to perform their duties.
• Programmed decisions: These kinds of decisions are generally routine,

repetitive and applicable to known problems.
• Motivation: It represents an unsatisfied need which creates a state of tension

and disequilibrium, causing the individual to move in a goal-directed pattern
towards restoring a state of equilibrium by satisfying the need.

• Operant theory: It is based upon the premise that behavior or job performance
is not a function of inner thoughts, feelings, perceptions and emotions but is
keyed to the nature of the outcome of such behaviour.

• Communication: It refers to the transmitting and sharing of ideas, opinions,
facts and information in a manner that is perceived and understood by the
receiver.

3.8 ANSWERS TO ‘CHECK YOUR PROGRESS’
1. Some of traits of a leader according to Jago are:

• Energy, drive
• Appearance, presentability
• A sense of cooperativeness
• Enthusiasm
• Personality-height and weight
• Initiative
• Intelligence
• Judgment
• Self-confidence
• Sociability
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• Tact and diplomacy
• Moral courage and integrity
• Willpower and flexibility
• Emotional stability
• Knowledge of human relations

2. The advantages of free-reign leadership are:
(a) It creates an environment of freedom, individuality as well as the team

spirit.
(b) It is highly creative, with a free and informal work environment.
(c) This approach is very useful where people are highly motivated and

achievement oriented.
3. The common forms of programmed decisions are rules, policies and procedures.
4. One such technique of decision-making is brainstorming. Brainstorming technique

involves a group of people, usually between five and ten, setting around a table,
in a classroom setting, generating ideas in the form of free association. This
generates a variety of ideas and solutions. All these ideas are written on a
blackboard with a piece of chalk, so that everybody can see every idea and try
to improve upon them. These ideas are now analyzed and unpractical solutions
are discarded. The idea behind the brainstorming session is to have as many
ideas generated as possible and no idea is criticized no matter how absurd it
sounds and no evaluation of any ideas is made until the end of the discussion.

5. The social environment relates to interaction among people and respect for
numerous social and societal laws, rules, and norms created by people to regulate
and control behavior of people. These social influences are affected by family
environment, friends, associates, peers at work, groups to which an individual
belongs etc. Much of the behavior is an outcome of respect for norms and
laws. Norms are unwritten rules and informal expectations about how people
behave in certain social situations.

6. Escape conditioning is a kind of negative reinforcement or avoidance conditioning
and is also meant to strengthen the desired behavior. However, unlike the positive
reinforcement where an employee works hard to gain financial favors, the
employee under avoidance conditioning, works hard to avoid the negative aspects
of the environment.

7. The seven communication factors are:
(a) The channels of communication must be clearly set and be known to all.
(b) Every member of the organization should be reached by some channel of

communication.
(c) The line of communication should be as direct as possible.
(d) There should be no blockage in the line of communication and the complete

formal line should be used.
(e) The communicator should be highly skilled in the art of communication.
(f) The line of communication should be constantly kept open.
(g) Every communication should be authenticated.

8. According to Katz and Kahn, there are five purposes served “by superior-
subordinate communication process. These are:
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(a) To give specific job instructions and directions.
(b) To give information about organizational procedures and practices.
(c) To educate employees as to why their jobs are important.
(d) To give feedback to subordinates about their performance, as to how well

they are doing and how they can improve.
(e) To provide ideological type information to facilitate the indoctrination of

goals.

3.9 QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

Short-Answer Questions
1. What is formal and informal leadership?
2. What is the premise of the path-goal theory?
3. What is the relationship between leadership and power?
4. What is decision-making and why is it an important skill for an administrator?
5. List the advantages and disadvantages of group decision-making.
6. List the steps of the process of qualitative decision-making.
7. What leads to a person being motivated?
8. List the steps of the motivation process.
9. What are the principles of job enrichment?

10. Which are the common objectives of communication?

Long-Answer Questions
1. Describe the trait theory of leadership.
2. List and explain the various styles of leadership.
3. Which are the various types of decision-making? Explain in detail.
4. Discuss individual decision-making, including the environment factors that have

an impact on the decision-maker.
5. What can be qualified as leader behaviour? Which are the categories of basic

characteristics of a leader? Discuss these characteristics in detail.
6. Which are the various causes of human behaviour? Elaborate.
7. Explain the operant theory with examples.
8. Describe the barriers to effective communication in detail, with examples.

3.10 FURTHER READING
Willoughby, W.F. 1927. Principles of Public Administration. Publications of Institute

for Government Research.
Gullick, S. and Urwick, L. 1937. Papers on the Science of Administration. New

York: Institute of Public Administration.
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4.0 INTRODUCTION
The major hallmarks of administration are institution building, modernization and socio-
economic development. In contemporary times, administration is associated with the
creation and execution of plans, legislations, programmes and projects. Hence, the
political and economic aspects of development are the major concerns in developing
countries. The key aim of the democratic government is to give a better quality of life
to its citizens. As a result, these states, irrespective of size or status, work hard to
achieve the goals of good governance and development planning. In order to carry out
the plans in a systematic manner, the government laid down certain guidelines which
include the detailed information regarding vision, focus and the various steps that will
be carried out by the administrative agencies. The plan is one of the most important
tools through which the government reviews its functioning. It could be a disaster for
the sustainable development of a nation, if there is no plan. Therefore, you cannot
ignore the importance of development planning.

In this unit, you will learn about various new concepts of public administration,
including comparative administration, new public administration, new public
management, development administration, Rigg’s model and citizens’ participation in
administration.

4.1 UNIT OBJECTIVES
After going through this unit, you will be able to:

• Explain the nature, issues and characteristics of comparative public administration
• Discuss the various dimensions of new public administration
• Describe the concept of new public management
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• Explain the nature, issues and characteristics of development administration
• Examine Rigg’s model
• Evaluate participation if cutuzebs in administration

4.2 COMPARATIVE PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION: NATURE,
ISSUES AND CHARACTERISTICS

In 1887, in his famous article, ‘The Study of Administration’, Woodrow Wilson
emphasized the need for comparative studies of administration. In 1947, Robert A
Dahl, in his essay, ‘The Science of Public Administration: Three Problems’ called
for more research on Comparative Public Administration.

Woodrow Wilson in 1887 was the first, to call for the separation of administration
from politics, as the relationship between politics and administration is so intertwined
that it became almost difficult to set a barrier between the two. According to Wilson,
politics should be concerned with the formulation of policies and administration should
be concerned with the implementation of policies. This difference between establishing
a policy and implementing it never occurred to have any value or worth to make it
stay. The difficulty with bureaucrats and agency executives is their making of
discretionary choices and executing initiatives. These are as active in the development
of policies as other activities of politicians.  To state more simply, expression and
execution of the will of the state (by formulating policy) are similar activities. Appleby
believed that ‘public administration is policy-making’. 

For the first time in 1952, a sincere effort was made in the US, when a conference
was organized on comparative administration in Princeton University. It was during
this conference that a sub-committee under the committee on public administration,
entitled Comparative Public Administration, was established. This was done to develop
a criterion of relevance and a design for field studies in foreign countries.
The conclusions of the conference are summarized below:

• Distinction should be drawn between policy values in government programmes
and academic values in understanding administration

• Focused research would be more rewarding than reclassifying existing data
• Criteria of relevance are indispensable

Later, a sub-committee of the committee on Public Administration of the
American Political Science Association was formed to develop a frame of reference
of the criteria of relevance, which would guide researches in public administration in
the future.

The study of Comparative Public Administration contributes to a greater
understanding of the individual characteristics of administrative systems functioning in
different nations and cultures. Besides, comparative studies also help in explaining
factors responsible for cross-national and cross-cultural similarities as well as differences
in the administrative systems.

The CAG (Comparative Administrative Group) defined Comparative Public
Administration as ‘the theory of Public Administration, as applied to diverse cultures
and national settings and the body of factual data, by which it can be expanded and
tested.’ The theoretical thrust of comparative public administration movement is evident
in what Fred Riggs has observed as the desirable character of truly comparative
studies. Riggs has stated that the term ‘comparative’ should be restricted, strictly
speaking, to empirical, nomothetic, and ecological studies. He highlighted three trends
in the comparative study of public administration:
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1. From normative towards more empirical approaches
2. A shift from a predominantly non-ecological to an ecological basis for the

study of public administration
3. A shift from ideographic studies (one nation studies) to nomothetic studies

(universal studies)
Nimrod Raphaeili defined Comparative Public Administration as a study of public

administration on a comparative basis. Robert Jackson defined it as the phase of study
which is concerned with making rigorous cross-cultural comparisons of the structures
and processes involved in the activity of administering public affairs. Ferrel Heady has
distinguished among four important foci of research in Comparative Public
Administration. These facts are:

1. Modified traditional
2. Development oriented
3. General system model building
4. Middle-range theory formulation

Writings in modified traditional approach show continuity with the earlier literature
of somewhat parochial character. It includes basically descriptive comparison of
administration in Western countries with particular reference to the administrative in
Western countries and with particular reference to the administrative organizations
and civil service systems. The development orientation is concerned essentially with
the problems of public administration in the context of rapid socio-economic and political
changes. Its emphasis is on the capabilities of administrative systems to direct socio-
economic change in a society. The general system model building is concerned with
the study of administrative systems in the overall contexts of their social environment.
Thus, its focus is generally on the whole society. However, the middle range theory is
more specific in its subject of focus and it concentrates on certain components or
characteristics of an administrative system.

Concept of Comparative Public Administration
Comparative Public Administration emerged only after the Second World War, as a
field of study. The first conference on Comparative Administration was held at Princeton
University in the United States in September 1952 under the auspices of the Public
Administration Clearing House. Nimrod Raphaeli has identified this conference as the
starting point of the study of Comparative Public Administration in the US since
systematic research and teaching methods in Comparative Public Administration were
first conceived at this conference.

Why did Comparative Public Administration emerge only after the Second World
War? A few reasons can be adduced to explain the post-war rise of Comparative
Public Administration.

1. Behavioural revolution: In the first place, Comparative Public
Administration became important as an academic field of study, soon
after the ‘outbreak’ of the so-called behavioural revolution in political
science. Henderson has argued that the intellectual roots of Comparative
Public Administration theory lie in American behavioural science. He is
correct for the behavioural revolution in political science, which has been
the source of apprehension for Comparative Public Administration, by the
development of stringent methods for scientifically studying public
administration.
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2. Dissatisfaction with traditional approaches: Related to the above point
was the dissatisfaction on the part of scholars, in the field with the parochial
nature of traditional approaches to public administration. James Heaphey
has referred to the ‘dissatisfaction with reliance upon American experience
as the sole basis of an administrative science’, while as we have seen
earlier, Woodrow Wilson was the first American scholar to stress the
need for more data on administration in other countries by using the
comparative method. Although, Wilson’s plea for more comparative
research in public administration was reiterated some sixty years later by
Robert Dahl, it should be noted that unlike Wilson, Dahl was more emphatic
with regard to the parochial nature of traditional public administration
research and more explicitly concerned with the importance of comparison,
as a pre-requisite for the development of a science of public administration.

3. Emergence of developing countries: A third reason for the emergence
of Comparative Public Administration after World War II was the
mushrooming of new states in Africa, Asia and Latin America during the
same period. These countries, by and large, are underdeveloped in varying
degrees, in the social, economic and political spheres. As such, their main
goals are nation building and socio-economic development. Given the
infancy of three states it is not surprising that a great deal of research
remains to be done, if the existing fund of knowledge on such societies is
to increase. The field of Comparative Public Administration is thus an
attempt to intensify the collection of data on the nature of public
administration in the developing countries.

4. Technical assistance programmes for research: The final reason for
the birth of Comparative Public Administration after the Second World
War was the post-war concern with technical assistance on the part of
the US and to a lesser extent, the United Nations. Indeed, in the US,
technical assistance efforts reinforced the importance of Comparative
Public Administration. Such efforts made Americans, especially experts
involved in these programmes, aware that administrative structures or
principles applicable in the US were not necessarily suitable in the
developing countries.

Moreover, research efforts in Comparative Public Administration at that time
received a tremendous boost from the generous financial support provided by aid-
giving agencies in the United States, such as the Agency for International Development
and the Ford Foundation, which needed to know more about the recipient countries.

Origin and Tradition of Comparative Public Administration
It was Woodrow Wilson who could be credited with the introduction of comparative
study of public administration. He was the first comparativist who compared the
American system of governance to the cabinet system in United Kingdom, to
demonstrate that the US lacked unified authority in several fields of administration.

Initially a comparative study on a small-scale began in the 19th century. It started
with various reform movements in the US, like the municipal reforms, civil service
reforms, etc. Government changes in the latter part of the 19th century made several
comparisons within the US. Such comparative studies were aimed at increasing the
efficiency of public administration in the US. The turn of events during and after
World War II changed the state of the comparative literature drastically. The underlying
motivating sources for the systematic study of Comparative Public Administration in
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the US can be broadly divided into policy oriented catalysts and intellectual oriented
catalysts. Policy oriented catalysts meant those factors, primarily involving policy
concerns, which have motivated the development of an interest in the comparative
study of public administration. Such factors stimulate the growth of practical knowledge
aimed at more effective policy making and execution in concrete situations. The trend
towards a greater interest in comparative studies continued after World War II. The
Marshall Plan for the economic recovery of Europe and later, the Point Four Programme
for developing nations, had increased the American political and economic commitments
abroad. Such commitments required the exporting of technical services, a process
which was accompanied by large-scale documenting and reporting. The American
scholars also joined United Nations technical assistance teams. Soon a campaign the
US government received the active assistance of universities and private foundations,
as well as the expertise of multilateral organizations. Scores of public administration
students were engaged in this giant venture. Besides these, the American scholars,
under the UN technical assistance made serious attempts to study the socio-political
and administrative set-up in the developing nations. Thus, comparative research in
public administration developed gradually with American scholars’ initiatives. The UN
itself has developed a significant world programme in public administration.

The post World War II period witnessed the emergence of a major interest in the
comparative study of political systems. The comparative politics movement and the
Comparative Public Administration movement share many common stimuli. Both have
experienced strong dissatisfaction with the traditional approaches; they share the
dominating concern with conceptual frameworks and both are inter-disciplinary in
orientation. They have focused predominantly in the developing nations. In fact, the
developments in comparative politics in the post World War II period have influenced
the emerging developments in Comparative Public Administration. New theoretical
search by political scientist’s like Almond, Binder, Coleman, La Palombara, Lucian
Pye and Weidner aspects of administration was given a new thrust in La Palmobara’s
‘Bureaucracy and Political Development’. In fact, this year called to an end the
politics-administration dichotomy and felt that both politics and administration are
experimenting with the same problems from different perspectives.

The American Political Science Association has done a commendable job by
establishing a committee to probe into the areas under which comparative research
can be made. The establishment of Comparative Administration Group (CAG) in 1963,
with the help of Ford Foundation was a milestone in the annals of Public Administration.
Fred Riggs was the chairman of the group from its inception, to the end of 1970.
Under the chairmanship of Fred W. Riggs, Comparative Public Administration is no
longer a sub-area within the broader field of public administration, but is becoming a
parallel focus, distinct from the current US cultural focus. The CAG has developed a
three-fold programme, designed to encourage research, teaching and more effective
public-policy formulation in the area of development administration. The CAG focused
on the administrative problems of developing countries viewed in the systemic context
of their social, cultural, political and economic environments. The group members
borrowed concepts extensively from social science disciplines like sociology, economics
and psychology. It further attempted to identify more essential elements of public
administration so that various studies could be organized to present really comparable
and significant material.

Some of the prominent scholars associated with the CAG are Ferrel Heady,
Braibanti, John Montgomery, Fred Riggs, William Siffin and D. Waldo. In the year
1972, CAG was merged with the International Committee of the American society for
public administration, to form the Section on International and Comparative
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Administration (SICA). It can be said that the period between 1963 and 1976 was the
golden era of Comparative Public Administration.

Initially, the CAG has focused development administration as a Third World
problem. But, today it also includes understanding of a country’s public administration
in its global context. The area for comparative research is wide enough to accommodate
the problems of developed and underdeveloped countries. The major areas of research
are bureaucracy, public policies, motivation, finance, developmental aspects of
administration, administrative setup, etc. The validity of comparative study in these
broad fields of public administration depends a lot on empirical support.

Comparative Public Administration deals with administrative organizations or
systems pertaining to different cultures and settings whose similar or dissimilar features
or characteristics are studied and compared in order to find out causes or ‘reasons for
efficient or effective performance or behaviour of administrators, civil servants or
bureaucrats. Ecological perspective is the main concern of comparative administration
scholars. The economic, social and political aspects explain the way administrative
systems operate.

Characteristics of Comparative Public Administration
The most important characteristics of the Comparative Public Administration are as
follows:

1. The first feature of comparative public administration is its youth. It is a relatively
new field or study in the sense that it only emerged after the Second World
War. In the words of Raphaeli, ‘Comparative public administration is a newcomer
to the community of academic instruction and research.’ He traced its origin to
the 1952 conference on administration held at Princeton University. It was
during this conference that a sub-committee under the committee on public
administration, entitled ‘Comparative Public Administration’ was established to
develop a criteria of relevance and a design for field studies in foreign countries.

2. The second feature of comparative public administration is to use Thomas S.
Kubn’s term, in a preparadigmatic stage, which is characterized by a diversity
of approaches and the absence of dominant model or paradigm. In fact, there
exists a plethora of competing approaches in the field. These approaches have
been classified by Fred W. Riggs in 1962, as normative, empirical, nomothetic,
idiographic, non-ecological and ecological approaches.

3. The third feature of Comparative Public Administration, according to Riggs, is
characterized by the following three trends:

(i) A shift from normative to empirical approaches
(ii) Within the empirical category, there has been a change in emphasis from

idiographic to nomothetic studies
(iii) A shift in focus from non-ecological to ecological approaches

In 1962, when Riggs first described these trends, he noted that the first trend
was fairly clear, but not the second and third trends, which were only beginning
to develop. The second and third trends have since then become more dominant
in Comparative Public Administration, as can be seen in the emphasis given to
nomothetic and ecological approaches in the field. However, this does not mean
that normative concerns are not important in Comparative Public Administration
any more. Indeed, it can be argued that there has been a resurgence of normative
concerns in Public Administration, in general and in Comparative Public
Administration, in particular, especially with the emergence of the New Public
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Administration movement. This movement arose from the post-behavioural
revolution in political science.

4. The fourth feature in the field of Comparative Public administration has been
dominated until recently by American scholars, on Public Administration in
general and members of the CAG in particular. The CAG made tremendous
contribution to the study of public administration in general and Comparative
Public Administration in particular through the sponsorship of research seminars
and conferences and its prodigious output of publications, which included a
newsletter, seminar reports, teaching materials, occasional papers and various
volumes in the CAG series, published by Duke University Press.

5. The fifth and final feature of Comparative Public Administration is its emphasis
on two primary motivational concerns: theory building and development
administration. This concern for theory has been recognized by most scholars
in the field, especially by Heady, Heaphey and Raphaeli. Theory building efforts
in Comparative Public Administration have so far concentrated on general and
middle-range theories. Examples of general theories are Fred W. Rigg’s macro
models of Agraria and Industria and his theory of Prismatic Society. The best
example of a middle range theory in Comparative Public Administration is Max
Weber’s ideal type bureaucracy. This has been critically reviewed by Alfred
Diamant and tested in Egypt by Morroe Berger and in Turkey by Robert Presthus.
In recent years, there has been a shift in emphasis from general theories to
middle-range theories in Comparative Public Administration.

Types of Comparative Administrative Studies
Broadly, there are the following four types of comparative administrative studies:

1. Inter-institutional comparison: A comparison of the structure and working
of the Defence Ministry of Government of India, with the Home Ministry is an
instance of inter-institutional comparison. It involves a comparison of two or
more administrative organization or its various parts.

2. Intra-national comparison: Comparison of district administration in Rajasthan
and Gujarat is an example of intra-national comparison. When an analysis in a
comparative perspective is taken up among various administrative systems
functioning within a country, it is an intra-national comparison.

3. Cross-national comparison: Comparing the training system of higher civil
service of Britain, India and France is an example of a cross-national comparison.
When two or more administrative systems (on their parts) are compared in the
settings of different nations, this is called costs-national comparison.

4. Cross-cultural comparison: Comparing the administrative system of the
People’s Republic of China with the US is called cross-cultural comparison. A
cross-cultural comparison of administrative system involves countries forming
part of different cultures and is known as cross-cultural comparison.

Nature of Comparative Administrative Studies
Public administration like political science is fundamentally comparative in nature.
Before the Second World War, there were several studies on comparative administration
but such studies were descriptive, normative and formal-legal in nature. Comparative
Public Administration, as Ferrel Heady has explained, addresses five motivating concerns
as an intellectual enterprise, the search for theory, the urge for practical application,
the incidental contribution of the broader field of comparative politics, the interest of
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researchers trained in the tradition of administrative law and the comparative analysis
of on-going problems of public administration. Fred Riggs, the noted scholar in the
field of comparative study of public administration, in one of his most cited articles,
observed that three ‘trend’s could be discerned in the comparative study of public
administration. These trends are as follows:

1. Normative to empirical: Traditional studies of public administration were
descriptive, historical and normative in nature. These studies emphasized on
good administration which was based on certain ideal principles. Efficiency
and economy were considered to be the hallmarks of the administrative systems.
A few models of administration, primarily of the Western democratic world,
were considered to be useful for all other administrative systems. After the
Second World War a number of developing countries emerged and it became
clear that a limited, culture-bound, normative approach to the study of public
administration was not adequate. The behavioural approach in public
administration motivated greater scientific research and construction of empirical
theory. These studies were more interested in finding out facts about structural
patterns and behavior of administrative systems, rather than in describing as to
what was good for each system. Now the trend is towards more and more
empirical studies on organizational behaviour and decision making in cross-
cultural contexts.

2. Ideographic to nomothetic: An ideographic approach concentrates on unique
cases - study of single agency, single country or even a single case in a single
cultural area. Nomothetic approach, on the other hand seeks to develop
generalization and theories which are based on analysis of regularities and
behaviour of administrative systems. Earlier studies of Comparative Public
Administration were ideographic in character and focused on the study of
individual nations or institutions and their approach was primarily descriptive.
These studies were comparative only for namesake and did not help in the
process of theory building. On the contrary, the objective of nomothetic studies
is to look at the similarities and differences of various administrative systems
existing in different nations and cultures and then draw certain generalizations
relating to administrative systems functioning at various levels and in different
settings. In the present state of comparative administrative studies, a large
number of studies are ideographic in character, but the emerging trends are
towards more and more nomothetic studies.

3. Non-ecological to ecological: The traditional studies ignored environmental
factors and were mainly non-ecological. There was no serious attempt to
examine the relationship between the administrative system and its environment.
However, the studies undertaken after 1945 have been specifically focused at
affinity and differences among environmental settings prevailing in different
nations and cultures. They have been attempting to examine the impact of
environment on the administrative system on the one hand and the influence of
the administrative system on the environment, on the other.

In brief, recent literature on Comparative Public Administration, particularly that
the CAG sponsored, reflects a growing interest in empirical, nomothetic and ecological
approaches.

Scope and Significance of Comparative Public Administration
The significance of the study of Comparative Public Administration is well accepted
today. It has now established itself as one of the important branch (sub-discipline) of
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public administration. The subject of Comparative Public Administration virtually
constitutes a study in the direction of the ‘expanding horizon of public administration.

It is that been opined that comparative perspective is needed for improving public
policies and building theories in the field of public administration. Comparative method
has been used for studying the contemporary system of governance and administration.
The chief aim of earlier approach was to prescribe ideas or at least to better the
pattern of administrative structure and action. This approach is implicit in the so-called
‘principle’ of Public Administration which has reached its height in the movement of
scientific management with its stress on the best way. Now there is a shift from
presenting a mirror of our ideal system before other countries or to one’s own country,
to descriptive and analytical information for its own sake. Thus, the normative study of
comparative administration merged gradually into the empirical and explanatory writings
on different administrative systems. The recent trend is towards a nomothetic approach
whereas the earlier one was towards ideographic approach. The ideographic approach
showed interest in concentrate situations, case studies and particular facts. Comparative
Public Administration emphasizes on theoretical or testable propositions which assert
the regularities of behaviour and correlations between variables. It involves a greater
interest in the environmental factors as they interact with public administration.

It is argued that through Comparative Public Administration hypotheses,
generalizations, models and theories can be constructed which can collectively help in
the scientific study of public administration. The study of Comparative Public
Administration also plays a role in contributing to understand the individual
characteristics of administrative systems functioning in different nations and cultures.
Besides, comparative studies also help in explaining factors responsible for cross-
national and cross-cultural similarities, as well as distinctions in the administrative
systems.

It is an approach to revitalize the declining pace of public administration’s theory-
making capacity. It offers to study the administrative processes and organizations, in
order to explain the common problems and find remedies to solve those problems. It
attempts to identify the characteristics of various administrations in terms of certain
established analytical categories in the light of which identification of administrative
phenomena becomes probable for as many administrative systems as possible. Policy
recommendation is one of the important outcomes of Comparative Public
Administration. Waldo points out the following significance out of the study of
Comparative Public Administration:

• To discover, define and differentiate the stuff that is to be compared, whenever
in the world it may be and

• To develop criteria of differentiation that is useful in ordering and analyzing the
stuff after its identification.

The significance of Comparative Public Administration lies in its academic utility in
terms of scientific and systematic study of public administration and in improving the
knowledge about other administrative systems, so that appropriate administrative reforms
and changes can be brought about in different nations. The comparative study in
Public Administration has played an important role in making the subject broader,
useful and inter-disciplinary. It has brought politics and administration closer to each
other. It has brought a greater scientific outlook in building theories. It has added
increased significance to the study of administration of the developing countries. It is
certainly on account of the adoption of this inter-disciplinary study by the writers on
Comparative Public Administration that the subject of Public Administration is said to
have undergone a revolution of sorts.
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4.2.1 Approaches to the Study of Comparative Public Administration
An approach, in simple terms, may be defined as a way of looking at and then explaining
a particular phenomenon. The perspective may be broad enough to cover a vast area
like the entire world, as a whole in the study of Comparative Public Administration.
Besides, it also covers within its fold every other thing related to the collection and
selection of evidence followed by an investigation and analysis of a particular hypothesis
for an academic purpose. Thus, an approach consists of the selection-criteria employed
in selecting the problems or questions to consider and select data; it consists of standards
governing the inclusion and exclusion of questions and data. It is for this reason that
approaches to the study of polities are so many. As the criteria for selecting the problems
and data or questions seeking answers to some questions are determined by the
standpoint that a scholar adopts or makes use of, so there may be several approaches.
However, when a scholar seeks to channelize his efforts into a presentable form, the
same approach leads to the utilization of a particular method.

Approaches and methods, in this way, become closely inter-related themes. The
latter becomes the integral counterpart of the former. Thus, Van Dyke observes: ’In
brief, approaches consist of criteria for selecting problems and relevant data, whereas
methods are procedures for getting and utilizing data.

However, with a view to bring out a subtle line of distinction between an approach
and a method, we may say that the latter is commonly used either to denote
epistemological assumptions on which the search for knowledge is based, or the
operations and activities that occur in the acquisition and treatment of data. It is the
use of varying methods generally borrowed from other social and natural sciences
that modern political science looks like moving closer and closer to the domains of
other disciplines as economics, psychology, sociology, biology and anthropology. It is
all done to fit the specific problems of data collection in a better way and the interpretation
faced in political studies. As a result of this, political science seems to some like
history or sociology or economics applied to political data. If so conceived, a method
may also be called a technique. However, the difference, if any, between the two is
that the latter may be more susceptible to routine, or mechanical application and more
highly specialized, depending less· (once they are mastered) on imaginative intelligence.

While the term ‘approach’ may be identified with other related themes like ‘method’
and ‘technique’, it is certainly distinguishable from a ‘theory’. An approach is closely
related to theory in view of the fact that its very character determines the way of
generalization, explanation, prediction, and prescription - all of which are among the
main functions of a theory. But a line of difference between the two may also be
drawn. The term ‘theory’ is so vague that its real meaning is often indeterminable. It
may be identified with anything like thought, idea, trend, tendency, conjecture, hypothesis,
speculation, explanation, even interpretation, of some kind. Different is the case with
an approach that may be defined as the creator or a precursor of a theory. An approach
is transformed into a theory if and when its function extends beyond the selection of
problems and data about the subject under study.

With a view to highlight the meaning of different related themes used in the
sphere of modern political analysis, Apter defines some of them in the following manner:

• Paradigm: It is a framework of ideas that establishes a general context of
analysis. Fundamentally, paradigms combine a mixture of philosophical
assumptions and criteria of valid knowledge. The resulting combinations
are sharply distinguished from each other.
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• Theory: It is a generalized statement that summarizes the real or supposed
actions of a set of variables, whether dependent, or independent, or
intervening. Parameters represent the conditions within which independent
variables operate. A theory may be macro or micro, dealing with large or
small groups or units. Moreover, it may be abstract, or formal or notational,
or concrete.

• Method: It is a way of organizing a theory for application to data. Thus,
methods are known by the name of conceptual schemes. They may be
comparative, configurative, historical, simulative and experimental.

• Technique: It links method to the relevant data. It represents various modes
of observation and ways of recording empirical information. As such,
techniques vary in appropriateness, sampling, testing of public opinion,
interviewing, regression analysis, factoring, scaling and testing.

• Model: It is a simplified way of describing relationships. It can be constructed
from a paradigm, a theory, a method or a technique. It may be typological,
descriptive, formal, mechanical, organismic, biological, etc.

• Strategy: It is a peculiar way of applying one or more combination of the
above type to a research problem. It is required that quality and integrity
should be combined in a strategy. A good strategy fits together problem,
theory, methods and techniques in a systematic and coherent way.

· Research design: It converts strategy into an operational plan for field
work or an experiment. It is a prospectus or an outline from which a research
is carried forward. It is a final stage in professional research preparation.

It may, however, be added at this stage that in the field of Comparative Public
Administration most of the related themes, as briefly defined above, have become
synonymous for the sake of presenting an empirical study of politics. Herein lies the
reason of the use of a new methodology in the field of politics. The real purpose is to
adopt new techniques for acquiring knowledge, new criteria for judging the validity of
claims to the possession of knowledge and new analytical tools for refining the meaning
of the terms and raising the level of precision and logical inference, all of which were
introduced more or less concurrently.

Natural sciences have contributed significantly to the development of the modern
social sciences. Probably their greatest influence can be seen in the commitment of
the social sciences to scientific methods and their trust that such methods will result
eventually in a science (or sciences) of human behaviour. For example, the following
statement by James Thompson, et al., may be noted: ’ We firmly believe that there is
in the making, a rigorous science of administration which can account for events in
particular times and places and for the ethical and normative content of these events,
without itself incorporating the particular conditions and values of these events.’ Likewise,
Amitai Etzioni has opined that eventually the comparative study of organization will
establish truly universal propositions of organization theory.

Nevertheless, one might ask whether it is scientific indeed to express such certainty
as to what these scientific efforts will lead to. In fact, it is difficult to be sure as to how
the most appropriate scientific efforts should be in order, to achieve the professed goal
of a science of administration. It is one thing to hope for, for the achievement of such
a goal and to claim that its achievement is imminent or even possible.
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With this background, the theoretical assumptions of the study of Comparative
Public Administration can be noted. Robert Jackson has outlined four such assumptions:

1. A scientific discipline of public administration, which, if cannot be completely
achieved, at least deserves to be searched for. Obviously, not all the scholars
share this view. However, there seems to be a broad agreement on the proposition
that there are patterns on the proposition of the presence of prototypes of
administrative behaviour which are susceptible to rigorous systematic analysis
and are thus capable of being grouped together, as a theoretical body.

2. The scientific study of public administration requires exploration of administrative
patterns in the cross-cultural and cross-national contexts.

3. The empirical findings resulting from such cross-cultural studies should be
subjected to rigorous systematic comparative analysis.

4. Such a comparative analysis will hopefully give rise to a hypothesis that pertains
to patterns of administration on different general planes, accompanied by varying
levels of applicability and universality. It is possible to integrate such propositions
could then be integrated into a general theory of public administration.

It is not possible to predict whether a general theory of public administration will
actually emerge. Thus, it is difficult to answer confidently Robert Dahl’s question—
Can there be a science of public administration in the sense of a body of generalized
principles independent of their peculiar national setting?  There does seem to be, on
the other hand, a broad consensus on the goal of Comparative Public Administration.
The Comparative Administration Group, in its draft statement on basic research and
training the field, defined Comparative Public Administration as ‘the theory of public
administration as applied to diverse cultures and national settings and the body of
factual data, by which it can be expanded and tested. The emphasis of the CAG, in its
actual working, has been on the first part rather than the second, of this statement.
This has been primarily because of the need to generate substantial numbers of
hypotheses before large-scale empirical research could be begun. The factors of time
and resources involved in such research have also deterred the process of hypothesis
testing in cross-cultural settings.

The theoretical thrust of the Comparative Public Administration movement is
evident in what Fred Riggs has observed as the desirable character of truly comparative
studies. Riggs has stated that the use of the term ‘comparative’ must be constrained,
thoroughly, to empirical, nomothetic, and ecological form of studies. By ‘nomothetic’,
Riggs meant, ‘all approaches that are primarily concerned with the inception and
implementation of legislatives and generic propositions. More specifically, through its
empirical, nomothetic, and ecological orientation, Comparative Public Administration
is considered to have the following purposes:

1. To learn the distinctive features of a particular system or cluster of systems
2. To explain the factors responsible for cross-national and cross-cultural

differences in bureaucratic behaviour
3. To examine the causes for the success or failures of particular administrative

features in particular ecological settings
4. To understand strategies of administrative reform. These purposes have a

combination of empirical and normative concerns, which are reflected in the
literature of comparative public administrative analysis.
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After the Second World War a number of approaches and models have emerged in
comparative administrative analysis. Some of the important models and approaches
are:

• Bureaucratic Approach
• The General Systems Approach
• Ecological Approach
• Structural-Functional Approach
• Decision-making Approach

We discuss each one in detail below.

1. Bureaucratic Approach
The most popular approach to analyse comparative public administrative studies is
Max Weber’s ideal type bureaucratic model. The ideal type of bureaucratic model is
capable of attaining the highest degree of efficiency and the most rational form of
administration. Weber’s model of bureaucracy was based on the political equations
that dominated the 19th century scholars. He had integrated bureaucracy into the
larger scheme of the three ideal types of authority. It is legal in the sense that it is
based on a style of authority that is legitimated through legal processes. It is rational in
the sense that is controlled on the basis of knowledge. The identifying features of
bureaucratic model were: hierarchy, specialization, recruitment by merit, career
development, uniformity and impersonally. The emphasis in the model is on rationality
and efficiency. This kind of ideal bureaucracy became the dominant form of civil
service sub-system of the industrialized world. Waldo views Weber’s bureaucratic
models as a paradigm of public administration.

Max Weber’s ideal type construct of bureaucracy, depicting the structure of an
administrative staff in a legal-rational authority system, has been the single, most
dominant, conceptual framework in the study of comparative administration.

This approach focuses on the structural characteristics of bureaucracy, such as
hierarchy, specialization, rationalized job structure and the selection of personnel on
the basis of merit. Weber’s analysis of bureaucracy includes a discussion of the
interaction between the bureaucrats and members of other sub systems of the political
system. It also contains reference to the relationships between the economic and the
socio-cultural systems and the administrative sub-system.

The Weberian model has been criticized for ignoring the informal, irrational,
affective and dysfunctional aspects of the bureaucratic behaviour. By under-
emphasizing such variables of the bureaucratic systems, it is claimed that the model
becomes less systemic in structure. Further, it is argued that the model applies more to
the Western type ‘legal-rational’ public bureaucracies and less to the administrative
systems working in the traditional and prismatic environments. It seems to be most
efficient in the analysis of uniform events and ‘settled’ bureaucracies and less useful
for studying bureaucracies in a changing social order.

Although the term ‘bureaucracy’ is no longer restricted to refer to the
administrative staff in a ‘legal-rational’ authority system and instead, is used for almost
all types of administrative systems in cross-cultural contexts, the Weberian construct
has served a great heuristic purpose in furthering research in the field of Comparative
Public Administration. Among scholars who have contributed to the studies of
comparative bureaucratic systems are Morroe Berger, Alfred Diamant, Ferrel Heady,
Robet Presthus, and Michael Crozier. The emphasis ‘in most of the writings on
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comparative bureaucracy appears to be on the interaction between the administrative
sub-system and the political system in which it (administrative sub-system) exists
although some attention has been given to other dimensions or administrative ecology.

During the present nascent stage of the Comparative Public Administration
movement, the study of internal organizational patterns within the bureaucratic systems
has not received as much attention as the external environment of bureaucracies. Any
ecological approach would be incomplete without an extensive discussion of the internal
organizational patterns, which affect the capacity of an administrative system to survive
and direct socio-economic change. Although such studies can be put on the agenda
for future research, there is a pressing need to assess the comparative studies of
organizational behaviour, developing in the disciplines of sociology, social psychology
and business administration.

The Comparative Public Administration movement and the comparative
organization movement have several common concerns. Both appear to believe that
the road to scientific theories is via the route to comparison; they share models and
concepts, including general systems, communication and the Weberian bureaucratic
ideal type. The aim of their ‘theorizers’ is much the same: descriptive and predictive
theory of the greatest validity and comprehensiveness about cooperative human
endeavour. An important concept which is highly developed in comparative
organizational analysis and also in contemporary American public administration, is
that of decision-making. However, this concept has yet to be explored extensively in
comparative public administrative analysis.

2. General Systems Approach
According to Talcott Parsons, ‘System is the concept that refers to both, a complex of
interdependencies between parts, components and processes that involves discernible,
regularities of relationship and to a similar type of interdependency between such a
complex and its surrounding environment.

Thus the concept of system involves the study of:
(i) Parts of a system
(ii) Interactions among such parts
(iii) Interactions between the system and its environment

Further, it may be seen that a system evolves in the context of a larger system
and in addition, has its own set of sub-systems. Each system or sub-system is made
distinct from its environment by a theoretically defined boundary. The study of system-
environment interaction postulates analytical concepts such as inputs, which enter
from the environment into the system, throughputs which process inputs within the
system and outputs which go out from the system into the environment. The input-
throughput-output process may be complemented by a continuous feed-back
mechanism operating between the environment and the system. The dynamics of
system-functioning are characterized by a sort of balance within the system and
between the system and the environment.

In 1957 Riggs, the foremost system theorist in Comparative Public Administration,
influenced by Talcott Parsons, Marion Levy, F.X. Sutton and others, introduced an
important theoretical construct in Comparative Public Administration, in the form of
Agraria-Transitia-Industria typology. Agraria represented a pure traditional society;
Industria represented a pure modern industrial society and Transitia symbolized a
transitional society moving from the stage of Agraria to that of Industria. The Agraria-
Industria typology was intended to provide a universal framework for studying the
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critical range of administrative variables within the whole context of the sociocultural,
economic and political environment. These ideal-type models postulated an input-
conversion-output scheme. Yet, the models had only gross categories, thus making it
difficult to notice smaller distinctions. Furthermore, the typology was criticized for
implicitly assuming a unidirectional movement from the Agraria to the Industria.

Later, Riggs came out with his well-known model of prismatic society. This model
is based on the structural-functional approach. It studies societies on the basis of the
differentiation in social structures. The three ideal and typical categories of fused,
prismatic and diffracted societies are constructed on the basis of the extent to which
roles in various organizations are exclusive or overlapped. The fused society has almost
no specialization of roles, while the diffracted society is at a high level of structural
differentiation. The prismatic society forms the intermediate category. In a prismatic
society there is a high degree of formalism which is characterized by the degree of
discrepancy between the formally prescribed and the effectively practiced with respect
to norms and realities. A prismatic society has a high degree of heterogeneity according
to which different kinds of systems, practices and viewpoints exist simultaneously.
Riggs has therefore argued that in a prismatic environment, there are strong chances
of unacceptable results produced by institutional or formal structural analysis, because
the normal expectancy of outcome from a particular system of administration or
organization design does not appear because of a big gap between the formally
prescribed norms and the effectively practiced action.

Riggs’s models are ecologically oriented, i.e., his theoretical constructs are
accurately understood as abstract description and analysis of the interactive patterns
between public administrative systems and the social environment in which they operate.
This approach emphasizes an open system perspective, which has had an increasing
influence elsewhere in social sciences. However, Riggs’s systems models lack the
dynamic qualities developed in many open systems models, for he has not analyzed
the process of diffraction from a developmental perspective in his models.

Another scholar employing system concept in Comparative Public Administration
is John T. Dorsey Jr., whose ‘information energy’ model is based on a synthesis of
concepts of general system theory, of communication and cybernetics and of energy
and energy conversion. Dorsey’s model conceptualizes individuals, groups, organizations
and societies as complex information energy converters. A system converts inputs,
such as demands and intelligence, through various conversion processes of screening,
selecting and channels into outputs. Generally, high levels of information input, storage
and processing permit high energy output. An administrative system produces outputs
in various forms, e. g., regulation of services for other sub-systems and systems forming
part of its environment.

Dorsey has presented certain general hypotheses which help explain the
administrative problems in developing countries, in terms of the lack of additional
information and energy. He basically hypothesized that the quantity of information and
extra energy may be used to measure the extent to which a society develops.
Developing nations’ administrative systems usually have scarcity of information input
and storage and processes of energy. This results in relatively fewer outputs. As a
result, the outcome of this is an inefficient administrative process, ritualistic procedures,
conservatism and lack of rationality.

Dorsey has stressed that research in Comparative Public Administration should
focus, if possible, on all of the input,  conversion and output aspects of the administrative
system, though he has added in particular cases of study, much would depend on the
needs and orientation of a scholar. Since Dorsey’s approach views administrative
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systems in the context of their environment, it is essentially ecological. Moreover, as
noted above, it has certain elements of a developmental perspective. However it is
probably because of the model s complex variables and the operational problems
associated with them that other scholars have not used this approach in their analyses.

The concept of system involves the study of the parts of a system, interactions
among such parts and interactions between the system and environment. The general
systems approach assumes an administrative system as a sub-system of the society.
It looks at various parts of an administrative system and examines the interlinkages
among various parts.

3. Ecological Approach
This approach examines interactions between an administrative system and its external
environment. This approach is used by Fred Riggs. He has been concerned primarily
with conceptualizing the interaction between administrative system and their
environment. He suggested illustrative typology of comparative administrative system
in ‘Agraria’ and ‘Industria’ and claimed that similar types could be constructed at
various transitional stages between the two with similar categories, illustrating the
interdependence of administrative systems and societies.

4. Structural-Functional Approach
The structural-functional approach revolves round two key concepts— structures
and functions. While functions deal with the consequences involving objectives as
well as processes of the pattern of actions, structures refer to those arrangements
within the system which perform the functions. A single function may be fulfilled by a
complex combination of structures. Just as any given structural arrangement may
perform functions which might have different kinds of consequences for the structure.

5. Decision-making Approach
In public administrative studies, several scholars, including Herbert Simon, James March,
William Gore and Charles Lindblom, have been interested in decisional analysis. The
decision-making studies by these scholars have focused on the intra-system behaviour
of administrative organizations. However, in the comparative study of public
administration, the only noticeable effort in this area seems to be that of Martin Landau.
Landau has observed that in developing societies, planning, programming, and other
facets of decision-making should be given considerable attention. Closer scrutiny of
available alternatives and continual observation of consequences is an important
necessity, especially when there is scarcity of time and resources. ‘Muddling through’
should not be the prime philosophy of decision-making in developing countries, though
it cannot be avoided totally. Landau has stressed the need to enhance the decision-
making capacities of the administrative systems of developing nations.

It may be recalled that Herbert Simon’s analytical distinction between ‘fact’ and
‘value’ premises was rejected by most scholars in public administration. Since all
decisions have both of these premises, and it is difficult to define facts when probably
all decisions have a normative origin in public administrative agencies, Simon’s suggestion
was not well received. Landau, however, has picked up the lost thread and used
Simon’s fact and value; premises as ideal types. Using the social-anthropological
concepts of folk and urban societies; Landau has asserted that at the folk end, decisions
are virtually value judgments and at the urban end, the most authoritative decision is a
technical judgment.  Regarding folk societies, Landau, has observed that ‘we have
here a system in which facts tend toward zero and decisions are essentially a matter
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of values. Since the concepts of folk and urban societies are ideal-types, Landau has
recognized that no real society would probably meet the qualifications of folk societies,
though some primitive societies could be plotted very close to the polar point. In an
urban society, Landau has suggested programmed decision-making as the optimal
mode attainable only in limited institutional behaviour, yet it serves as the ideal form of
problem solving. In his analysis, Landau has implied that in the ongoing process of
development, it is essential that decisions should be increasingly based on technical or
fact premises.

Although Landau deserves the credit for making a beginning in the area of decisional
studies in Comparative Public Administration, it is difficult to see these ideas of his
survive the growing influences of a phenomenological approach in public administration,
where a fact is viewed as a perception and not an objective reality. Phenomenology
makes values determine facts. Hence the folk society may rely on facts as they know
them, just as fully as the urban society. There may be a need to go beyond the fact-
value dichotomy. In any case, there is the need to expand greatly rigorous analyses of
decision-making in Comparative Public Administration. Such analysis will aid in looking
at the interaction between the external and the internal environments of public
organizations, and provide hypotheses on how the nature of decision-making affects,
and is affected by, socio-economic and political change taking place in the environment
in which decisions are made and implemented. In other words, decision-making studies
can strengthen the ecological and developmental perspectives in comparative public
administrative analysis.

An emphasis on the interaction between the internal and the external environments
of public organizations, however, appears to have been the dominant concern of general
systems theorists.

Comparative Method—An Approach to the Study of  Public Administration
According to history, the most common research method being used in Comparative
Public Administration comprises of the comparison and contrast of Western and non-
Western systems.  Consequently an array of dualistic concepts have been created;
i.e., collective - individualistic, diffused - specific, universalistic - particularistic, etc. 
Though these types of concepts have never helped, their twofold character (as with
dualism in general) has the tendency of suggesting that one end of the bipolar point is
better than the other, further assuming that the endpoint most represented by Western
nations is the best.  In addition, dualistic frameworks do not have much in the offering
in terms of applied management recommendations.  Actually speaking, Wiarda argued
that dualistic frameworks have major inefficiencies in terms of the study of development
the question of improving economic prospects and quality of life in lesser developed
nations.  Comparatively, a better quality of framework (and research method) is more
descriptive.  Jreisat, argued that elaborate concepts are more suited for cross-cultural
analysis because they are more adequate in dealing with the facts of a situation and
getting every critical feature of the context.  Comparative Public Administration
constantly reverts to old contentious debates pertaining to the value of empirical versus
normative approaches and is currently is open to almost all kinds of methods.  Some
topics in Comparative Public Administration cater to empirical study, others do not.

In all frameworks, model, or theory have to have a beginning, a launching point,
or some directions that are directed at the efforts put in research.  The most important
thing here is the identification of the ‘unit of analysis’.  At the time of making across
cultural assessments, it is important to be consistent in the use of the same unit of
analysis.  Following are the four units of analysis:
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• Individuals: The study of leaders, elites, or officials (their socialization,
backgrounds, or habits)

• Groups: The study of workgroups, interest groups, or parties (their behaviors
and/or social movements)

• Organizations: The study of cities, regions, or agencies (their capacities
or functions)

• Bureaucracy: The study of the complete government executive branch
(their performance or efficacy)             

From a thorough methodological point of view, organizations should be the most
ideal units for analysing, since their borders are extremely discrete and offer many
other features worth studying.  In fact, it would be possible to come upon a correct
deduction that the topic of organizational theory and behavior is one of the more
relatively advanced areas of study in public administration, with Simon’s 1947 book,
Administrative Behavior, which is equally classic on these factors, as Waldo’s 1947
book, The Administrative State.  The recent and revised editions of both the books
are still popular. However, one could say it was these two books which made the field
of public administration in America academic.  Certainly, approaches within companies
and leadership within them are hundreds of years old, but traditionally, the structure of
scientific inquiry has been pretty well established since 1947 and largely involves
studying the following independent causes and dependent effects variables:

• Independent variables: The environment or context (societal
characteristics, culture, political type of government, economic indicators,
management slants or core operating system)

• Dependent variables: Structure of the organization, leadership, power and
influence, internal decision-making processes, goals and goal accomplishment

 Comparative Public Administration tends to strive toward what are known as
mid-range theories. These only take into consideration a few examples of administrative
behavior at a time. They are committed to bring together the concepts better or formulate
hypotheses instead of formally testing empirical hypotheses.  Additionally, there are
already single-case studies in the field, with few scholars having attempted to put
together any kind of meta-analysis or synthesis.  The field has undergone gradual
evolution and increments, though there have been repetitive calls by management
gurus to adopt revolutionary management or leadership methodologies.  Adopting the
concepts of the management gurus attaches a great amount of risk. Actually, there
has been no revolution besides the significant consciousness that one must not adopt a
framework which disapproves their capability to really realize whatever happens in
societies other than one’s own. 

4.3 DIMENSIONS OF NEW PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Periods of turbulence and instability in history often produce new waves of thought
that seek to challenge the traditional contents of academic disciplines and therefore,
impart to them a new direction. Since 1968, the evolving discipline of public
administration came to be enriched by the emergence of what came to be known as
the New Public Administration. The term came to stay with publication, in 1971, of
Toward a New Public Administration: Minnowbrook Perspective, edited by Frank
Marini. This work was largely based on the Minnowbrook conference held in 1968
and New public administration cannot be fully understood except in terms of that
academic get-together. Some of the salient features of  new public administration
were:

Check Your Progress

1. Which three trends did
Riggs identify in the
comparative study of
public administration?

2. Name the approaches
and models of
comparative
administration analysis
that emerged post
World War II.
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• It was anti-positivist in more than one sense. It rejected a definition of public
administration as value-free

• It rejected a rationalist and determinative view of mankind
• It also rejected the politics administration dichotomy
• It was anti-bureaucratic and anti-hierarchical
• It was anti-mechanistic in its approach to organization problems, rejecting the

over-emphasis on the machine and the system
New public administration therefore, was marked by the above anti-goals. It

displayed an intense concern for relevant societal problems. It stressed on ethics and
values, innovation and social equality. It laid great emphasis on human relations, a
creative approach to administration and social change. It was, therefore felt that to
achieve the desired objectives, new public administration must have the following
characteristics:

• Increasing orientation towards changing reality
• Influence policies that can improve the quality of working life, as well as have

competence to implement such policies
• More oriented towards measuring the impact of laws on citizens rather than

resting content with their mechanical application
• More normative and less neutral
The basic elements of new public administration, as described in the report of a

Delphi exercise conducted in 1972–73 by Emanuel Wald at the Maxwell Graduate
School of Citizenship and Public Affairs, Syracuse University, New York, were:

• A softened normative approach
• Movement towards social technology
• Policy orientation
• Synchronization (that is, revising the traditional breakdown of administrative

activity into distinct functional component POSDCoRB)
The major landmarks in the growth and emergence of new public administration

were:
• Honey Report on Higher Education for Public Services, 1967
• Conference: Theory and Practice of Public Administration, 1967
• The Minnowbrook Conference, 1968
• Publication of Toward a New Public Administration
• The Minnowbrook Perspective, edited by Frank Marini, 1971
• Publication of Public Administration in a Time of Turbulence edited by Dwight

Waldo, 1971

4.3.1 Honey Report on Higher Education for Public Services (1967)
In 1966, an affiliate of the American Society for Public administration asked John C.
Honey of the Syracuse University to undertake an evaluative study of Public
administration as a field of study in the US universities. The Honey Report, submitted
in 1967, is significant in the sense that it disclosed the true state of health of the
discipline of Public administration. It sought to broaden the subject’s scope by making
it continuous with the total governmental process (executive, legislative and judicial).
It identified four problems confronting it and suggested immediate action on them:
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• Insufficient resources at disposal of the discipline (students, faculty and
research funds)

• Intellectual argument over the status of the discipline: Is it a discipline, a science
or profession

• Institutional weakness (inadequacy of public administration departments)
• Gap between scholars of public administration and the practising administrators

The Honey Report made the following eleven recommendations:
• The establishment of a National Commissions Public Service Education to exert

broad leadership in meeting the needs of governments for educated manpower
• A substantial fellowship programme (perhaps initially 2 yrs), 5 yrs for post-

graduate students who are preparing for public service at the master’s and
doctoral levels and also including preparation for professional degrees

• Internship programmes to operate at Federal, State, and local levels for post-
graduate students and advanced undergraduates preparing for public service
careers

• A special fellowship programme for those planning to become teachers in schools
and programmes of public administration and public affairs

• A programme to provide opportunities for practical governmental experience
to university faculty engaged in public affairs teaching and research

• A programme of assistance to universities for public affairs, curricular
experimentation and development

• Support for university personnel engaged in research on governmental and public
affairs issues

• Support from Federal, State, and local governments, as well us from private
industry, for the provision of facilities to schools and programmes of public
administration and public affairs

• The establishment of an advisory service for new public affairs programmes
and the development of personnel rosters to provide current information on
experienced graduates of schools of public administration and public affairs

• It recommended that a study of the universities and education for public service
be undertaken, the purposes to show how various types of institutions now
approach their public service, educational and other tasks and to identify
stimulative and innovative developments as well as deficiencies and problems

• The second major and closely associated research proposal was for a study of
the professions, professional education and the public service

The Honey Report aroused interest as well as controversy in the United States. What
it said was important but what it did not say carried even greater meaning. It, for
instance, said nothing about Public administration’s role in a strife torn tumultuous
society of the period. Did the discipline have nothing say about the current social
problems? The Report induced many scholars to think deeply about its place and role
in the society and thus it, in a way, acted as a catalyst in encouraging discussion on its
adequacy in solving societal problems.

4.3.2 Conference on the Theory and Practice of Public
 Administration (1967)

Believing that, there have been some rapid developments in the field and that a new
synthesis or selective appraisal would be currently useful to the American Academy
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of Political and Social Science conference was organized in Philadelphia in December
1967 to discuss the topic—The Theory and Practice of Public administration; Scope,
Objectives, and Methods. James C. Charlesworth, Chairman of the conference thus
described the feelings of the participants:

The participants in this meeting evinced a mood to make a bold and synoptic
approach to the discipline of public administration and sought to measure the
importance of Public administration in a broad philosophic context and to consider
whether it is an adornment of the mind as well as a practical instrument of
government.

Varied were the views expressed by the participants. Public administration was viewed
as an academic discipline, as a field excise, and as a profession. Some defined public
administration as ministration in the public interest while others made it coterminous
with Governmental Administration. There was no agreed definition of public
administration but there emerged a broad consensus on the following points:

• It is just as difficult to delineate the scope of public administration as it is to
define it.

• Public administration agencies make policy and the policy administration
dichotomy is erroneous.

• American public administration as a discipline should deal restrictively with
public administration in America.

• Bureaucracy should be studied functionally as well as structurally.
• Public administration and Business administration training should not be combined

since they are similar only in unimportant aspects.
• Public administration as a profession should remain separate from the profession

and discipline of political science.
• Normative administrative theory as well as descriptive analytic theory in Public

administration is in a state of disarray.
• A hierarchical/pyramidal view of organizational authority is no longer appropriate

administrators must view workers as co-ordinates rather than sub-ordinates.
The executive is not so much on top as he is in the center, being affected by
subordinates who surround him.

• Policy and political considerations are replacing management ability as the major
focus of concern in public administration. Computerised information is not good
simply because it is computerised. Nor does PPBS provide reliable political
answers. Quantification and cost analysis cover only a small part of the total
factors in a decision.

• Administrators of the future should be trained in professional schools—public
administration curricula should emphasize not only administrative organization
and procedures but also the psychological, financial, sociological, and
anthropological envelopment of the subject.

• Public administration has not been able to deal with societal problems. Public
administration theory, has not caught up with emerging problems, like the huge
military, industrial complex, riots, labour unions and strikes, public school conflicts,
slums, the impingement of science, and developing countries.

• Public administration is a discipline but it cannot employ all the methodologies
of the contemporary social science. While parts of Public Administration are
capable of using scientific methods, other important parts of the discipline are
not amenable to scientific treatment. In the words of Charlesworth: ‘We can be
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scientific, if we severely limit the scope of our discipline, but if we did, would
we not excise its most valuable parts? And we are scientific in some corners,
our subject is heavy with values and prescriptions, we can never be scientific’.

It is significant that some at least of these views found full throated expression in the
Minnowbrook conference, and thus viewed, the Philadelphia conference could be
credited with being a precursor the Minnowbrook event.

4.3.3 The Minnowbrook Conference (1968)
The genesis of the Minnowbrook Conference lay in two factors. First, the 1960s was
a turbulent period besieged by numerous societal problems, but Public administration
showed no signs of being aware them, much less being serious to solve them. This
was well highlighted by Waldo’s article on Public Administration in a Time of
Revolutions, published in public administration review in 1968. Secondly, there was a
need to hear young scholars and practitioners the discipline as public administration
was facing a kind of generation gap. The Philadelphia conference, it may be noted,
was attended participants who were above the age of 35 years and the majority
whom being even in their fifties and sixties. Where were the scholars and practitioners
who were in their 30s? The younger age group was invited to the Minnowbrook
conference. The Minnowbrook conference was the youth conference on public
administration and it was this academic get-together which gave rise to what has to be
known as new public administration.

The keynote of new public administration is an intense sensitivity to and concern
for the societal problems of the day. Its parameters are relevance, post-positivism,
morals, ethics, and values, innovation, concern for clients, social equality, etc., The
proponents of new public administration express their dissatisfaction with the state of
the discipline of public administration and want it to be alive to problems presented by
the Turbulent Times.

The advocacy for a post positive approach emphasized the need to abandon
value-free and value-neutral research and instead to cultivate an approach emphasizing
social equity. Social equity means that public administrators should become champions
of the under privileged sections of the society. This implies that they must become
active agents of change and non-believers in status quo. New forms of organization
need to be carved out to suit the fast changing environment. Emphasis is placed on
cultivation of client-loyalty and programme-loyalty.

The Minnowbrook conference may rightly be credited with the honour of having
produced the first coherent grammar of new public administration. It was this
Conference which expressed, very loudly, and clearly the dissatisfaction with the state
of the discipline. It was the first one which sought to give a new image to public
administration—a subject actively concerned with the problems of the society and full
of reformist intentions.

4.4 NEW PUBLIC MANAGEMENT
The field of public administration has been rife with debate about the New Public
Management, or New Public Management, as it is called. This has been like a reform
agenda that ushered in globally in the last two decades, and is the outcome of several
changes embedded in the social as well as political context in the Western democracies.
Interpretations of the emergence of New Public Management are split, the champions
of the movement present it as a new administrative paradigm that departs sharply
from past thinking and practice, whereas Sceptic argue that, it has evolved incrementally
from the past administrative traditions.

Check Your Progress

3. Which four problems
did the Honey report
identify in the
discipline of public
administration?

4. Why is the
Minnowbrook
conference important in
the study of public
administration?
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The current reform agenda in public administration can be traced to several
worldwide trends. First, and perhaps, most significant, the social, political and economic
dialogue in industrialized countries underwent a rightward shift during the late 1970s
and early 1980s, as political leaders recognized the unsustainable nature of
comprehensive, centralized systems of public service delivery. Leaders in Europe,
Asia and North America started to examine more cost-efficient, effective ways of
providing public services including public welfare, transportation health care and others.
The fiscal challenges brought on by the changing nature of the global economy prompted
scholars and practitioners to explore new ways of thinking about public administration.

The major driving factors have been the consequences of the overloaded Welfare
State and the resultant costs arising out of it that prompted the taxpayers to question
the rationale of the public sector. The resulting dissatisfaction with the Welfare State
led to the New Right Economics that formed, the ideological basis for change.
Therefore, by the early 1990s, many public managers around the world, using slogans
like reinvention and New Public Management, embarked on a journey to restructure
bureaucratic agencies, streamline agency processes and decentralize policy decision-
making. The pro-market ideology that had reigned supreme since the 1980s, argued
that the government is less efficient than markets in providing services to individuals.
The New Political Economy (NPE) of development is based on the market emphasis
on the following:

• Downsizing of the state
• Deregulation and withdrawal
• Privatization of not only commercial entities but also institutions providing

public good and merit goods
• Progressive taxation
• Involvement of other non-profit organization is social welfare

The set of reforms referred to by some as first generation reforms aimed at
introducing managerialism in the public sector. The proponents of New Public
Management argue that, it has brought benefits of cost efficiency and service
effectiveness to public and non-profit management, and it has helped to address
fundamental weakness in the management and in the system of accountability and
control in public services.

Essentially speaking, it would be ideal here to understand as to what are the
major emerging concerns of New Public Management and how it all began. Everyone
understands that both Management and Public Administration are applied sciences,
and it has been universally accepted that most maxims, principles, guidelines and dictums
of efficiency, economy and effectiveness have emanated from the writings of the
management thinkers and they are adopted and adapted by the scholars of public
administration in their distinctive intellectual ambience. Currently there seem to exist
only one paradigm in the discipline of public administration and it is perhaps new
public management.

This paradigm of New Public Management emerged on the heels of the movements
of Re-inventing Government (1992) is how the entrepreneurial spirit is transforming
the public sector. When we closely examine this sub-title of book by David Osborne
and Good Governance (1992). The sub-title of the book, Re-inventing Government
by Ted Gaebler, it is evident that both these scholars were describing, what was
already evident on the administrative scene. Hence, they were not essentially
prescriptive but, primarily descriptive while highlighting the presence of entrepreneurial
governments. Truly, the movement of managerializing the government had started
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even before this monumental volume was published. Writings of these and other scholars
had already appeared in 1980s (and even earlier) which highlighted the need for
adopting in an effective manner sound management practices in government systems.
One is reminded of what was happening about nine decades ago when Taft Committee
was appointed to transplant Taylorism into the government system. Little wonder,
certain scholars have branded New Public Management as Neo-Taylorism. Even if
we avoid a debate on, Neologism like Neo-Taylorism, it must be contended that
public administrative organizations have liberally borrowed, models and modes from
its more vibrant sister discipline, management.

A historical perspective would reveal that bureaucracies throughout the world
have rarely responded effectively to environmental challenges on their own. They
have generally lagged behind the times. In 1968 itself, when Dwight Waldo was
organizing the first Minnowbrook Conference, Peter Drucker had come out with his
perceptive volume, The Age of Discontinuity which made a prescient analysis of the
incompetence of bureaucratic government. One can even see this exasperation with
strait jacketed bureaucratic system in the writings of Harold Laski, Warren Bennis,
Robert Reich, Tom Peters and Alvin Toffler and others, And it is ironical that remedies
to bureaucratic ailments have been offered more by scholars of Management than by
the wise men of Public administration. But what goes to the credit of Public
administration scholars is their alacrity and competence to imbibe and incorporate the
pertinent and the precious from any other discipline and mould it as per their own
intrinsic agenda and ambience. New public management is only one such manifestation
of this resilience of Public administration.

The OECD (Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development)
believes that through New Public Management, public sector is being made more
managerial; the introduction of a more contractual, participative and discretionary
style of relationship between levels of hierarchy, between control agency and operating
units, and between producing unit, be they public or private. Further, the OECD averse
that most countries are following two broad avenues to improve production and delivery
of goods in services in public organizations. These two avenues are:

1. Raise the production performance of public organization to improve the
management of human resources including staff, development, recruitment
of qualified talent and pay-for-performance; involve staff more in decision-
making and management; relax administrative controls while imposing strict
performance targets; use information technology; improve feedback from
clients and stress service quality; bring supply and demand decisions together
(e.g., through charging users).

2. Make greater use of the private sector to promote a dependable, efficient,
competitive and open public procurement system for contracting out
production of publicity provided goods and services and contracting, in
intermediate goods and services and end monopoly or other protection for
suppliers.

In sum, the OECD view on New Public Management involves the following
aspect of administrative management:

• Improving human resource, including performance pay
• Participation to staff in the various stages of decision-making, relaxing control

and regulations, yet prescribing and ensuring the achievement of performance
targets
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• Using information technology to an optimum level in order to make MIS,
more effective and enrich policy and decisional systems

• Providing efficient services to clients and treating them as customers and
even as members of the organization

• Prescribing user charges for services in order to make the customers as
more integral part of the public sector management

• Contracting out services as a part of the privatization plan
• De-regulation of mono policies and de-concentration of economic power

among various organizations
Briefly, the most common attributes of New Public Management include:
• Focus with greater stress on results, rather than procedures
• Strengthening professional management
• Ensuring high standards and measures of performance
• Greater emphasis on output controls
• Increasing de-centralization of business decisional power
• Greater accept in the public Sector on adoption of private sector style of

management practices, discipline and parsimony
• Ensuring accountability, progressive leadership and greater understanding

between political leadership and the public
• Added responsibility of managers for results
• Gradual decrease in the size of government

Over the years, there has been one important shift in the thinking of New Public
Management. In the early stage of entrepreneurial government, there was stress on
de-govermentalization and privatization which was sometimes called downsizing or
right sizing. The government was expected to be lean and mean but now once again,
it has been recognized that the imperatives and inevitability of government’s role and
responsibility as a crucial facet of national life cannot be undermined. For developing
countries particularly, the role of government in engineering socio-economic change
and bringing about goal-directed progressive multi-dimensional development is likely
to remain supreme. Therefore, the contemporary emphasis is not on less government
but on better government. This is where the value of sound managerial practices has
permeated the field of public administration.

A question arises as to why the scholars of public administration have not resisted
the onslaught of a New Public Management on their discipline. Perhaps it is primarily
because of the fact that howsoever new-fangled New Public Management might
appear to be, it has its organic linkages with Old Public Administration. Accordingly,
one can surmise that traditional administrative and managerial theories which
emphasized efficiency, effectiveness with the economy having assumed a new form
as integral components of new public management. The difference, of course, found
in the goals of the administrative systems in two divergent settings, but then New
Public Management is not so much concerned with the goals of public administration,
as with the strategies to achieve them. In this context, it ought to be appreciated that
while the foremost concerns of new public administration has been with the goals,
values and the spirit of public administration, new public management, on the other
hand, is principally interested in the structure and style of public administration.

There are certain elements of new Public Management that are perceivable in
new public administration and vice-versa. Essentially, both are complementary to each
other.

Check Your Progress

5. What is the basis of
development of new
political economy?

6. What has been the
most important shift in
the thinking of new
public management?
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4.5 DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION: NATURE, ISSUES AND
CHARACTERISTICS

The factors that gave rise to big government also contributed to the establishment of
the Administrative State in almost every developed and developing country of the
world. The government formulates public policies and depends on public administration
for their implementation. In the modern states, bureaucracy performs multiple functions.
Besides, performing the older regulatory functions which were mostly preventive and
coercive in nature (maintenance of law and order, collection of revenue/defending the
State against aggression), they now render various services to the people. Provision
of modern amenities of life, education, health, employment and improved means of
transportation are some of the important tasks of socio-economic transformation
undertaken by newly created departments of government everywhere, specially in
the developing countries of the Third World. In these countries, the bureaucracy for
historical reasons being more articulate and well developed is in a better position to
assume key responsibilities for socio-economic change. Therefore, despite various
alternatives which are often floated from time to time, the public bureaucracy retains
the central place in the politico-administrative system due to its homogeneity, large
number and professional competence.

Most of the Third World countries face the common problems of moving towards
the twin goals of nation-building and rapid socio-economic progress. They are caught
up in a whirlpool of rapid change and an upsurge of rising expectations which create
tremendous pressure on the governments to bring about an allround development and
modernization of all sectors of administration, polity and society. Though various third
world countries have adopted varying strategies of development, there are certain
common elements in their politics of development. The major elements are:

• A widely shared consensus on the goals of development
• A high degree of reliance on the government for achieving the developmental

objectives
• Wide prevalence of primordial over national loyalties
• Oft-recurring political unrest and instability
• Existence of a modern political elite
• Uneven growth of political structure and the bureaucracy among those in the

more developed category
Developmental goals and the urgency with which they are sought to be achieved

inevitably call for vigorous state action as the principle instrument of social
transformation. Neither time nor means is available for experimentation with slow and
gradual progress in the western pattern of development with private enterprise as the
main vehicle of change. The political authority with its power and resources almost
automatically assumes a position of pivotal importance in the developmental process
of the Third World.

To become an agent of change, bureaucracy must have the potential to give
direction and dynamism to the pace of change and have the capacity to adapt itself to
changes demanded or planned by the political authority and also initiate its own changes,
where needed. In other words, public administration should undergo structural and
attitudinal changes to develop the right type of vision, change orientedness and
administrative skills for the success of developmental programmes. This brings us to
the question of how far the existing administrative structures of the post-colonial. Post
independence, societies of the Third World are competent and capable enough to
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carry on the tasks expected of them. How well have they been playing their role and
meeting the challenges: This can be better understood if we analyse the problems and
strains of the bureaucracy in the Third World in the context of the problems of interaction
between the existing administrative structure and its colonial or past heritage in the
functioning of administration and politics.

Ferrel Heady, author of Public Administration: A Comparative Perspective,
has discussed some of the common historical legacies of the developing countries as
reflected in the characteristic features of their present administrative systems. These
are as follows:

• All countries, including those that escaped western colonization, have consciously
tried to introduce some version of modern western bureaucratic administration.
In a country which was formerly a colony, its administration will almost certainly
resemble that of the colonizer.

• These bureaucracies are deficient in skilled manpower necessary for
developmental programmes, the shortage being of trained administrators with
management capacity, developmental skills and technical competence.

• These bureaucracies are other than production oriented. The value attached to
status based on ascription rather than achievement explains much of this
behaviour. No merit considerations may greatly influence promotions, assignment
dismissals and other personnel practices. Corruption is widespread.

• The widespread discrepancy between the form and reality is what Riggs has
called, formalism. It reflects an urge to make things seem as they presumably
ought to be rather than what they really are. There is a wide gap between
government proposals and their implementation, most laws being quietly bypassed
or not implemented at all.

• Finally, the bureaucracy in a developing country is bound to have  a generous
measure of operational autonomy. Colonialism was essentially rule by
bureaucracy with policy guidance from remote sources. This pattern continued
even after independence The political role of bureaucracy varies from country
to country and is closely related to the particular political system type in a
developing country.

During the colonial era, the emphasis in transitional societies was on the
establishment of legal and administrative structures of modern government. The task
of building cohesive political processes was not the concern of colonial rulers. This led
to an imbalance between administrative and political development in these countries.
When they achieved independence, their administrative systems were far more
developed than the political with the result that the latter was ineffective and ill-equipped
for determining the appropriate goals of administration, maintaining the integrity of the
administrative system, and collaborating with it in achieving its welfare goals. Political
scientists Lucian Pye, F.W. Riggs and La Palombara also came to this conclusion in
their analyses of bureaucratic and political developments in the new states. Pye, for
instance, finds that these countries have neither effective administration nor stable
polities and that public administration cannot be greatly improved without a parallel
strengthening of the democratic, representative political process. Similarly, Riggs is
struck by the weakness of their extra-bureaucratic political institutions in contrast with
the burgeoning growth of their bureaucracies and advances the thesis that premature
or too rapid expansion of the bureaucracy when the political system lags behind tends
to inhibit the development of effective politics. Both Pye and Riggs emphasize the
importance of strengthening the political system as a pre-condition for the effectiveness
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of administration; if the former is weak and ineffective, the latter will also partake of
the same character. Excessive concentration on strengthening the administrative system
without parallel strengthening of the political processes, will only accentuate the
imbalance between administration and politics. By emphasizing the problem of the
viability and relative importance of the political and administrative structures in political
modernization, they provide a valuable insight for the planners and builders of new
societies.

A conclusion which emerges from the above discussion is that the goal of realizing
a modern state and a modern society is greatly dependent upon the establishment of
both a stable and cohesive polity and the strengthening of the authoritative structures
of government. For example, in India it would appear that there has been a decline in
the functional capability of both the political and the administrative sectors of the
system. A fundamental feature of the political development in India is the ineffectiveness
of the political system in dealing with increasing demands in the shape of providing
basic services, maintaining law and order and formulating and executing policies.

The Indian administration still exhibits a continuity of the British bureaucratic
system with its emphasis on formalism, impersonality, obsession for security and lack
of bureaucratic initiative. A major weakness of the Indian administrative system is its
callousness in responding to the goals and demands of nation-building and modernization.
A key problem in India is, therefore, the training, socializing and directing of a cadre of
administrators who are sensitive and capable of adapting to the needs and responding
to the issues of society. Another major problem of the administrative system relates to
the need for its modernization which is related to the degree of specificity of functions,
the extent of universalistic norms of conduct, and the existence of achievement standard.
Such a transformation of the administrative system implies, among other things, its
minimum professional and functional autonomy and its separation from political roles,
and the adoption of modern administrative practices. The adoption of universalistic
norms in administration, as in the sphere of political development, does not mean the
supplanting of traditional norms and institutions but their utilization for the achievement
of new goals.

Concept of Development Administration
After the Second World War, the newly independent nations embarked upon a complex
process of nation-building and rapid social reconstruction. Poverty, illiteracy, disease,
low levels of agricultural and industrial productivity posed a formidable challenge of
development to the governments of these new nations.

The concept of development administration has almost exclusively been used
with reference to the developing nations of Asia, Africa and Latin America. The idea
of development administration as a direct state-engineered effort to intervene in the
processes of socio-economic transformation was therefore born during the aftermath
of decolonization.

The conceptualization and elaboration of the concept of development
administration was done by the Western, especially American, scholars.  Third
World development became a very powerful intellectual category amongst
American social science thinkers of the fifties. It was looked upon as a strategy
against insurgency and the growth of communism in the Third World. There had
emerged two interrelated viewpoints about the role of public administration in this
situation. The Comparative Politics Group of the Social Science Research Council
in the US looked at administration as having system maintenance and system
stability building potential capacity. To them, bureaucratization was a functional
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prerequisite for maintaining stability and legitimacy in the political order. The
comparative public administration group perceived modern administration as a
mechanism for the attainment of developmental goals. Thus, the bureaucracy was
looked at as a precursor to provide planning and an identical infrastructure for
converting inputs of objectives, capital and know-how into developmental outputs.
Two developmental goals—nation-building and socio-economic development—
constitute the keynote of development administration.

There are two schools of thought with regard to the definition and scope of
development administration. J.D. Montgomery and Merle Fainsod represent the school
of thought which defines development administration in a narrow sense. According to
Montgomery, ‘it connotes carrying planned change in the economy or capital
infrastructure and to a lesser extent in the social services, especially health and
education’. In the words of Fainsod, ‘it embraces the array of new functions assumed
by developing countries embarking on the path of modernization an functional
specialization. Development administration ordinarily involved the establishment of
machinery for planning economic growth and mobilizing and allocating resources to
expand national income.’ According to this school of thought, development administration
means merely a programme-oriented approach to administration which is concerned
with the resolve to mobilize existing and new resources and cultivate appropriate skills
to achieve the developmental goals of administration.

The other school of thought which is represented by Lucian Pye (political scientist
and leading chinese scholar who studied in the US), Fred W. Riggs (author of the
Frontiers of Development Administration) and Edward Weidner (author of Development
Administration in Asia), uses the term development administration in a broader sense.
According to it, development administration refers to the process of guiding an
organization towards the achievement of progressive political, economic and social
objectives, authoritatively determined in one manner or another. Understood in this
sense, development administration would include the entire process of nation-building,
particularly in the developing states of the world. In this connotation development
administration becomes an integrated concept for the study of public administration.
In short, it may be said that development administration is essentially a concept of
administration which is action-oriented rather than structure-oriented. While it involves
the study of a traditional and routine type of administrative system it is more concerned
with the dynamics of an administrative system, with a view to judging its capacities as
an instrument of programme planning and execution.

It is by now widely acknowledged that development administration is public
administration with a difference. Structurally development administration is concerned
with the organization of new agencies for development or refashioning of established
agencies. The internal authority structure and hierarchy within organizations engaged
in development tasks have also to be differently conceived. The emergence of the
nations out of a colonial administrative framework and the urgent need for rapid socio-
economic reconstruction, a new administrative paradigm called development
administration. The colonial law and order administration was found unsuitable for the
accomplishment of nation building tasks and programmatic goal fulfilment, like
agricultural and industrial development, removal of socio-economic inequalities, etc.
Revenue collection, export of raw material, provision of essential public services and
law and order were the prime concerns of colonial administration. It was centralized,
authoritarian, unaccountable and unresponsive to the public.

The management of development has been the central focus of development
administration. It connotes planned institution capacity to accomplish the specific goals
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of development through the formulation of appropriate policies, programmes and projects
and their successful implementation. Participative, response and accountable
management constitutes the essence of development administration. As George F.
Cant, author of Development Administration: Concepts, Goals, Methods, has aptly
said, ‘Development administration is characterized by its purposes, its loyalties and its
attitudes. Purposes are of change, progress and innovation as contra with purposes of
maintaining the status quo.’ Development, administration has to be goal-oriented, client
centred, accountable and responsive to public wishes and demands rather than to any
vested interests, king or empire. In terms of attitudes, development administrators
have to be flexible, adaptable and result-oriented. Pai Panandiker and S.S. Kshirsagar
(authors of Bureaucracy and Development Administration) in their study of
administrative behaviour in development, propose four behavioural prerequisites:

• Change orientation
• Result orientation
• Citizen participation orientation
• Commitment to work

Development administration involves production of planned results in close
association with clientele. It calls for serious restructuring of administration to facilitate
people’s involvement in all aspects of development. Inherent in development
administration is the idea of decentralization. Evaluation of development administration
has to be on the basis of actual results achieved. It is not merely efficiency that is
sought but effectiveness that is desirable.

The distinction between development and non-development administration is more
formal than real. Routine land revenue or law and order administration creates conditions
for development. If the state fails to maintain law and order, no developmental effort
will succeed. Similarly, failure of developmental effort may lead to rising public
frustration and unrest that might become a serious law and order problem. Another
important area of interdependence is that the capital assets (roads, dams, buildings
and institutional places) created for developments have to be maintained properly.
Routine maintenance management is thus as important as development management.

Academic interest is the close link of development administration with political
processes. The management aspect of development administration emphasizesd that,
development administration is essentially change-oriented and anti-status quo. Taking
benefits of development to more and more social groups in the society will generate
conflicts between the haves and the have-nots, between the privileged and the
underprivileged sections of society. Development would also mean creating institutional
opportunities for power distribution. Development policy formulation and its
implementation are vitally connected with the political processes of a society. Hence,
to divorce the study of development administration from politics would be shortsighted
and incomplete.

Development administration in a developing country is mainly concerned with
two aspects of development—political and economic. The economic development of
a country largely depends on its political development. So we would refer briefly to
the characteristics of political development especially relevant to administrative
development. S.P. Huntington, political scientists and author of The Third Wave of
Democratization, identifies, four sets of categories which recur continuously:
Rationalization, National integration, Democratization and Participation. Friedrich
suggests, the following features:
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• The capacity to act efficiently to cope with technological requirements of survival
• Enforcible restraints on government
• Operative popular participation in rule-making
• Existence of general rules replacing shared values and beliefs of the community
• A judiciary to interpret these rules and define terms of settlement.
It therefore involves both qualitative and quantitative changes in bureaucratic

politics, programmes, procedures and methods of work, organizational structures,
staffing patterns, number and quality of development personnel of different types and
patterns of relations with clients of administration. Public administration in general and
development administration in particular are closely linked with increasing the capacity
of the state to produce goods and services to meet and induce changing and expanding
demands.

Development administration differs from routine administration in some other
respects also. For instance, the rigidly well-defined lines of authority which operate in
the case revenue and police departments cannot be adopted in the case of development
administration as it would stifle the potential knowledge and creative capacities of
individuals. The student of development administration must first study the differences
in values and social attitudes of the people of developing societies, before recommending
any rules whether relating to merit system, span of control or any specific structure. In
this respect, development administration demands a greater-degree of social, economic
and political insights. Since there will be more in common between the problems of
various developing societies than between the, developed and the underdeveloped
societies, development administration will necessarily be comparative in character.

Donald C. Stone, author of Education for Development Administration draws
attention to one aspect of development administration which is worth noting here. He
says that development administration demands much more cooperation and coordination
among ministries and departments than routine administration. He cites two examples
of lack of co-ordination among departments which has an impact on particular
geographical areas, viz., the question of major-highways versus feeder highways and
the interrelationship of agricultural development and industrial development as it takes
place in a particular geographic area. Development administration, to be successful,
requires the department head to understand how the development plans benefit them
so that they render the necessary cooperation. It also requires that regional and local
governments be fitted into plan formulation exercises and plan implementation
programmes.

As is evident from the foregoing discussion, the essential thrust of development
administration has been that stable and orderly change can be brought about by a
management revolution under the aegis of the state bureaucracy. Briefly, the present
and future priorities of development administration are as follows:

• With the ever increasing functions of state, the role of administration  will continue
to expand in the developmental sphere. The government will become the principal
planner, organizer, promoter and director of developmental efforts in all Third
World countries.

• Administrative activities will gradually become complex and technical with
increasing diversification of government functions.

• The need for planning, coordination and control of all government activities
connected with development will have to be greatly stressed.
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• The administrative reforms and improvements in management will have to be
greatly stressed.

• Personnel structure and training will have to be geared to developmental tasks.
In such a set-up, respect for hierarchy and a rigid application to rules and
regulations at the cost of goal achievement will have no place.

• Decision-making in organizations will have to be flexible and innovative, status-
consciousness in bureaucracies have to be replaced by increasing service
motivation.

• There is a need to redesign public bodies to enable collective decision making
and promote collaborative problem solving.

• Increasing decentralization will enable developmental agencies at the field level
to operate more autonomously.

• There should be free flow of communications at all levels of the organizational
pyramid

• There should be an adequate working partnership between the political and
executive wings of the administration.

• Commitment and dedication on the part of all engaged is a must. Ddevelopmental
tasks, specially the political leadership and bureaucracy are the first and most
essential prerequisite of development administration.

• The active participation and cooperation of the people should be forthcoming
for the success of developmental programmes.

The development administration theory of the 1950s and 1960s, says Dennis A.
Rondinelli (professor and researcher of public administration), was reflected in two
somewhat different, but mutually exclusive, approaches. One group of development
theorists felt that policy implementation in the developed countries could be improved
through the transfer of administrative procedures and techniques from industrial
countries. They followed the Weberian model. They attempted, to establish within
developing countries, administrative procedures that were rational and politically neutral.
Procedures concerned with methods used by governments to attain their development
objectives through the implementation of national plans and policies. They decentralized
the role of bureaucracy as an instrument of development.

The other group argued that, political processes and administrative structures
had to be thoroughly transformed and modernized before the developing nations could
achieve economic and social progress. Known as political modernizers, they felt that
the transfer of the administrative procedures and techniques from Western democracies,
although necessary, was not sufficient. They looked at development as social engineering
and the national government as the prime mover of change. Development administration
was thus viewed as the instrument for transforming traditional societies into modern
ones. Some scholars have identified certain fundamental inconsistencies in the western
formulation of development, For example, this formulation exhibits a fairly explicit
ethnocentric bias. It minimizes, ignores and distorts indigenous cultural traditions. Once
translated into the administrative realm, it reinforces the belief in a universally valid set
of functional administrative principles without any significant connection with specific
socio-cultural and political circumstances.

The foundations of the development administration paradigm suffered a terrible
setback following the widening gap between the centre (develop) and periphery
(developing) through the second development decade. The theatre of cold war having
been shifted to the third world, the myths of mutuality of interests and Western
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benevolence were exploded. It became evident that the concept of an impersonal
bureaucracy motivated by efficient implementation of given public policies deserved
re-examination. Bureaucracy is a source of power, and if it gets institutionalized it
seeks to pursue its class interests in collusion with the ruling class or classes. It can go
to the extent of subverting implementation of development programmes which may
jeopardize its class interests. It has been proved by many studies that the ruling class
bureaucracy alliance; is primarily responsible for the failure of land reform programmes
in India,

Author of the book The Bureaucratic Phenomenon, Michael Crozier’s study
challenged the thesis of bureaucratic rationality. He pointed out that bureaucracies
were characterized by goal displacement and self-reinforcing vicious cycles. The very
idea of the bureaucracy seeking legitimacy for its actions through rules and regulations
has adverse implication for development administration. The rules and regulations
evolved during the colonial regime are iniquitous and meant for system maintenance.
The post-colonial State has not made basic changes in them because the state itself
was captured by the emerging bourgeoisie. Such rules cannot bring about change
desired by the development theories. In fact, they provide bureaucracy an escape
route and a structure to perpetuate exploitation. It has been pointed out by some
scholars to development has come to mean the most effective strategy against
insurgency and socialist modes of socio-economic organization. Development
administration forms part of western ideological and intellectual offensive to keep the
Third World within the western orbit.

Criticisms against development administration have been many and varied. Some
of them have been discussed as follows:

Development administration assumes that the bureaucracy was the most efficient
and rational form of human organization, that the management and organizational
experience of bureaucracy could be adopted to suit the specific developmental needs
of the, Third World. In fact, development administration was seen as a mutation from
colonial administration by injecting developmental goals and structures in the old cadre
of civil servants. It was thought that the institutional imitation would produce, results
obtained in the developed countries, namely efficiency, increased rationality and the
like. By the late 1960s, it became evident however, that externally induced modernization
had failed to solve the basic problem of under development. The gap between the rich
and the poor increased as incremental reformism had failed to remove poverty, socio-
economic class disparities and regional imbalances. The very paradigm of social change
through administrative manipulation has been questioned. It has been pointed out that
radical socio-economic transformation of the third World is not so much  an
administrative problem as a political one.

The development administrative model had both radical and conservative critics.
Conservative critics tried to belittle the importance of the public sector in development
efforts stating that the function of the state consisted in creating appropriate conditions
for the healthy growth of a competitive private sector. They viewed development
administration as an artificial distortion of objective market forces.

The radical criticism of development administration has come from the dependency
theorists who note that the phenomenon of under-development has its roots in the
developed first world that has caused under development and has therefore a vested
interest in its perpetuation. The processes of under development are dialectically
interrelated. From the dependency perspective, modernization need not be looked
upon as a vehicle for development, but often, as a major contributor to under
development. In any case, mere economic growth may not add to equitable economic
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development of classes and regions, not to speak of political and social development.
The development administration model has also met with adverse criticism in the west
where the concept was first popularized. Several crises gained ground in the West
during the late 1960s like urban crises, social upheavals, protest and deep questioning
of institutions. The rational bureaucracy thesis was being increasingly challenged and
it was argued that the essence of the bureaucratic phenomenon was the inherent
inability of a complex, impersonal, hierarchical and specialised organization to learn
from experience. Instead of rational, goal-oriented social action, bureaucracies were
characterized by goal displacement and a series of self-reinforcing vicious cycles.

Contemporary Approaches
In the 1970s and 1980 the development problem has been reconceptualized in various
ways. Rather than looking at growth (in statistical teams) as a measure of development,
meeting basic human needs, equitable distribution of socio-economic benefits, and
people empowerment are being increasingly looked upon as development goals.
Development scholars no longer treat the Third World as a homogeneous group of
countries, but increasingly recognize the importance of cultural, context-based
approaches to development.

A single comprehensive theory of development does not exist.  The contemporary
theoretical approaches to development are:

• Pluralistic, recognizing many pathways to development
• Less Western in their cultural assumptions
Key element in contemporary development approaches, reflected in the thinking

of Rogers, Korten and Klaus, Bjur Bryant White, include:
• Greater equality in distribution of development benefits
• Popular participation, knowledge sharing and empowerment to facilitate self-

development efforts by individuals, groups, and communities
• Self-reliance and independence in development, emphasising the potential of

local resources
• Limiting growth of population
• Integration of Appropriate technology with Big modern technologies in order

to facilitate development

Contemporary Theorising in Development Administration
The focus of development administration has changed over the years, keeping pace
with new development theorising; confined to the deployment of foreign aid,
development administration today focuses on planned change to meet a nation’s broad
political, economic, social and cultural objectives. Non-government, non-bureaucratic,
religious cultural, voluntary, and community organizations are now increasingly involved
in development projects. Localized, decentralized, and participative approaches to
development are encouraged. One contemporary trend in development administration
theory is a shift from a blueprint approach to a learning process approach. The blueprint
approach involves designing a specific plan of action in advance for administrative
development programme. With all its supposed advantages this approach is inflexible,
and somewhat closed, within its inability to respond to the needs of a changing
environment.

In contrast, a learning process approach is a relatively ended strategy to planned
social change. This approach in a cybernetic process by which development
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administration adapt themselves to changing environments and incorporate mid-course
corrections, based on existing local conditions. Problems are diagnosed and solutions
implemented by people and administrators jointly via a process of mutual learning. The
blueprint approach emphasizes advanced planning for the people. The learning
process approach emphasizes planning with the people, and doing so during the
process of administering a development programme. Another trend in contemporary
development administration theorising is a shift from a production centred to a people
centred approach to development. The production centred development approach
emphasizes production of goods and services to maximize returns on investment. This
approach stresses:

• Industry over agriculture
• Urban development over rural development
• Utilization of capital resources over human resources
• Exploitation or the environment for short-term gains over sustained harnessing

of natural resources,
• Establishing large scale industries over small scale industries Such a development

approach neglects the basic needs of the rural poor in third world countries
and promotes socio-economic inequality

In the people–centred approach to development, the needs of the people take
precedence over those of the production system. This approach views an individual
not as a subject but as an actor who defines the goals, controls the resources, and
directs the processes affecting his/her life. The central themes of people-centred
development are:

• Empowerment of people
• Development of an administrative process which responds to the needs of the

people
The key elements in people-centred development are:

• Human growth and well-being
• Equality
• Self-reliance
• Participation
• Sustainability—Sustainability is considered the keyword in a development

programme
A development programme can be sustained by:

• Creating a felt need among beneficiaries about the efficacy of the programme
• Developing institutions which continually adopt
• Providing (or self-generation) resources
• Building support among political elites and community groups
Today, development administration is characterized by context-based theories

which incorporate the indigenous social, cultural, political, and economic realities of
Third World countries.

4.5.1 Weberian Model of Bureaucracy and Development Administration
The present century has witnessed remarkable changes in almost all facets of human
life under the impact of science and technology. However, there is no relevant change
in the operational style of bureaucracy in response to such changes. It still projects its
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classical image which is based on the bureaucratic theory of organization propounded
by Max Weber. The bureaucracy as an organizational model has shown remarkable
resilience to change in keeping with the changes in the environment in which it functions.
This problem has now assumed great significance in the context of the structural and
attitudinal changes required in the bureaucracy in conformity with the changing socio-
political and economic environment of transitional societies. In these societies, the
state has assumed the responsibility of multifaceted development, and the bureaucracy
has assumed the role of the key partner in initiating and implementing programmes of
nation building and socio-economic progress.

In Weber’s ideal type construct, authority in the bureaucracy organization inheres
in the office and not in the particular person who happens to be the office holder at
any given period of time. This stress on depersonalization of office is reflected in the
bureaucrat’s trained impersonality since functionaries are supposed to minimize personal
relations and resort to detached work procedures. In such an approach, the peculiarities
of individual cases are often ignored which tend to produce conflict in the bureaucratic
contacts with the public or the clientele. Thus, the concept of an impersonal order has
within it, seeds  of latent conflict between the officials and the public. In fact, it is
greatly dysfunctional to the emerging concept of human relations oriented administration
and harmful to the interests of a developing nation. The concept of impersonality may
bring a rigid rule-oriented approach which is the very opposite of commitment not
regarded as an essential prerequisite for development administration.

In this model, the organization of official functions is bound by rules. Rules provide
stability and continuity to an organization but as Merton observes, adherence to the
rule; originally conceived as a means, becomes transformed into an end-in-itself. There
occurs the familiar process of displacement goals whereby an instrumental value
becomes a terminal one. In achieving developmental tasks, very often new rules have
to be framed or old ones modified to suit the changed conditions of society. In case
rules are outdated or static, they will tend to become dysfunctional to development. A
rigid application of old rules will promote an element of conservatism in bureaucracy.
In the changing set-up of developing societies, rule application should be rational and
dynamic which requires special training on the part of bureaucrats.

According to Weber, bureaucracy functions according to a strict division of labour
based on specified spheres of competence and authority which should be clearly
demarcated in every organization. A clear-cut carving out of a sphere of competence
of a particular administrative branch or division helps to avoid overlapping or confusion.
But in the context of development administration, the rigid application of this principle
may lead to considerable delay in getting things done. Development administration
throws numerous new challenges in the sphere of administration and the administrator
is expected to perform as he thinks fit in any new situation that may develop in his
sphere of authority. Strict adherence to this norm will only lead to red-tapism, shirking
of responsibility and delay in programme implementation. What is required is a flexible
approach to the division of tasks at all levels, keeping in view the need to meet any
emergency as and when it arises.

Under the Weberian model, the organization of offices follows the principle of
hierarchy, that is, each lower office is under the control and Supervision of a higher
one. The criterion of hierarchy, it has been stated, is more appropriate to a centralised
administrative system than to a democratically decentralised system. In developing
countries, the government has become a multipurpose agency employing a number of
technocrats and specialists in its numerous branches, divisions and bodies. If all these
agencies were to be placed in strict hierarchical order, it would lead to tricky problems
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of generalist specialist relationships regarding placement in the hierarchy, which may
result in considerable heart burning on the part of both. Further, a rigid adherence to
the hierarchical principle does not contribute to the feeling of mutual trust, either in the
inter-organizational relations, or in the inter-personal relations in the administration. In
a developing country all agencies and officials of the government should consider
themselves active participants and co-partners in the development process rather than
parts of a hierarchical ladder they have to climb.

Weber’s ideal type model advocates the separation of administrative staff from
ownership of the means of production or administration. It makes a complete distinction
between the office and the office holder, thereby stressing the fact that personal and
public ends are distinct and have separate spheres. This view was necessary to a
great extent to check corruption and to explain the main difference between private
and public administration. However, it is not enough to formulate a code of conduct for
bureaucrats, to check corruption. It is more necessary to examine the cause of the
malady which has assumed alarming proportions-in developing countries, and try to
strike at the roots. Another postulate of the Weberian model is that administrative acts,
decisions and rules should all be recorded in writing, in order to help public accountability
of administration and to make administrative transactions more scientific and
professional. But, unfortunately in the context of developing countries, this has only
given way to rule-orientation, an excessive formalization of the official work greatly
impeding efficiency in an organization. Too much documentation not only results in
procedural delay but also makes it difficult to discriminate between important matters.
Stress should be more on performance rather than procedures and file work in the,
administration of development projects and programmes.

Commenting on the special characteristics of a development bureaucracy Ghildyal
writes:

‘Bureaucracy for development tends to be characterized flexibility (even expediency)
in place of excessive emphasis on rationality. It reflects a sense of commitment in
terms of convictions and enthusiasm instead of impersonality a chilling neutrality
conveying lack of interest. It represents: sense of social equality instead of ascribed
respected positions in hierarchy and rank-consciousness which generates sycophancy
and flattery. It places premium on professionalism, and authority of competence in
place at authority and legitimacy of position-in the hierarchy. It acknowledges
authority of the situation and it may even tend to develop a sense of ad-hocism in
place of predictability of patterns of behaviour. It fosters a sense of permissiveness
and accessibility of the top brass of administration and tears, off the executive mask
of aloofness of; those in the higher echelons of the pyramid. It also encourages and
fosters communicability and openness of communication and consultation in inter-
personal relationships in place of secrecy because developmental processes thrive
on democratic traditions. Democracy distributes power by changing the loci of
power rather than by concentrating it at some focal points. Delegation, therefore,
becomes the hallmark of developmental bureaucracy, just as coordination and teamwork
are its essence in implementation.’

4.6 RIGGS MODEL
Fred W. Riggs, who is perhaps the most innovative contemporary theorist in comparative
public administration, has been concerned primarily with conceptualizing on the
interactions between administrative systems and their environment. The main locus of
his interest has involved ‘developing’ or transitional societies that he has constructed
‘prismatic-sala’ models. It may be stressed that Riggs is an example of those
comparative public administration writers who are seriously interested in the ecological
perspective. An analysis of his work will allow a fuller examination of the emerging
emphasis upon ecology.

Check Your Progress

7. What are the common
elements in the politics
of development of
developing countries?

8. What is the central
focus of development
administration?
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Riggs has concluded that Weber’s ideal-type construction of bureaucracy, because
of its assumptions of relatively autonomous administrative system, is not particularly
relevant to the study of developing societies, where the administrative structures do
not have the same degree of autonomy from other social structures as do their
counterparts in many of the developed societies. Administrative structures which are
in close and continuous interaction with many portions of the general social system
adopt a highly multifunctional character in the developing countries. It is even likely
that these structures perform less of the strictly ‘administrative’ and more of a variety
of ‘extra-administrative’ functions. There may even be cases when the ‘mainfest’
administrative function is entirely lost sight of in practice. In such situations, it would
be most difficult to evaluate an administrative sub-system on the basis of its departures
from the strict norms of the ideal-type bureaucracy. The ‘real’ bureaucratic systems
in the developing States are so removed from either the legal-rational model or the
purely traditional type that to study them with the aid of such ‘pure’ dichotomous
constructs will provide misleading results. Therefore, Riggs has argued there is need
to develop new conceptual constructs to study societies which have a mixture of
‘primitive’ and ‘modern’ structural characteristics.

The ‘overlapping’ and ‘heterogenous’ structures in the developing societies, Riggs
has further observed, are difficult to encompass within the conceptual framework of
Weber’s bureaucratic model which appears to be based on the assumption a continuous
trend of certain broad social structures (especially the administrative ones) toward
universal ‘bureaucratization’. Eugene Litwak has claimed that Weber’s bureaucratic
model ‘is most efficient when the organization deals primarily with of knowledge
rather than social skill.’ In this context, Karl ‘dynamic’ ideal-types, although in Weberian
analysis ‘change’ is dealt with in discussions of historical systems.

It has also been pointed out that a widely underemphasized aspect of Weber’s
bureaucratic analysis is the linkage between the ‘macroscopic’ and the ‘microscopic’
via middle-range levels of analysis. Except for studying in some detail the interaction
between the political system and its administrative sub-systems, Weber did not analyze
extensively the linkages of the economic and socio-cultural systems with the emergence
of a money economy and with the nature of capitalism, and also referred to the effect
of bureaucracy in leveling socio-economic differences in a society, Weber’s analytical
treatment of the interaction among the phenomena is found to be ‘less developed’.

Further, Talcott Parsons has noted that even though ‘all of the most important
technical elements of Weber’s analysis of authority are of generalized significance for
the whole field of social relationships’, Weber tends to ‘treat the sphere of the
organization of authority as analytically autonomous in a way which obscures this
continuity of patterns throughout the social system as a whole.’ Parsons has also
criticized Weber for not employing systematically the concept of generalized social
system at all main levels.

In addition, it has been argued that interactional patterns between authority
systems and other social structures are under-stressed in Weberian analysis. Thus,
Alvin Gouldner has pointed out that the ideal-type model is ‘theory relatively innocent
of spatio-temporal cautions,’ and that it gives the impression that bureaucracy ‘has
existed in an essentially similar form, regardless of great differences in the social
structures in which it was emmeshed’. Weber’s bureaucratic model, Gouldner has
observed, has been created only out of elements ‘which may be constant, regardless
of varying social-structures.’

While considering the above criticism of Weberian analysis, it appears that several
scholars who profess to believe in the ‘idea of ecology’ overlook the efficacy of the
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‘ecology of ideas’. Long check-lists are often prepared to point out what is missing in
Weberian analysis. This way, not only is Weber’s real contribution disparaged, but
injustice is also done to scholarly analysis by evaluating a writer outside a ‘proper’
perspective. In fact, however, Weber must be studied in the context of the time he
was writing his ideas, of his methodology of ideal-types, of the heuristic character of
his analysis, of his discussion of historical systems, and, most importantly, of his place
in the evolution of social thought.

Discovery of ‘limitations’ of Newton’s law of gravity was not possible until the
major development of his ideas had led to the discovery of new unexplainable anomalies.
To criticize him now for not taking into account the theory, systematic analysis, and
developmental theory have made in the last thirty years or so. Thus, it should be
stressed that Weber set out to explain ‘bureaucracy’ as he defined it – which did not
include the institutions of current ‘developing’ nations. In conceptualizing bureaucracies,
he was looking at societies where the process of modernization was not highly
pronounced nor rapid. Consequently, he did not chart the possible kinds of changes
which occur in ‘developing’ nations of this kind we find today. Furthermore, Weber’s
bureaucratic analysis should be understood in the context of his ideal-type model,
which is, methodologically, a ‘static’ system construct.

It should be clear, then that in evaluating Weber’s analysis, two complementary
approaches can be adopted: (1) to examine it from the perspectives of his methodology
and of the period of which he wrote his ideas; and (2) to view it from the angle of the
present needs of social analyses, while recognizing that most of Weber’s limitations
are not simply inherent ‘weaknesses’ but emerge in the context of present-day
requirements. Therefore, the need is, as Weber himself would have stressed, to move
further in constructing new conceptual categories to meet the challenges of the rapidly
changing empirical reality. It is in this context recently that ecological-developmental
perspectives have been given greater emphasis in the study of public administration.

4.6.1 Ecological Approach to Public Administration
The basic premise of the ecological approach in comparative public administration is
that public bureaucracies may be regarded as one of the several basic institutions in a
society. Thus, in order to understand bureaucracy’s ‘structures’ and ‘functions,’ one
must study bureaucracy in the context of its interrelationships with other societal
institutions. In systemic terms, the bureaucratic system is continually interacting with
– i.e., affected by and feeding back upon – the political, economic, and socio-cultural
sub-systems in a society. It is both a modifying influence upon these systems and a
system which is modified by their activity.

The need to study the ecology of public administration has been emphasized by
several scholars, such as John M. Gaus, Robert A. Dahl, Roscoe Martin, and Fred W.
Riggs. Riggs, for example, has observed that only those studies are ‘truly’ comparative
which are empirical, nomothetic, and ecological. From this perspective, administrative
process may be viewed as a system having an environment with which it interacts,
and in which it operates. This proposition is corollary of the view that the ‘larger
society’ is a ‘system containing administrative institutions as a sub-system.’ Riggs has
been primarily interested in analyzing the interaction between the administrative sub-
system on the one hand and the political, social, cultural and economic sub-systems of
the society on the other. This speaks of his basic orientation, which is termed as
ecological. Behind such a perspective lies Rigg’s belief that the nature of public
administration in any country cannot be understood without grasping the social setting
in which it operates.
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A useful approach in the ecological analysis of different social systems as of
‘structural-functionalism’. Riggs has considered this framework of analysis appropriate
to his ecological orientation in the study of administrative systems, for, in many ways,
structural-functionalism involves a delineation of the general social context within which
administration operates. Therefore, an overview of the structural-functional approach
is pertinent at this point.

4.6.2 Structural-Functional Approach
Various scholars, such as Talcott Parsons, Robert Merton, Marion Levy, Jr., Gabriel
Almond, and David Apter, have used the structural-functional approach in social
analysis. In structural functionalism, social structure is considered as ‘any social system’.
Structures may be ‘concrete,’ such as government departments and bureaus, or they
may be ‘analytic,’ i.e., constructs abstracted from concrete reality, such as ‘structure
of authority.’ Generally, analytic structures include some concrete referents.

All social structures perform some ‘functions’. In structural-functional terms, a
‘function’ involves ‘a pattern of interdependence between two or more structures, a
relationship between variables’. It refers to ‘any consequences of a structure in so far
as they affect other structures or the total system of which they are a part.’

In social systems research, a one-to-one relationship between structures and
functions should not be assumed; the functional effect of particular structures are a
matter of empirical research. As a social structure may perform more than one function,
and, likewise, a function may be performed by more than one structure. These premises
allow the structural-functional analysis to obviate the micro-conceptions that:

(a) Structures having resemblance to each other in different environmental
settings perform similar functions;

(b) The non-appearance of any particular structure implies the absence of
some function(s); or

(c) Structures may be only uni-functional in character. Even though not all
kinds of functions are performed in all societies, the structural-functional
approach assumes that there are some structures and functions which
are ‘requisite’ or ‘pre-requisite’ for the survival or health of a society.

Although various scholars have produced different sets of requisite functions of
social systems, this does not lessen the utility of these concepts which provide
‘categories to identify structures, which, though different, are analytically comparable’.
Thus, in comparative analysis, functional requisites provide a basis for comparative
research involving different environmental settings.

Riggs has identified five functional requisites for any society-economic, social,
communicational, symbolic, and political. The same set of functional requisites applies
to an administrative sub-system. Riggsian analysis does not argue as to why only
these functional requisites are chosen, nor does his analysis provide such categories a
central place.

The present summary is an incomplete overview of the structural-functional
approach. But even this overview makes it relatively clear that this particular mode of
analysis:

(i) Focuses on the interactions among various components within a social
system, and

(ii) Analyses the interaction between the system and its environment.
These characteristics are indicative of the ‘systemic-ecological’ character of the

structural-functional approach.
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In the field of public administration, it was first suggested in 1955 by Dwight
Waldo that structural-functional analysis might provide some guidance in the
construction of ‘a model of what an administrative system is like as a general type’.
Waldo’s suggestion was first followed by Fred W. Riggs when he came out with his
‘agraria-industria’ typology two years later. Since then, Riggs has been the prime
‘user’ of the approach in comparative public administration, although other scholars
have also been influenced by the comparative features and the ‘value-neutral’ premises
of structural-functionalism. Basically, the approach has brought a consciousness that
the institutions and practices of the administrative systems of the Western nations are
not necessarily the best in all cases. These various indigenous structures in non-Western
nations, though seemingly dysfunctional from Western views, may prove ‘functional’
for their own particular social settings.

The Agraria and the Industria
In his agraria-industria models, Riggs distinguished between societies that are
‘predominantly and characteristically industrial’ and those in which the ‘agrarian
institutions predominate’. The models were designed to provide ‘a system of
hypothetical categories for the classification and analysis of realities, including patterns’
of political and administrative transition’, China and contemporary America providing
the bases for conceptualizing the agaria and the industria respectively. Essentially,
these ideal-types resemble the Weberian constructs of the traditional and the legal-
rational authority systems, although unlike Weber, Riggs used an inductive approach in
conceptualizing these models. The main structural features of the agrarian were
presented as follows:

(i) Predominance of particularistic, and diffuse patterns.
(ii) Stable local groups and limited spatial mobility.
(iii) Relatively simple and stable ‘occupational’ differentiation.
(iv) A deferential stratification system of diffuse impact.

Conversely, a ‘modern industrial society’ was characterized as having the following
structural features.

(i)  Predominance of universalistic, specific, and achievement norms.
(ii) High-degree of social mobility (in a general – not necessarily vertical/

sense).
(iii) Well-developed occupational system, insulated from other social structures.
(iv) ‘Egalitarian’ class system based on generalized patterns of occupational

achievement.
(v) Prevalence of ‘associations,’ i.e., functionally specific, non-ascriptive

structure.
Several scholars, including Riggs, found that the polar types of agraria and industria

were not especially helpful in studying transitional societies. Although Riggs did construct
a middle category of ‘transitia,’ this category was less developed than the polar types
of the agraria and the industria. The ideal-types lacked sufficient mechanism to analyze
‘mixed type’ societies. Critics argued that the modern ‘industria’ system never exists
by itself, but always has an ‘agrarian’ system inside it. These models also implied a
unidirectional movement of a society – moving from an agararia stage to the industria
stage. Moreover, from a researcher’s viewpoint, the categories of the models were
found to be too abstract and general, and most strikingly, the analysis of administrative
systems was provided only a peripheral place in the whole scheme. Riggs himself
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soon abandoned the agraria-industria typology in favour of a new societies. In spite of
some of its limitations, the agraria-industria typology contributed significantly in the
field of comparative public administration by paving the way for further ecological
studies, to which Rigg’s contribution is still predominant.

Models of Fused-Prismatic-Diffracted Societies
In conformity with the concept of multi functionality, social structures may be
‘functionality specific’ (if they carry out certain prescribed limited function). Riggs
has termed the functionally diffuse societies as ‘fused’ and the functionally specific
ones as ‘diffracted’. The model society, is an intermediate between these two polar
types: ‘prismatic’. The fused-prismatic-diffracted models are designed then to be ‘ideal
types not to be found in any actual society, but perhaps approximated in some, and
useful for heuristic purposes and as an aid in the organization of data’.

Using Parsonian pattern variables, Riggs has hypothesized that ‘a diffracted system
would rank high in terms of universalism and achievement orientation, a fused model
high in particularism and ascription, with the prismatic model intermediate in these
scales’. Riggs has also developed intermediate categories of pattern variables. Thus,
a prismatic society is characterized by ‘selectivism’ (intermediate category between
universalism and particularism), ‘attainment’ (intermediate category between
achievement and ascription), and ‘poly-functionalism’ (intermediate category between
functional specificity and functional diffuseness). Riggs has cautioned that correlations
among these variables will be a matter of hypothesis alone and not of definition, i.e.,
only by empirical observations can the existence and degree of such correlations be
identified.

The focus of Rigg’s analysis is the study of certain key elements of the social
structures in a prismatic society and their interaction with the ‘sala,’ i.e., the
administrative sub-system in such a society. His treatment of the fused and diffracted
societies is sketchy, and has relevance only to the extent that it aids the analysis of
prismatic societies. Rigg’s primary interest has been to illuminate administrative
problems in transitional or developing societies.

A summary of the basic characteristics of the prismatic-sala model of Riggs is in
order. Three such features have been identified by Riggs- ‘heterogeneity,’ ‘formalism,’
and ‘overlapping.’

Heterogeneity
A prismatic society is characterized by a high degree of ‘heterogeneity,’ which refers
to the ‘simultaneous presence, side by side, of quite different kinds of systems, practices,
and viewpoints’. The co-existence of fused and the diffracted traits are an indication
and consequence of incomplete and uneven social change. There are, in a prismatic
society, urban areas with ‘sophisticated’ intellectual class, westernized officers, and
the modern gadgets of administration. On the other hand, there exist rural areas
possessing traditional looks and outlooks, with village heads or ‘elders’ combining
various political, administrative, religious, and social roles. This heterogeneity is a
characteristic of the administrative structures as well. In a prismatic society, the sala
exists along with modern ‘bureau’ and traditional ‘courts’ or chambers.

Formalism
‘Formalism’ refers to ‘the degree of discrepancy or congruence between the formally
prescribed and the effectively practiced, between norms and realities’. The level of
congruence between these elements speaks of the degree of ‘realism’; conversely,
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the discrepancy between them represents formalism. ‘The greater the discrepancy
between the formal and effective, the more formalistic a system.’ The fused and the
diffracted societies have relatively high degree of realism, while a prismatic society is
characterized by a high degree of formalism. Actual official behavior in prismatic
societies does not correspond to legal statues, even though the public officials may
insist on following some of the laws literally. Often they insist on meticulously following
some technical provisions of laws and rules, while at the same time overlooking others
– usually those that relate to general terms and objectives. Formalistic behavior is
caused by ‘the lack of pressure toward program objectives, the weaknesses of social
power as a guide to bureaucratic performance, and a great permissiveness for arbitrary
administration’. The motivation for formalistic behavior may come from an official’s
natural ‘inclinations’ or form they pay-off he gets in a particular situation. Thus
formalism, generally, joins with the process of official corruption.

The policy implication of the realism-formalism dichotomy, according to Riggs, is
that which forms reforms in administrative institutions in a diffracted society. Such
that it is likely to introduce changes in the administrative behavior, while in a prismatic
society, such reforms are likely to have only a superficial impact. Therefore, an attitude
fostering realism should be nurtured among the public officials prior to bringing about
any institutional changes in the administration of prismatic societies.

Overlapping
Related to heterogeneity and formalism is the characteristic of ‘overlapping’, which
refers to, ‘the extent to which formality differentiated structures of a diffracted society
coexist with undifferentiated structures of a fused type’. To the extent that structures
perform their manifest functions in a diffracted society, which has only one set of
structures for almost all kinds of functions, the problem of overlapping does not arise,
because in such a society, on the other hand, although new or ‘modern’ social structures
are created, in essence the older or undifferentiated structures continue to dominate
the social system. New norms or values generally associated with the diffracted
structures are paid lip-service only and thus are overlooked in favour of older values
more appropriate to an undifferentiated society. In the sala model, overlapping may be
judged by the ‘extent to which what is described as ‘administrative’ behavior is actually
determined by non-administrative criteria, i.e., by political, economic, social, religious,
or other factors.’

Overlapping in a prismatic society has several noticeable dimensions. These are
conceptualized as nepotism, ‘poly-communalism’, the existence of ‘clect,s’ ‘poly-
normativism’, lack of consensus, and the separation of ‘authority’ form ‘control’.

Nepotism
In a diffracted society, the considerations of family loyalty are divorced from official
behavior. While in a fused society, the politico-administrative system has a patrimonial
character and, therefore, provides dominant importance to kinship or family. On the
other hand, in a prismatic society, the new formal structures are superimposed on the
family and kinship. In addition, universalistic norms in administering the laws are often
disregarded, while the official recruitment is determined by nepotism. Thus,
patrimonialism is officially proscribed but in fact practised.

‘Poly-Communalism’ or ‘Clects’
In a diffracted society, almost everyone is ‘mobilized’ for ‘mass communication’.
Such a society has a ‘national community’ which exists with its own set of elites
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(‘minority communities’). In a diffused society, on the other hand, mass media are
absent, and hence there is a lack of mass mobilization. Each village or tribe exists as
a relatively closed system. Between these two polar types falls the prismatic society
where rate of mass assimilation to the elite’s symbol system is likely to be slower than
the rate of mobilization. This situation produces a state of ‘poly-communalism.’ Or the
simultaneous existence in a society of various ethnic, religious, and racial groups which
live in a ‘relatively hostile interaction’ with each other. In such a poly-communal society,
membership in various ‘interest groups’ is largely community based. Riggs has called
these groups ‘clect,s’ which have characteristics of attainment orientation, selectivism,
and poly-functionalism. Clects carry out relatively diffuse functions of a semi-traditional
type, although they are organized in a ‘modern’ associated way.

Poly-communalism and clects influence the character of the sala. A public official
in a prismatic society is likely to develop a greater sense of loyalty towards the members
of his own community than towards the government. In matters of recruitment to the
official positions and of the administration of rules and regulations, the dominant minority
community gains disproportionate representation. However, to protect the interests of
other minorities a ‘quota system’ may provide a sort of proportional representation in
the recruitment to official positions. But such an arrangement may lead to a mutual
hostility among various communities, which in turn tends to generate non-cooperation
among the several government agencies staffed by members of the rival communities.

Sometimes the sala, or one of its agencies, develops close relations with particular
clects, or starts functioning like a clect itself. In these circumstances, the sala functions
primarily in the interest of some particular groups, but it continues to pay lip-service to
achievement and universalistic norms. As a consequence of this alliance between sala
and clects, sala officials profit through kickbacks or rebates. This aspect of prismatic
behavior is closely related to the economic sub-system of a prismatic society.

Prismatic Economy: The ‘Bazaar-Canteen’ Model
In a diffracted society, prices are determined essentially by the market factors of
supply and demand. Conversely, ‘arena factors’ (considerations which determine
balance of power, prestige, and solidarity) in the society dominate the economic system
of a fused society and the question of price scarcely arises. In a prismatic society
‘market’ and ‘arena’ factors interact with each other and produce a state of ‘price
indeterminacy’, where it is generally impossible to determine a common price for a
commodity or service.

Riggs has studied the exchange relationship between public officials and their
clients in terms of buyer-seller relationship. Thus, prices charged for public services in
a prismatic society vary according to the nature of the relationship between a public
servant and his clientele. Services are sold to the members of the ‘inside’ clects and of
the dominant community to members of the ‘deviant’ or minority community and of
the ‘outside’ clects. In other words, the economic organizations in a prismatic society
generally act like a ‘subsidized’ canteen, providing goods and services at lower rates
to the members of privileged groups and to the politically ‘influential’ persons having
access to the canteen. In addition, these economic organizations have characteristics
of a ‘tributary canteen’, they charge higher prices to members of the ‘outside’ groups.

Price-indeterminacy promotes a bazaar like atmosphere in a prismatic society,
involving considerable bargaining on the amount of financial administration and, most
particularly, that of budgeting, accounting, and auditing. Price indeterminacy also impairs
the collects of government revenues, causing, among other things, low salaries for
public officials. As a corollary to low emoluments through regular channels, public
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officials feel more inclined and motivated to increase their income through illegitimate
means. Thus, the norms of officials conduct are affected by, and, in turn, affect, the
economic sub-system of a prismatic society.

‘Poly-Normativism’ and Lack of Consensus
In a prismatic society, ‘new’ sets of norms and rules co-exist with the traditional ways
of behavior. As a result of an overlapping of the formal and the ‘effective’ standards
of conduct, prismatic society’s social interactions are characterized by a lack of
consensus on norms of behaviour. Such a situation of ‘poly-normativism’ or
‘normlessness’ affects the ‘sala’, where officials, and achievement-oriented practices,
actually follow more subjective, ascription oriented practices, and particularistic modes
of conduct. They also respect the traditional rigid, hierarchy of positions of authority.
These officials claim to apply Western rationalistic norms to their conduct but continue
to cling to the traditional practices. In their desire to imitate the west and their own
past simultaneously, the officials develop a ‘mimetic’ behaviour, which involves
borrowing or appropriating what others have done.

A prismatic society’s source of potential public officials, is generally restricted to
certain particular groups. Even when the officials acquire rank through achievement,
(via education or through a competitive examination), the opportunities for career
development and fringe-benefits depend largely on ascribed means, particularly support
of one’s superiors and his seniority in the service. Even the citizen, in his relationship
with the sala, benefits, and yet ascribes to the idea that governmental conduct should
be of a strict legal-rational character.

Power Distribution: Authority versus Control
The power structure of a prismatic society consists of a ‘highly centralized and
concentrated authority structure overlapping a control system that is highly localized
and dispersed’. There exists a separation of ‘authority’ (‘officially sanctioned or
legitimate power’) and ‘control’ (‘real’ but ‘unofficially permitted or illegitimate power’).

The authority of the sala overlaps with society’s control structures which are
based in poly-communalism, clects, and poly-normativism. Such overlapping influences
the relationship between politicians and administrators. Generally, a prismatic society
has, what Riggs termed as, ‘unbalanced polity’ with bureaucrats dominating the political
as well as administrative system. This is so, despite the politicians possessing formal
policy-making authority. Thus, the sala officials have more extensive participation in a
diffracted society. Such concentration of power in the hands of the bureaucrats tends
to result in a lack of official responsiveness to public needs and wishes. Riggs has held
that the strengthening of public administration in transitional societies is likely to block
political development.

To an important degree, the influence of political leaders (or those having
‘authority’) varies with their ability to reward or punish the administrators. A weak
‘formal leadership’ may not be able to reward bureaucrats adequately for the
achievement of organizational goals and, therefore, might unintentionally motivate the
sala administrator to devote most of his attentions to safeguarding and promoting his
own material interests. Thus, the behavior of the sala official ranges from effective,
dominant control over decision-making to the role of a sinecure.

Whatever role a bureaucrat might play in a prismatic society, he influences
considerably the level of output in the sala. Riggs has suggested that ‘there is an
inverse ratio between administrative output and bureaucratic power: the more powerful
officials become, the less effective they are as administrators’. The sala is characterized
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by nepotism in recruitment, institutionalized corruption, inefficiency in the administration
of laws, and by the motives of gaining power and of protecting its own interests. The
sala behavior is ‘basically wasteful and prodigal’.

Much of the overlapping and formalism has to do with the character of the
development in a particular society. It would be pertinent to see how different sources
of social change in a prismatic society induce some of its characteristics.

Dilemma of Change in a Prismatic Society
Riggs has observed that because of the relatively long time-span of their development,
the western nations were able to adjust gradually their effective behaviour to the
evolving prescribed behaviour. Consequently, these nations experience less formalism,
heterogeneity, and overlapping than what is faced by the contemporary transitional
societies. This difference in the pace of the development is related basically to the
sources of change in a particular society.

A prismatic society faces pressure for change from external sources as well as
from internal ones. If change is caused primarily by external pressures (as under
technical assistance programmes), it may be called ‘exogenous’ change. Conversely,
change that is stimulated predominantly through internal processes is ‘endogenous’.
When both types of pressures for change are relatively equal in strength, the change
they produce is ‘equigenetic’.

Riggs has hypothesized that the more exgenetic the process of diffraction, the
more formalistic and heterogeneous its prismatic phase; the more endogenetic, the
less formalistic and heterogeneous. Thus, greater formalism, heterogeneity, and
overlapping are likely to exist in an ‘exo-prismatic’ society than in an ‘endo-prismatic’
one. This difference results because, with endo-genetic change, ‘effective’ behavior
precedes the creation of new formal institutions, but in an exo-genetic transformation
the sequence is reversed. Paradoxically, in their bid to absorb the externally induced
change in the shortest possible time, prismatic societies face the possibilities of higher
formalism, heterogeneity, and ‘the severity of  the revolutionary tensions’.

4.6.3 Critical Appraisal of Rigg’s Model of Administration
A critical appraisal of certain salient characteristics of the prismatic-sala model in the
overall context of the Riggsian typology of social and administrative systems is now
possible.

Ecological models, such as those of Riggs, provide conceptual tools ‘for identifying
and analyzing the contextual values that motivate administrative behaviour’ in the
developing countries. A ‘truly’ ecological approach in public administration, however,
would study the interactions between the administrative system and its environment
and thus would analyze the way each of them affects the other’s behaviour. In Riggs’s
analysis of the prismatic society, the major focus is upon the impact of the environment
on the administrative structures. In his analysis, public administration appears to be
dependent variable, with little autonomy or independent capacity to control or modify
its environment except as a result of external forces. This feature of Riggsian model
becomes quite manifest in the analysis of the interaction between the sala and various
socio-cultural and economic environmental structures. It is less manifest in Riggs’s
hypotheses on the relationship between the political system and its bureaucracy, for
he makes much of the relative dominance of bureaucracy, over the political system. In
fact, however, the independent variables in his analysis lie outside bureaucracy in the
social system. Since many prismatic societies in real world have relatively autonomous
administrative sub-systems capable of directing socio-economic change, an analysis
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of prismatic societies should take into account the variation in the capabilities of
administrative systems in different settings.

The major thrust of Rigg’s models involves the structure of the environment of
administrative systems and not the administrative systems themselves. His primary
concern appears to be the input side of the administrative system, rather than the
output. The prismatic model is ‘relatively more successful analysis of the place of
administration in such systems’. This is so mainly because Riggs has ‘not fully worked
out the implications of his theory for public administration’.

As regards the structure of the environment of administrative systems, Rigg’s
models understate the possibility that various social structures may vary independently
of each other. There are several cases, however, in the empirical universe where a
‘developing’ prismatic society has ‘prismatic’ socio-cultural sub-systems, but a relatively
diffracted bureaucratic sub-system. For example, in India and Malaysia, largely as a
result of their colonial experience, there is a considerable role-differentiation between
the politicians and the bureaucrats, with the politicians generally being supreme. Although
Riggs pays lip-service to the possibility of a variety of mixes, the major thrust of the
prismatic model appears to be based on the assumption that there is a high degree of
co-variation of certain structures, thus producing a limited set structural combination.
These exists, therefore, a clear need to construct more ‘mixed’ type categories for the
analysis of transitional societies, which would also take into account the degree of
autonomy of each sub-system in a society.

The absence of such variously mixed analytical categories in Riggsian analysis
has led to certain unfortunate causal implications. It is not necessarily true, for example,
that formalism enhances the power of bureaucrats, or that increased power of
administrators leads to administrative ineffectiveness. Nor can it be claimed that the
subordination of bureaucrats, or that increased power of administrators leads to
administrative ineffectiveness. Nor can it be claimed that the subordination of
bureaucrats, or that increased power of administrators leads to administrative
ineffectiveness. Nor can it be claimed that the subordination of bureaucrats necessarily
makes the functioning of power centres more effective. Infact, much would depend
on the way a term such as ‘power’ is defined for various social environments. Likewise,
Rigg’s analysis conveys an impression of causality in his correlation of social and
administrative structures. One might argue that such impressions of causality are
ingredients of the logical structure of Rigg’s ideal-type constructs. Nonetheless, at
various points of his analysis Riggs has discussed prismatic patterns and their
interrelationships in a manner that suggests that these are accurate descriptions of
patterns existing in the empirical universe.

Riggs could have made his analysis more useful by hypothesizing more extensively
on the interrelationships among certain structural conditions within a prismatic society.
R.S. Milne has provided an example by specifying certain structural conditions which
might cause or promote the emergence or existence of other structural characteristics.
He has hypothesized that under two conditions bureaucrats may not be powerful in a
prismatic model. First, if there is a tradition of civil service neutrality, and, second, if
the politicians are powerful enough to be able to control the bureaucrats. In Pakistan,
the first condition obtains, but not the second; in India both prevail to a degree, while in
the Philippines the second exists, but not the first. Thus, Rigg’s analysis needs more
analytical categories incorporating structural variation among different prismatic
societies.
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More on Riggs’s Model of Administration: Overlapping – A Restricted
Concept
Another area requiring further examination is the concept of ‘overlapping’. In Riggsian
analysis ‘overlapping’ appears to be limited in its scope, as it is designed only to indicate
the simultaneous existence of traditional institutions and those patterned after western
practices. It does not include certain other sources of overlapping found in transitional
societies. John Montgomery has observed that one method of instituting administrative
reforms in developing countries without a wholesale replacement of qualified personnel
is ‘to duplicate functions, placing the old bureaucracy in a competitive position or
bypassing it altogether’. For example, ‘semi-public corporations and similar devices
can serve both to stimulate the bureaucracy and to develop controlled non-governmental
capabilities for serving national purposes.’

What is true of a developing or prismatic society may also be true of a ‘relatively
diffracted society’ like the United States. Michael Crozier has observed that American
administrators ‘do not mind setting up two or three competitive agencies whose conflicts
will certainly entail waste, but which also brings new ideas and interesting change’.
Thus the developed societies, despite, having less multi-functionality of structures, are
not different from the developing societies with regard to the phenomenon of overlapping.
It is not considered per se dysfunctional to the process of administrative development.
In some cases, as Crozier remarked, it might bring ‘new ideas and interesting change.’

Thus, Riggs’s ecological model should give greater recognition to the existence
of overlapping in other contexts. An analysis of the sources of overlapping in relatively
diffracted societies could add to the heuristic utility of Rigg’s models. Otherwise, the
practice of associating the feature of overlapping largely with prismatic society, and at
the same time enumerating the evils of overlapping, only reinforces the ‘negative’
image of prismatic societies (which, in essence, applies to all developing societies of
today).

4.7 CITIZENS’ PARTICIPATION IN ADMINISTRATION
Citizens all over the world have become conscious of their rights as  customers and
clientele services provided by the public organizations.  They have become assertive
in receiving quality and timely services from the government and at the same time
they detest delay. They expect the government agencies to deliver goods and services
to them at their hour of need rather than at the convenience of the government agencies.
They pay for the services as demanded by public organizations and in the process
rightly demand for those services and it was not the case in the past. Such change
was the direct result of customer-focus of private organizations, which influenced
public organizations in changing the work environment, structures and processes for
serving the citizens better. Such was the impact of citizen-focused activities of the
government, that the public officials have to some extent changed their attitudes towards
citizens as buyers or customers of government services received at some cost. In the
past, citizen was expected to pay fee to the government agencies and receive services
at the will of the government agencies. Citizen had no option but to bear the lackadaisical
attitude of the bureaucrats, irrespective of citizen’s needs. At the same time, the services
provided by the government were of poor quality. Thus, the whims and fancies of the
public officials determined the delivery of services to the people in India. To offset
such inconvenience to people, citizen’s charters came into existence, which are expected
to change such whimsical functioning of public agencies.

Citizen-Administration relations were conditioned by the basic nature and
operational peculiarities of administration during colonial rule. After winning freedom,
the imbalance of a bureaucratic state was sought to be corrected by the following:

Check Your Progress

9. What is the ecological
approach to public
administration?

10. Which three features
were identified by
Riggs in the prismatic-
sala model?
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• Expanding the scope of government functions
• Creating institutional infrastructure (e.g., Panchayati Raj in India) to

promote popular participation
• Encouraging political interventions in administration to modify the rigour

of formalism
• Instituting organizational and procedural changes in the interest of speed

and public understanding of administrative action
Research findings on citizen administration relations in India reveal interesting

data and information. Based on extensive field survey, the study by Eldersveld,
Jagannadham and Barnabas came out with the following finding ‘The attitude of Indian
citizens towards their government and its administrative officials particularly, is a complex
and paradoxical mosaic of support and hostility, of consensus and critique. From 75
per cent to 90 per cent view governmental jobs as prestigious, 90 per cent feel that
health and community development programmes are worthwhile and less than 50 per
cent (20 per cent rural) are critical of the job performance of central government
officials. On other hand, the majority feel that 50 per cent of their dealings with officials
are unsatisfactory and they sense that their probabilities of gaining access to officials
and being successful in processing their complains with them are low. Over 50 per
cent feel officials in certain agencies are not fair, that the citizen can do little by
himself and from 60 per cent to 75 per cent feel that political pull is important in getting
administrative action’.

Studies on policies administration, rural development and urban government reveal
citizens’ perceptions about public administration in India. Certain common points that
come out of these field studies can be summarized as given below:

• Citizens’ ignorance about procedures involved in getting things done
• Unhelpful attitude of officials especially lower level functionaries
• Inordinate delay and waiting period
• Favoritism in administration
• Corruption in administration
• Need for middlemen (brokers) to get things done
• Urban-rural differences in perceptions; urban dwellers being more critical about

administration than their rural counterparts
• Rich-poor discrimination in administration; the rich having easy access to

administration and the general tendency of officials to avoid the poor and
underplay their needs and interests

4.7.1 Government Response
 At the higher level in government, the problems of citizen-administration relationship
have attracted attention from time to time and committees and commissions have
been set up to deal with them. The Santhanam Committee on prevention of corruption
felt that discretionary powers exercised by different categories of government officials
opened up ‘scope for harassment, malpractices and corruption’ in the exercise of
those powers. The Administrative Reforms Commission took note of the general public
complaint about corruption in administration and acknowledged the existence of the
widespread inefficiency and the unresponsiveness of administration to public needs.

Institutional devices to remedy the defects of administration are of particular
relevance for the developing countries. Public administration has a built-in-tendency in
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these countries to by-pass the needs of the people at large. The colonial legacy of a
limited government by the administrative elite, stands in the way of universalizations
of the benefits of governance. Decision-making on major issues of public policy remains
a proud preserve of the small politico-administrative elite class. The social structure of
the developing societies in characterized by numerous divisions along linguistic, ethnic,
religious and economic lines. More powerful groups in the society tend to bend the
machinery and processes of government to their side and thus monopolies the fruits of
administration. This process of capture of public administration by the powerful social
groups is facilitated by the existence of endemic poverty and illiteracy. Both economic
incapacity and lack of education reduce the dumb millions into a position of passivity
and subservience. Public administration therefore tends to become a very private
affair as it usually responds to the demands of a small minority of social elite. The
political process many a time fails to achieve integration of interests and tends to
create instead rigid social divisions. Once a political party comes to power through the
electoral process public administration becomes a captive agency in the hands of the
party. The opposition parties are treated as enemies and not partners in the process of
government.

The colonial legacy, social diversity, poverty, illiteracy and peculiarity of the
political process combines together to rob public administration of its public sensitivity
in most developing countries. There are three more reasons for this unhealthy
transformation of public administration in these countries. Firstly, administrative
discretion is fairly widely used by the public servants at all levels in the administration.
With more and more expansion of government activities, the lower level functionaries
engaged in field administration come to enjoy a great deal of discretionary powers.
Administrative discretion, when exercised without effective supervision, is apt to
breed malpractices and corruption. Secondly, there has been a consistent increase
in the volume of legislations to cope with expanding government activities. With
increasing complexity of legislative work, the legislatures have been granting the
executive more and more discretionary powers and leaving the details to be working
out by the latter. Delegated legislation has the tendency to magnify executive
strength and discretion. Thirdly, the executive in many developing countries has
increasingly been assuming the role of dispenser of justice also. Administrative
adjudication and the use of administrative tribunals have been on the increase in
many countries.

Administrative discretion, delegated legislation and administrative adjudication
have the effect of increasing the powers of the executive which is already strong due
to the colonial past. Institutional devices are therefore necessary to check executive
inflation and guard against corruption and administrative injustice.

4.7.2 Significance of Citizen-administration Inter-relationship
We shall now examine some of the facts which underline the significance of this inter-
relationship.

1. Administration has no meaning without the citizens
Administration is manned by and meant for human beings. Administration does not
exist for itself, but, for the citizens. Jawaharlal Nehru while delivering the inaugural
address at the Indian Institute of Public Administration said, ‘Administration like most
things is in the final analysis, a human problem to deal with human beings, not with
some statistical data. There is the danger that pure administrators at the top (not so
much at the bottom, because they come into contact with human beings) may come to
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regard human beings as mere abstractions - the administrator may think in abstract of
the people he deals with, come to conclusions which are justifiable apparently, but
which miss the human element. After all whatever department of government you
deal with, it is ultimately a problem of human beings and the moment we forget them,
we are driven away from reality.’

Thus Comparative Public Administration is not to exist in some kind of ivory
tower. The true test of public administration is the welfare of the people. In the words
of Sir Harold Scot, ‘If a wide general knowledge is useful, more valuable is the knowledge
of people. It is very important that the young administrator should not retire into his
cells when he leaves his office, but, should mix with all kinds and conditions of people.
From them, he will learn things that are not in his files.’

2. Cooperation essential to make development tasks successful
The large scale programme of development which the government has taken upon
itself requires the people’s cooperation and even collaboration in many fields of
governmental activity. The Fifth Five Year Plan had also recognized this need. The
plan says, ‘The involvement of the people and their elected representatives is a
prerequisite for effective planning. A plan which does not take into account their
aspirations and preference can have no operational validity, especially since its
successful implementation can be ensured only if the majority of citizens functioning
as entrepreneurs and decision-makers in relation to consumption, savings, investment,
etc., endorse the envisaged policies and programmes by their whole hearted
participation.

It therefore, follows that all the citizens have a right to participate in administration
at all levels and they should in the interest of efficient functioning of administration in
a democracy exercise this right. It would be improper to describe this participation as
a hindrance, nuisance, interference or obstacle to efficient administration. Citizen
participation, on the other hand, is an important part of the unfolding of the democratic
process and not only should it be understood and welcomed but the sooner well all
learn to use it, the better it would be for us all. Mrs. Indira Gandhi, the late Prime
Minister of India repeatedly underlined the need for citizen-satisfaction and citizen-
oriented administration. She said, ‘In economic development, as in other fields of
national activity, there is a disconcerting gap between intention and action. To bridge
this gap we should boldly adopt whatever far reaching changes in the administration
may be found necessary. We must introduce new or additional patterns and modern
tools and techniques of management and administration. We shall instill into the
governmental machinery greater efficiency and make it more responsive to the needs
of the people.’

3. Strengthening the values of democracy
Democracy is based on the assumption that government is an affair of the governed
and that all problems should be solved in accordance with public opinion freely formed
and freely expressed. This participation develops in them a sense of common interest
in common affairs and of the duty they owe to the community to see that such affairs
are efficiently and honestly administered. Voting in a general election once in five
years is not enough. The citizen’s continued interest in governmental process can be
kept up by giving him opportunities of active participation in the administration of
public affairs.
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4. Strengthening the socialistic pattern of society - new democratic
socialism

The country today stands wedded to the concept of socialistic pattern of society mainly
through revolutionary changes in economic, social and political structures of society
with the ultimate purpose of guaranteeing social and economic justice to all it citizens.
These values have been clearly laid down in the Preamble and the Directive Principles
of State Policies in the Constitution of India. In the achievement of this objective of
revolutionary changes in economic and socio-political structure of society, the relation
between administration and citizen will have to be a very close one. Roosevelt has
said, ‘the test of our progress is not whether we add more to the abundance of those
who have much, it is whether we provide enough for those who have too little’. A.P.
Barnabas has raised the issue in his article ‘The Bureaucracy and the Poor’ what is
the reality of the concept of growth and justice. He says, ‘Administrative behaviour
both within the system and without has not encouraged greater contact with lower
classes. Such contact could at least make the bureaucratic structure more aware of
the culture of poverty. The patronizing attitude of the bureaucrats only reminds the
under-privileged of his low status.... When he does attempt to get at the administration,
he is confounded with a maze of procedures that discourages him.... There is need for
serious consideration to reach the poor. It is not merely in intentions, but in action that
the administrative system must show real concern for the people of the lower strata.’
Without active and meaningful cooperation of the citizens, no administration has an
obligation to look after the concerned welfare. The latter also have an implicit obligation
to behave in a way that will help administration to run effectively and efficiently.

5. To avoid social unrest and tension resulting into violence
If the citizen’s grievances are allowed to mount up, the dissatisfaction with the
administration may add to existing social unrest and tensions. The phenomenon of
growing social discontent which erupts into frequent acts of violence find substance in
the citizen’s frustration with the administration. It is therefore, necessary that the
citizens faith in the government, of which the administration the chief executive agency
is responsible, should not be allowed to deteriorate, but should be reinforced adequately.
This is important both for political stability and preservation of the social fabric. For
instance, during the recent disturbances in Punjab, Gujarat and Assam, one of the
reasons for political instability was the lack of faith in the government. Since in Punjab
both Hindus and Sikhs lost faith in the elected government and law and order
administration. According to S. Radhakrishnan, ‘No government can be indifferent to
the complaints which are made by ordinary people who suffer from maladministration.
No government can turn indifferent to the complaints which are made by ordinary
people who suffer from maladministration. No government can turn a blind eye to
them, slowly the reputation of the government itself will sink and social upheavals will
be brought about.’ These words are very much applicable to the victims in the riots
after the assassination of Mrs. Indira Gandhi. In Punjab, Justice Bains Committee and
Citizen’s Council Committee headed by Justice Sikri proved that most of persons
arrested during Blue Star Operation and thereafter were the victim’s of
maladministration especially police administration. Thus, it is quite obvious that the
citizens and public administration are intimately related to each other as the activities
of administration today impinge more and more on the very life of the citizens.

Nature of Dissatisfactions
The dissatisfaction of the citizens with the administrative machinery has grown in
recent years. There has been a general agreement that the administration has not
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been able to provide efficient and timely service. The various studies conducted in this
direction have pointed out that the anti-bureaucracy attitude of the Indian citizens is
persisting. A study carried out by Eldersveld and others sums up the nature of the
citizen-administrator relationship as follows:

‘There appears to be a complex attitudinal and perceptional set of expectations
about the citizen’s relationship with administration. The components of this
syndrome are: Lack of self-confidence on the part of the ordinary citizen in dealing
directly with officials, a feeling that the best way to deal with administrators is by
enlisting the support of theirs, particularly individuals with the right contacts and
political pull, that administrators do not and will not treat all people equally and
that their administrative actions are final, complaints availing very little or being
difficult to process.’

In a study carried out by A.P. Barnabas on ‘The Experience of Citizens in Getting
Water connections in Delhi’, revealed that majority of the respondents were unaware
of the procedure and the conditions governing the provision of water connections and
there was a general feeling that unless speed (money) was paid, the files would not
move. The study concludes that, ‘One of the most important things that need to be
done is to develop greater communication between the administration and the public
with regard to the administration procedure’. Recently, it was admitted by the Lt.
Governor of Delhi that there is lot of corruption in the DDA (Delhi Development
Authority), in connection with the allotment of DDA flats and sites to the people.

In another study, it was told by the citizens that by offering bribes they could get
their cases expedited and the impression was that nothing ever gets done unless bribes
are given to the corporation staff. A large number of studies have been conducted to
measure and understand the reaction of the citizens towards administration. We can
classify observations in the following categories:

• Delay in provision of supplies and services: The delays in the provision of
supplies and services are quite marked and the problems are very much acute
in the case of supply of essential goods.

• Inconvenience and harassment: The citizens, particularly villagers, are put
to great inconvenience, hardships and even harassment in trying to secure the
fulfillment of their legitimate demands on the administration. The villagers are
generally treated with great rudeness and callousness by the officers.

• Lack of fair play: A vast majority of the citizens felt that the decisions of the
administration of citizen’s requisite for services and facilities were mostly
tempered on political and parochial considerations. Smooth and healthy citizen
administration relations are at present greatly marred by the growing favoritisms
and patronage which is being shown both by civil servants and the elected
representatives.

• Inordinate delay: Delays are a normal feature of the Indian administration.
Lengthy and complicated procedures are responsible for delays. But the main
cause of delays has been due to laxity of administration and supervision, lack of
interest and sensitiveness to public interest that due to the complexity of rules
and procedures. Delay has been rightly said to be the mother of corruption.

• Corruption: The problem of corruption in administration has assumed a great
dimension. The vast majority of the citizens feel that it is not easy to get the
work done without greasing the palms of the officials. Corrupt practices
constitute a vicious circle and it is difficult to say who is corrupt; the officials or
the citizens. There prevails among the public a considerable degree of feeling
that there is a deliberate delay, harassments and discourtesy in many departments.
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On the contrary, the officials feel that public wants to gets things done
expeditiously or out of turn and even without completing all the formalities. It is,
however established that corruption is becoming a matter of habit, a way of
life.

6. Lack of identity of purpose among the officials: There is a general feeling
among the citizens that they are not being treated in a dignified way by the
officials. The idea that the governmental machinery exists to serve the citizens
who pay for it, has not been fully understood particularly at the middle and
lower levels. It was found in a study carried out by A.P. Barnabas that the
citizens are alienated from the administration. It states, ‘When questioned as to
what the villagers do if they had a complaint, only about one fourth said that
they would complain to the higher officials. The major reason mentioned for
not doing anything was that they felt that the officials would do nothing about it
or that they were not easily accessible. It means that the citizens have no faith
in the government’s machinery. It can be assessed from the answers of many
that the existence or absence of administration is immaterial to them.’

4.7.3 Methods to Establish Harmonious Citizen-administration
Relationships

Let us now discuss some of the methods by which we can establish harmonious
relationship between the citizen and administration.

1. Enlightened citizenship
For the success of new democracy and for the administration to function effectively
and efficiently, the citizens has also to be equipped for being a good citizen. Citizen
should be well enlightened. It has been rightly said by the poet that it is not gold but
only men of right quality who can make a nation great and strong. The citizen fails to
have confidence in himself - a confidence that comes out of being important and
useful to society. Confidence in oneself is necessary for being self reliant, disciplined
and work oriented a condition that is a basic necessity for the success of a democracy.
Prof. B.S. Khanna has suggested that the programmes of human and socio-economic
development which are necessary to bring about structural and behavioural changes
on the following lines:

(i) Lessening substantially the rigidities of social stratification achieving increasing
egalitarianism (social and economic)

(ii) Removing of poverty, social backwardness and injustice
(iii) Stimulating the organization of more and more groups with socio-political

objectives to aggregate, articulate and safeguard the interests of the citizens
(iv) Achieving a suitable equilibrium between consensus and descent so as to avoid

regimentation as well as social fragmentation.

2. Setting up of Citizens’ Association and other voluntary organizations
There should be a network of citizen’s organizations, citizens forums etc., as a constituent
element of the administrative organization. It has been suggested in public administration
in Second United Nations Development Decade that, this calls for development of
systems of public information, to keep citizens as fully informed as possible of
government plans and politics and the utilization of voluntary citizen councils, consultative
groups, civic groups and other methods of citizen- participation for purposes of
consultation, advice and guidance in decision-making on government proposals and
their implementation, comparative study and exchange of experience relating to both
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employee and citizen participation practices are recommended. Care is to be taken in
this connection that the achievement of good relations between the government and
the public is a matter which does not by any means depend solely on the conduct and
behaviour of civil service. It also depends equally on the attitude of citizens associations
and other unofficial bodies. These bodies must take active interest in the affairs of the
public.

Such citizen’s participation will impart Indian democracy the vitality it needs and
a quality it could achieve. These associations can perform the following functions:

(i) Provision of information and advice to the citizens in the making of
applications and complaints

(ii) Educating the citizens in regard to their duties to the state and advising
them about what should not be expected from administration

(iii) Lending support in regard to the citizen’s genuine demand and complaints
(iv) Bringing to bear influence on the governments department and agencies

for improvement of policies, programmes and procedures in the interest
of the citizens’ welfare and satisfaction

(v) Promotion of high standards of public morality

3. Effective public relations units in administrative organization
To improve understanding between the citizens and administration, public relations are
to be developed. Its aim should be to develop cordial, equitable and therefore mutually
profitable relations between the government and the citizens it services. Due care
should be taken that the public relations should not degenerate into a propaganda
machinery. ‘Public relations activities must be honest, truthful, open, authorities and
responsible, they must be fair and realistic and they must be deducted in the public
interest.’ Due safeguards are therefore necessary to make public relations effective
for two-way and authentic communications. This traffic can be best organized by
professional public relations men, but at the lowest levels of administration, the
administrative personnel must do their own public relations. According to F.C. Gera,
‘It is not enough for mass media to be blaring forth statements in government policies
and programmes. There must be to be blaring forth statements in government policies
and programmes. There must be deliberate and organized attempt also to assess the
needs of the people to listen to their grievances and to redress them. And the people,
particularly the uneducated people must be treated with courtesy instead of being
shouted at and compelled to shell out bribes.’ All this requires deliberates scientific and
well conceived public relations work.

4. Administrative improvement
After independence the administrative machinery of India advanced considerably both
in magnitude and direction. Administrative efficiency is the most urgent demand of the
day. Most of the grievances of the citizens are because of the apathy of the
administration and lack of dynamic administration. An international group of public
administration experts has also stressed, upon this, ‘Dysfunctional and inapplicable
administrative structures, system and practice must be replaced. Nothing less than
dynamic organization, resourceful management and streamlined administrative
processes will suffice.... The tortuous time consuming routines, special privileges,
corruption, indolence and insolence often encumbering any governmental bureaucracies
civil services have no place in development administration. This calls for continuous
action to foster honesty and integrity and to weed out corruption as well as to develop
preventive measures’. Pandit Nehru has once said that ‘the basic objective of an
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administration should be inscribed in the room and on the walls of the administration,
i.e., where we are going to? This according to him had to be remembered’. This
experience may well be considered as the desiderate stipulating the ratio of relationship
between administration and the citizen.

5. Reorientation of attitude of civil services
A democratic reorientation of the attitudes of the officials towards the citizens has
becomes very much necessary for the prevention of the citizen’s complaints and their
prompt redress. Administrators should pay greater attention to the opinions of the
people. Reorientation of the attitudes of the officials towards the citizens is a very
difficult task. It will require an attack on several fronts such as in-service virtues like
efficiency, integrity and loyalty but should also shake off all the feelings of exclusiveness
and superiority. There should be a desire to establish contacts with citizens to understand
their problems. Unless the change in the attitudes of the civil servants is brought
about, all other measures of deal with the citizen’s grievances will be of limited use.

6. Simplification of procedures
Besides the administrative reforms and improvements, there should be immediate
simplification of procedures. Most of the complaints of the citizens are the result of
complicated procedures. Simplification of the procedures should take place into matters
like:

• Regard for public comfort and convenience.
• Speed in disposal of application
• Minimum inter-departmental/office reference
• Reduction in the number of levels required to examine cases.
• Reduction in the number of agencies with which the citizens has to deal

with.
• Supply of detailed information to the citizen as to how he is to go about to

receive a certain benefit or approval from administration.
The success of the developmental process depends to a great extend upon the

harmonious relationship between the citizens and administration. The administration
should not function like machinery, but it should work in a humane purposeful way.
The people in administration should have a sense of dedication, responsibility and be
responsive and alert to the aspirations of the citizens. Citizens on the other hand should
also provide meaningful cooperation to administration. In such an atmosphere, it would
be very easy to implement the development tasks to bring about social change and
modernization in the country. The strengthening of democracy in its social and economic
aspect has to the country. The strengthening of democracy in its social and economic
aspect has to be attained through the participation of the people. In the modern world,
no economic and social policy can be regarded as exclusively the affair of politicians,
administrators and technicians. When the government and its departments are the
active agents of development, the efficiency and realism of their programmes will to a
great extent depend on the degree of participation by those to whom the policies are to
be applied from  day to day. The importance of this participation is highlighted by the
following fact which has been noted particularly in the course of technical assistance
activities. When programmes or projects are prepared with the central authorities and
when for some reason or another, insufficient attention has been given to the competence
of regional or local authorities or to the responsibilities of enterprises, or to the role of
representatives associations in economic and social affairs, the implementation of the
programmes is slowed down and sometimes completely jeopardized.

Check Your Progress

11. What were the policies
set up to deal with
imbalance of
bureaucratic state after
India gained freedom?

12. Name any two methods
that can be used to
establish harmonious
citizen-administration
relationships.
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4.8 SUMMARY
• For the first time in 1952, a sincere effort was made in the US, when a conference

was organized on comparative administration in Princeton University. It was
during this conference that a sub-committee under the committee on public
administration, entitled Comparative Public Administration, was established. This
was done to develop a criterion of relevance and a design for field studies in
foreign countries.

• The study of Comparative Public Administration contributes to a greater
understanding of the individual characteristics of administrative systems
functioning in different nations and cultures. Besides, comparative studies also
help in explaining factors responsible for cross-national and cross-cultural
similarities as well as differences in the administrative systems.

• Some of the prominent scholars associated with the CAG are Ferrel Heady,
Braibanti, John Montgomery, Fred Riggs, William Siffin and D. Waldo. In the
year 1972, CAG was merged with the International Committee of the American
society for public administration, to form the Section on International and
Comparative Administration (SICA). It can be said that the period between
1963 and 1976 was the golden era of Comparative Public Administration.

• It is that been opined that comparative perspective is needed for improving
public policies and building theories in the field of public administration.
Comparative method has been used for studying the contemporary system of
governance and administration.

• The significance of Comparative Public Administration lies in its academic utility
in terms of scientific and systematic study of public administration and in
improving the knowledge about other administrative systems, so that appropriate
administrative reforms and changes can be brought about in different nations.

• The most popular approach to analyse comparative public administrative studies
is Max Weber’s ideal type bureaucratic model. The ideal type of bureaucratic
model is capable of attaining the highest degree of efficiency and the most
rational form of administration. Weber’s model of bureaucracy was based on
the political equations that dominated the 19th century scholars.

• Since 1968, the evolving discipline of public administration came to be enriched
by the emergence of what came to be known as the New public administration.
The term came to stay with publication, in 1971, of Toward a New public
administration: Minnowbrook Perspective, edited by Frank Marini. This work
was largely based on the Minnowbrook conference held in 1968 and New
public administration cannot be fully understood except in terms of that academic
get-together.

• The field of public administration has been rife with debate about the New
public management, or New Public Management, as it is called. This has been
like a reform agenda that ushered in globally in the last two decades, and is the
outcome of several changes embedded in the social as well as political context
in the Western democracies. Interpretations of the emergence of New Public
Management are split, the champions of the movement present it as a new
administrative paradigm that departs sharply from past thinking and practice,
whereas Sceptic argue that, it has evolved incrementally from the past
administrative traditions.

• The factors that gave rise to big government also contributed to the establishment
of the administrative State in almost every developed and developing country
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of the world. The government formulates public policies and depends on public
administration for their implementation. In the modern states, bureaucracy
performs multiple functions.

• Development administration, in a developing country is mainly concerned with
two aspects of development—political and economic. The economic development
of a country largely depends on its political development. So we would refer
briefly to the characteristics of political development especially relevant to
administrative development. S.P. Huntington, political scientists and author of
The Third Wave of Democratization identifies four sets of categories which
recur continuously: rationalization, national integration, democratization and
participation.

• The focus of development administration has changed over the years, keeping
pace with new development theorising; confined to the deployment of foreign
aid, development administration today focuses on planned change to meet a
nation’s broad political, economic, social and cultural objectives.

• Fred W. Riggs, who is perhaps the most innovative contemporary theorist in
comparative public administration, has been concerned primarily with
conceptualizing on the interactions between administrative systems and their
environment. The main locus of his interest has involved ‘developing’ or
transitional societies that he has constructed ‘prismatic-sala’ models.

• Citizens all over the world have become conscious of their rights as customers
and clientele services provided by the public organizations.  They have become
assertive in receiving quality and timely services from the government and at
the same time they detest delay. They expect the government agencies to deliver
goods and services to them at their hour of need rather than at the convenience
of the government agencies.

4.9 KEY TERMS
• Comparative public administration: It refers to the theory of Public

Administration, as applied to diverse cultures and national settings and the body
of factual data, by which it can be expanded and tested.

• Ideographic approach: This approach concentrates on unique cases—study
of single agency, single country or even a single case in a single cultural area.

• Nomothetic approach: This approach seeks to develop generalization and
theories which are based on analysis of regularities and behavior of administrative
systems.

• New public administration: It is an anti-positivist, anti-technical, and anti-
hierarchical reaction against traditional public administration.

• New public management: It is a term formally conceptualized by Hood (1991),
and denotes broadly the government policies, since the 1980s, that aimed to
modernize and render more efficient the public sector. 

• Development administration: It refers to planned institution capacity to
accomplish the specific goals of development through the formulation of
appropriate policies, programmes and projects and their successful
implementation.
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4.10 ANSWERS TO CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
1. Riggs highlighted three trends in the comparative study of public administration:

• From normative towards more empirical approaches
• A shift from a predominantly non-ecological, to an ecological basis for the

study of public administration
• A shift from ideographic studies (one nation studies) to nomothetic studies

(universal studies)
2. After the Second World War a number of approaches and models have emerged

in comparative administrative analysis. Some of the important models and
approaches are:
• Bureaucratic Approach
• The General Systems Approach
• Ecological Approach
• Structural-Functional Approach
• Decision-making Approach

3. The four problems identified by Honey report are:
• Insufficient resources at disposal of the discipline (students, faculty and

research funds)
• Intellectual argument over the status of the discipline: Is it a discipline, a

science or profession
• Institutional weakness (inadequacy of public administration departments)
• Gap between scholars of public administration and the practicing

administrators
4. The Minnowbrook conference may rightly be credited with the honour of having

produced the first coherent grammar of new public administration. It was this
Conference which expressed, very loudly, and clearly the dissatisfaction with
the state of the discipline. It was the first one which sought to give a new image
to Public administration—a subject actively concerned with the problems of the
society and full of reformist intentions.

5. The New Political Economy (NPE) of development is based on the market
emphasis on the following:
• Downsizing of the State
• Deregulation and withdrawal
• Privatization of not only commercial entities but also institutions providing

public good and merit goods
• Progressive taxation
• Involvement of other non-profit organization is social welfare

6. Over the years, there has been one important shift in the thinking of New
Public Management. In the early stage of entrepreneurial government, there
was stress on de-govermentalization and privatization which was sometimes
called downsizing or right sizing. The government was expected to be lean and
mean but now once again, it has been recognized that the imperatives and
inevitability of government’s role and responsibility as a crucial facet of national
life cannot be undermined.
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7. Common elements are:
• A widely shared consensus on the goals of development
• A high degree of reliance on the government for achieving the developmental

objectives
• Wide prevalence of primordial over national loyalties
• Oft-recurring—political unrest and instability
• Existence of a modern political elite
• Uneven growth of political structure and the bureaucracy among those in

the more developed category
8. The management of development has been the central focus of development

administration. It connotes planned institution capacity to accomplish the specific
goals of development through the formulation of appropriate policies, programmes
and projects and their successful implementation.

9. The basic premise of the ecological approach in comparative public
administration is that public bureaucracies may be regarded as one of the several
basic institutions in a society. Thus, in order to understand bureaucracy’s
‘structures’ and ‘functions,’ one must study bureaucracy in the context of its
interrelationships with other societal institutions.

10. Three such features have been identified by Rigg’s- ‘heterogeneity,’ ‘formalism,’
and ‘overlapping.’

11. After winning freedom, the imbalance of a bureaucratic state was sought to be
corrected by:

(i) Expanding the scope of government functions,
(ii) Creating institutional infrastructure (e.g., Panchayati Raj in India) to

promote popular participation
(iii) Encouraging political interventions in administration to modify the rigour

of formalism
(iv) Instituting organizational and procedural changes in the interest of speed

and public understanding of administrative action.
12. Two such methods are setting up of citizens’ association and other voluntary

organization and effective public relations units in administrative organization.

4.11 QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

Short-Answer Questions
1. How did the idea of comparing public administrations emerge?
2. Which are the various types of comparative administrative studies?
3. Write a short note on the significance of comparative public administration.
4. What is the premise of the structural-functional approach?
5. List the salient features of new public administration.
6. Briefly describe the concept of development administration.
7. What has been the government’s response to citizens’ participation in

administration?
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Long-Answer Questions
1. Explain the reasons for the emergence of comparative public administration

after the Second World War.
2. Discuss the characteristics of comparative public administration.
3. Explain the bureaucratic approach of comparative public administration.
4. What were the key outcomes of the Minnowbrook Conference of 1968?

Elaborate.
5. Explain the rise of new public management.
6. Analyse the Riggs’ model and the observations made in it.

4.12 FURTHER READING
Willoughby, W.F. 1927. Principles of Public Administration. Publications of Institute

for Government Research.
Gullick, S. and Urwick, L. 1937. Papers on the Science of Administration. New

York: Institute of Public Administration.
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